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Psygnosis and their Molecule Madness
Against the clock, you use your chemical tendencies to build molecules out of atoms
provided.

And don't be surprised if the very atom you don't need will be the one you're given to
use next. . . Pray for a Joker Atom!

If you don't look like a mad scientist now, you will by the time you've tackled ATOMINO!

Op and fitOm! Screen Shots from the Amiga Version
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Alive and Killing!

"Put simply, AMNIOS is the best

shoot-'em-up that has been released

for a long time".

- Amiga Action - 93%

Penetrate the living hell that is Amnios.

Counter your comparatively diminutive

ship against the merciless might of

ten living, breathing planets in an

audacious endeavour to rescue

imprisoned members of your own

persuasion.

Pick up indigenous DNA and utilise it to

fabricate enhanced weaponry to abet

your pestilential quest.

Aw, forget the Bull! Just get in

there and save the World!

Amiga Screen Shots

PSYGNOSIS. 29 ST. MARY'S CT., BROOKLINE, MA 02146
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Issue #43, October 1991
About the COVer: This month's cover illustration is a 24-bit hi-res raytrace rendered with Activa's

Real 3D , a relatively new modeling, rendering, and animation package. The spiral sphere was

modeled using Real 3D's unique and powerful Boolean operators. This bi-textured object would be

nearly impossible to create accurately with any other Amiga modelling software. As always, .info is

produced and managed entirely with Amigas running off-the-shelf consumer software and

peripherals, .info was the first magazine in the world produced entirely with personal computers.
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SAPPHIRE 68020/68881 Accelerator

A true 32 bit accelerator with true 32 bit

processors that replaces the stock 68000

in your AMIGA™. Factory installed 68020
and 68881 processors. Increases up to 2.4

times in integer calc. and up to 3.2 times in

floating poinl. Does no! require 32 bit RAM

expansion.

ONYX Series Harddrives

Expand your AMIGA'S harddrive capacity

with high quality Quantum™ drives.
Capacities of 52, 105, 120, 150, 170, and

210 Mb. External and internal configura

tions direct connect to your SCSI

Controller. External drive has SCSI

pass-thru.

Workbench Management System v3.0 mtmmjm

WWS v3.0 is completely rewritten in ma

chine language with features implemented

from user recommendations. Pull-down

menus, tree-directory style button layers,

easier editing and assigning, intelligent lay

er sizing, and the still convenient one-click

buttons to easily launch your applications.

RXTools

RXTools is an object oriented interface

builder which extends the programming ca

pabilities of ARexx™ (required). With the
built-in editor, RXTools provides a complete

ARexx™ development environment for cre
ating windows, gadgets, requesters, and

more within your ARexx™ applications.

aiH^amnmsHMB

Tandberg

Wangtek

GEMSTONE Streaming Tape Systems

Full function streaming tape backup system

for your AMIGA™. Up to 1.0 Gb capacity
depending on drive and tape length. Up to

5 Mb per minute uncompressed transfer

rate.

Tandberg drives come in 150/250 Mb,

320/525 Mb, and 1.0 Gb capacities.

Wangtek drives have 60 and 150/250 Mb

capacities. External and internal configura

tions have the necessary cables to direct

connect to your SCSf controller. External

drive has SCSI pass-thru.

MRBackup Professional and our special

tape handler included.

Teachers Toolkit

Acomplete classroom management system.

Takes the drudgery out of everyday paper

work tasks by providing an integrated set of

tools with a special emphasis on ease of

use. Manage grades, analyze student and

class performance, compose lesson plans,

keep appointments, and more.

TestWriter Toolkit

A structured authoring system specifically

designed for educators at all levels to easily

develop a broad range of testing materials.

Fully integrates with Teacher's Toolkit in our

expanding Education Power Series.

Coming Soon!

TestWriter

Toolkit

DIAMOND STORE 600

Magneto-Optical Drive

Advanced Sony rewritable magneto-

optical disk drive. 600 Meg unformated ca

pacity removable media (300 Mb each

side). 70 ms average access time. External

and internal configurations direct connect

to your SCSI controller.

DIAMOND STORE 1300

1.3 Gb DAT Archive System

High quality Sony digital data storage drive.

Up to 1300 Mb capacity with a DG-60M

DDS tape. 11 Mbpm sustained transfer rate.

External and internal configurations direct

connect to your SCSI controller. MRBackup

Pro. and special DAT handler included.

EMERALD TOWER

External enclosure for up 4 SCSI devices.

Direct connect to your SCSI controller

with pass-thru. 2-device addressing on

back panel. 3-fan ventilation, 230W DC

power supply, all cables. Sleek, Amiga™-
colored heavy-duty steel construction,

stylish plastic face, and LCD clock.

Brigade Commander

A real-time war game pitting you against a

computer opponent. Based on parameters

you establish, units maneuver under their

respective commanders. Brigade Comman

der has a built-in unit/scenario editor, multi

screen maps, realistic digitized sound, and

animated weapon firing.

THROMULUS - The Enemy Within

It's civil war in your bloodstream, iron-rich

red cells against the anemic forces of the

blue! With path-blocking platelets, mutating

viruses, and ravenous macrophages, think

fast and overwhelm your computer or hu

man opponent. Five fierce difficulty levels of

play. The next generation in addiction!

BATTLETECrf'' Support Modules

FASA's future-look, advanced technology

crossed with political intrigue. BattleMech

factory, warrior development, map editor,

scenario editor, and game configuration

modules. Assemble and arm your mechs.

train your warriors, create your battle fields,

and assemble your forces. Coming soon!

MRBackup Professional

The first archiving software system supporting

DAT storage technology. Full featured and

multitasking, with over 60 ARexx'" commands
for completely automated backups, and 12 to

16 bit compression. Supports floppy, hard-

drive, SCSI streaming tape, DAT, virtual de

vice or other AmigaDOS devices.

DEVELOPMENT INC.

INNOVATIVE IDEAS FOR THE

COMPUTER INSIDE US ALL

TTR Development, Inc.

6701SeyboldRd.

Madison, WI53719

Ami(a and AmigaDOS ire trademaifcs oFCnmmmkjit-Amifi. Inc. AR«* t. :i

Sales and Technical Support

608-277-8071

BBS Support: 608-277-8072

Fax: 608-277-8073

BIX Support under TTR.Support

. BATTLETECH. BaiilrMech. and *Mn£ arc trademark* of FASA Corp. All other tradrimarks arc icgisiered hy Ihier
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WHAT CDTV COULD BE

is an interesting con

cept, but as we have pointed out in ihe past.

it fails to meet its potential. We understand

Commodore is already working on version

2.0 of CDTV, and we'd like to take the

opportunity to pass alone our thoughts on

what a new. improved CDTV unit should

be like.

The first thing Commodore needs io add

is two standard Amiga joystick/mouse

ports. Without these, you can't play many

Amiga games. We know they're available

on the infrared I/O 'brick,' but they should

be right there on the unit.

CDTV also needs an internal disk drive.

With the simple addition of the joystick

ports and a disk drive, CDTV owners could

play most existing Amiga games. Then you

could add a sticker to games that says

"CDTV Compatible.'The drive would also

make it possible to actually save off notes

and graphics from programs like Timeta

bles ofHistory for use in Amiga applica

tions programs. You could even produce

"reader" disks that would let CDTV access

CD-ROM applications written for MS/DOS

systems. By providing just the indexing and

retrieval software on disk, you could buy

the MS/DOS CD-ROMs separately and use

them right off the shelf, without having to

wait for the company that produces the CD-

ROM to create an Amiga version of their

retrieval software. This would be a great

niche market for CDTV developers.

While you're at it. you could just as well

throw in a keyboard, mouse, and joystick.

With these additions, you'd have a full

blown computer, not just an 'audio/video

appliance," whatever that is. It would make

CDTV really worth the money.

And if CDTV really /.van 'audio/video

appliance,' why stop half-way? It doesn't

do full-motion video, and it should. Pioneer

and others sell a combination CD/laserdisc

player for a S349 street price. With a

combo CD/laserdisc player instead of just a

CD slot, CDTV would become a superpow-

erful multimedia machine. With AmigaVi-

sion available via a built-in disk drive, you

could control videodisc access like a real

pro. If the genlock were built-in instead of

an option, you could even do laserdisc pre

sentations with overlaid Amiga graphics

and titles. CDTV would become an indis

pensable multimedia toolbox. It would also

have the side effect of eliminating that

stupid CD caddy.

CBM should also stick in three

megs of RAM while they're at it, or at least

provide sockets for easy internal RAM

expansion. They should provide it with the

two-meg Agnus, too. because most people

are going to want to do lots of graphics

with this thing. And they should give it an

ASOO-style expansion buss for those who

want to add a hard drive or more RAM: it

should be compatible with existing periph

erals. I suppose asking for A2000-style

video and cpu slots is going too far, but we

can dream, can't we?

I can hear people screaming 'The

price will be too high!' Bull. An Amiga 500

(with keyboard and disk drive) is available

through the Power Up program now for

S399 (and a cost-reduced version is in the

works with a reported projected list price of

S300I. A combo CD/laserdisc player has a

street price of S349. An inexpensive gen

lock is S99. That's a total of less than S850.

or SI 50 less than the suggested retail price

of the current CDTV. It seems to us that the

SuperCDTV could also carry a S999 'sug

gested' pricetag, and deliver a lot more for

the money.

But the most important thing that

Commodore should change about CDTV is

their marketing concept. Get rid of the idea

that Joe Consumer is afraid of computers.

He isn't. Not if he pulls down the kind of

money it takes to buy these expensive elec

tronics toys. And if he's going to plunk

down SI0O0 on a new electronic marvel, it

belter have a computer in it. From the way

Commodore hides the computer in CDTV,

you'd think it was a lump of plutonium. In

reality, the Amiga inside CDTV is the main

reason to buy one. Let's hope Commodore

realizes this, and soon.

- Mark & Benn
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H. G. WELLS (1866-1946)

n v e
Well almost. You have bravely volunteered to

execute Operation Nemesis' - The destruction

of the merciless Super Defence computer

gone mad: Cybercon III.

Equipped with youi enhanced power armour
salvaged from the wreckage ol Cybercon Ill's

onslaught, you must penetrate the defence

complex protecting Cybercon III s brain stem

and deactivate it.

Cybercon III is a game of epic proportions
and features:

# The ultimate 3D environment - named deal
World, it contains the tastest, smoothest scrolling
3D gtaphics ever seen.

• Battle and puzzle your way through a huge

complex containing over 400 unique locations.

9 intelligent defenses that react to every move

you moke.

# Sampled sound effects.

• Unique Picture in Picture mode. Allows you to
monitor enemy movements.

9 Over 1/3 million lines of code crammed onto
I disk'!

Getting in was the easy part: getti"
will take everything you've got!

^f
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Gyro Camera Sonic Secondary.
System

Compass Monitor Key Display
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Energy Cells/ Gyio Syslem Slalus/ „ rrimt"V
Managemenl

Power Disploy Compass Auto- Repair System
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FORMATAVAILABILITY: Amigo-IBM PC, ATS, XT

100% compotiblos

GRAPHICSUPPORT:CGA,EGA,TQndyl6,VGA. MCGA

SONIC SUPPORT: PC Speaker, Ad Lib, Roland

MEMORY REQ:512Ki640Kfor256 color mode)

--^ODi-

Game designed By Ocoroo Pmlo
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I am a computer novice and am

contemplating buying an Amiga 500 as my

first compmer. However, I realize that on

occasion I might like to be able to use an

Apple or PC program and wondered how

that might be accomplished on the A500.

as well as the cost involved for special

hardware, etc. Also. I have small children

and wondered how the Amiga compares

with Apple computers concerning educa

tional programs offered.

- Rodney Mann. APO San Francisco

You're headed in the right direction and

knowjust what questions to ask. It's a fairly

simple matter (if not exactly inexpensive ■

prices vary by dealer, so shop around) to

turn an A500 into a Mac or an IBM clone.

ReadySoft makes a Macintosh emulator

called the A-Max II. It requires an external

Mac floppy drive and you must also supply

your own Mac ROMs, but once you do, you

can run most Mac software. There are also

some boards available that plug into the

A500's RAM expansion slot and turn it into

an XT or A T-compatible. As far as educa

tional software goes, there are a good num

ber of titles for the Amiga and the machine is

probably more educational in and of itself

(and certainly more entertaining for kids),

but if you're thinking ofApple ][ rather than

Apple Mac for educational stuff, we'd recom

mend against it. Apple has all but aban

doned support for the ][ series and we're

afraid you 'd soon find yourself with an

orphaned computer. Besides, since you can

turn an Amiga into a Mac or an IBM clone

and still have an Amiga, what other choice is

there? -Benn & Mark

I have been a proud Amiga

owner for just over a year now. I labored

long and hard before making my decision

to purchase my Amiga 500, and happened

to luck into a real sweet deal with a 500

package ihat included a load of software,

enough to get me started, and a free

modem. I owned an Atari XL/XE for over

5 years, and had compiled a pretty nice

library of software including wordproces-

sors. databases, and those games that that

supposed "game machine" was famous for.

It was hard to let go of that old 8-bit sys

tem, but I had outgrown it and felt it was

time to move up. My intent was to make

the next logical move up the ladder ant!

purchase an ST system from Atari, but a

friend urged me to look at the Commodore

hardware. This was not an easy thing to do

considering the "rivalry" between the Com

modore and Atari communities, with the

C64 being the powerhouse in the 8-bit mar

ket. Atari owners are a passionate bunch,

and their zeal is the only thing that has kept

their computers from becoming orphans.

After weighing the alternatives, I made the

jump to Commodore and went with the

Amiga. I must say that the decision I made

has proven to be the correct one. At first I

wasn't so sure, however. This is a hard

machine to learn, with a complex DOS sys

tem and so forth, and I had become spoiled

by the simplicity of the Atari 8-bit system.

But the complexity of the Amiga is part ol"

what makes it so powerful. I would urge

those struggling with (heir Amigas to be

patient, because it is well worth the effort.

No system on the market, Mac included,

has the potential thai this system has. With

the digital sound and high powered graph

ics capabilities, no other machine can hope

to reach the level that the Amiga has, and

for such a low price!

One thing that concerns me is that some

of the other Amiga periodicals have van

ished from the market. This is a concern

because it is a sign that interest is dying

down. Bue just now the Amiga has become

the standard in video, and this will surely

save the market for the resi of us. Where

the PC has cornered the business market

and has grown from there to become the

standard in computers, with a wide range of

software following, the Amiga should do

the same through its video capabilities.

One thing that I do wonder, however.

Several software titles that are remarkably

popular with all of the other systems do not

seem to be available as yet for the Amiga.

One title that really stands out to me is The

Print Shop by Broderbund. Broderbund

seems to have no problem releasing their

collection of fine games for the Amiga, but

has not to my knowledge released The Print

Shop program for our system. This is very

odd considering that they have a version of

it for almost every other sysiem, including

Apple. Atari XE and ST, and IBM. This is

a great program and I would like to know if

Broderbund has a version of it for the

Amiga, along with The Print Shop

Companion, on the way. It is a great

program and it is a shame thai a standard

like that is nol available for such a fantastic

machine. Thanks a bunch!

- Jeffrey Sevier. GEnie

We, too, think you made the right decision

and, more importantly, went about it in the

right way. Being a computer consumer

requires a lot of thought and even more

research. Buying a computer system should

be a rational, well thought-out process,

weighing your needs against your pocket-

book without being swayed by irrational

propaganda from one camp or another. After

all, you're the one who's going to be using

the thing, not some wild-eyed Atari groupie.

As for periodicals, magazines come and

magazines go. Many of them are under

funded to start with, often launched by those

with more zeal than business sense. We

don't think interest in the Amiga is dying

down at all, but has stabilized and special

ized. People who are using Amigas in video

are reading video magazines (and .info, too,

of course), and those magazines are adding

more and more Amiga coverage. In other

words, the Amiga is entering the main

stream.

We checked with Broderbund about The

Print Shop series, and they don't have any

plans for an Amiga version. Actually, that

isn't too surprising, since there are already

Amiga products that do essentially the same

things. A good graphic wordprocessor can

easily fill the bill, as can Electronic Arts'

Deluxe Print. Amiga users seem to prefer

putting together their own clipart. text, and

graphics without limiting themselves to a

single software package. - Mark & Benn
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Valuable utility programs

can save you time, money

and, in the case of cata

strophic errors like hard

drive failure, possibly

months of work.

Quarterback Tools -

Recover Lost Files

Fast and easy. Reformats

all types of disks - either

new or old filing systems -

new or old Workbench

versions. Also optimizes

the speed and reliability

of both hard and floppy

disks. Eliminates file frag

mentation. Consolidates

disk space. Finds and fixes

corrupted directories.

Quarterback -

The Fastest Way

To Back-Up

Backing-up has never

been easier. Or faster.

Back-up to, or restore

S/S^EIT.

MOVE IT.

GET IT
BACK.

Back-Up.. .Transfer.. .Retrieve

Quickly And Easily

With Central Coast's

Software For The Amiga

Central Coast Software
A Division Of New Horizons Software, Inc.

206 Wild Basin Road, Suite 109, Austin, Texas 78746

(512) 328-6650 * Fax (512) 328-1925

Quarterback Tools. Quarterback, Dos-2-Dos and MaC-2-Dos are all trademarks

<tf NewHorizons Software. Inc.

Circle #123 on the Reader Service Card

from: floppy disks, stream

ing tape (AmigaDOS-

compatible), Inner-

Connection"s Bernoulli

drive, or ANY AmigaDOS-

compatible device.

Mac-2-Dos

& Dos-2-Dos -

A Moving

Experience

It's easy. Transfer MS-DOS

and ATARI ST text and

data files to-and-from

AmigaDOS using the

Amiga's own disk drive

with Dos-2-Dos; and

Macintosh files to-and-

from your Amiga with

Mac-2-Dos. Conver

sion options for Mac-

2-Dos include ACSII,

No Conversion,

MacBinary, PostScript,

and MacPaint to-and-

from IFF file format.
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This image

and the one on

the cover were

rendered with

Activa's Real3D.

THE REAL REAL 3D

WeFe have mentioned

Activa Software's ReaBD a couple of times
in the past, but until now it's only been

available in Europe. Activa has announced

both a North American distributor and a

new version of the modelling/raytracing/

animation package. In addition to the fea

tures we've come to expect in this type of

package. RcaUD has a few that are particu

larly noteworthy, like its boolean opera

tions. By using AND, AND NOT, EOR,

and DIVIDE, you can do all sons of nifty

things to objects, like dividing them to

reveal the interior structure (or another

object inside). The boolean functions can

also be used to change the materials objects

are made of - for example, you could use a

shiny object to drill a shiny hole inlo

another object with a matte texture. By the

way, these textures and surfaces aren't lim

ited to just shiny or matte. Light reflectivity

can be set anywhere from absolute, light-

absorbing matte to complete mirror, as can

the refraction settings. The contra! is pre

cise enough that you could actually make a

magnifying lens, place it in a scene, and see

it magnify whatever is on the other side of

it. Real3D will accept any IFF image for

texture mapping and there are several meth

ods for wrapping the image: parallel, cylin

der, color, ball, and spiral. These can be

used separately or simultaneously for some

very weird effects. There's also very good

support for bump mapping, to which you

can also add reflectivity and brilliance. One

of the more impressive Real3D demos uses

just this technique to create very realistic

moving water. Animations can be con

trolled by scripts or interactively from the

keyboard, and can be created and edited in

key frame style. There are numerous

options for the raytracing outpul. including

wireframe and single light source for test

ing. The final raytracings can be output in

HAM, grayscale, or Targa. and support for

more 24-bit formats is under way.

Version 1.4, which will be available by

the time this hits print, incorporates a long

list of new features. Among them are a visi

ble grid, Phong shading for objects (there's

also a smoothing option), and new texture

mapping options. There is also a tool for

making curved freeform objects, and Activa

has improved the way the currently selected

object is indicated by not only highlighting

its name, but also flashing its wireframe.

Can't get much more obvious than that.

Real 3D comes in two flavors, the basic

consumer version which retails for SI99

US, and Pro/Turbo, which adds even more

features (like outlines, unshaded, lapless.

control of the aspect ratio, and a frame

command) and costs S499. Available in

North America from Programs Plus &

Video, 544 Queen Street, Chatham, ON

Canada N7M 2J6. 519-436-0988. RS #25 1.

ADDRESS HELPER

get lost, an address book that you can erase

and cross out, a text file, or a database man

ager (which is akin to swatting a fly with an

Patriot missile). If all you want to do is

keep a simple "Rolodex" of the most needed

information, check out KarmaSofr's Mail-

O-Dex Professional. The program opens a

window on your Workbench screen and

gives you spaces for name, address, phone

number, and date, along with two comment

lines. You can also print labels with the pro

gram, specifying the exact size of the labels

and there are little buttons to turn fields on

and off for printing. Mail-0-De.v is 2.0

compatible, iconifiable. and it will even

dial your phone for you. All in all. a lot of

convenience for $49.95. PO Box 1034,

Golden. CO 80402. 303-490-2939. RS

#253.

COMMODORE BOARD

We

K<seeping track of names,

addresses, and phone numbers is an endless

pain; you can use little slips of paper that

re have been hearing about

Commodore's Lowell graphics board for

quite a while and now they've officially

announced it. The A24I0 is a high resolu

tion 1024,\ 1024 pixel display card for the

A3000UX Unix machine. It provides 8 bit-

planes and can display 256 colors at once

from a palette of over 16 million. The card

was developed in cooperation with the Uni

versity of Lowell and uses Texas Instru

ments' 34010 graphics coprocessor. It has

one meg of video memory on board and is

specifically designed for use with X Win

dows and Open Look Unix systems. The

display requires a multisync monitor, such

as Commodore's own 1950. 1200 Wilson

Drive, West Chester, PA 19380. 215-431-

9100. RS #254.

KEYBOARDING

rAre you less than thrilled
with your Amiga's keyboard? One of the

problems with the Amiga's proprietary key

board is that if you don't like it, you don't

have any alternatives. Until now. Co-

Dvnics is shipping their KB-Talker. a

$69.95 interface that connects any PC/AT

keyboard to an A1000, A2000. or A3000.

The little box doesn't require any additional

power supply and it performs the necessary

translations automatically. The most obvi-
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Introducing SaxonScript ProfessionalIM, the most powerful and sophisticated PostScript Interpreter

available on the commercial market. It's like turning your dot-matrix, ink-jet or laser printer into a
full fledged PostScript printer, with the added flexibility of being able to edit and manipulate

individual files! On printers equipped with resolutions of 300 dpi or more, the output quality of

SaxonScript Professional actually exceeds that of 300 dpi Adobe PostScript laser printers!

Halftoned areas in particular, are consistently sharper, more detailed and feature better transitions

between various levels of grey than comparable images produced by using PostScript.

When pixel values cannot be reproduced exactly,

PostScript rentiers ihe affected pixels in the closest darker

shade available at the given screen density. Subtle details

are inevitably lost as a result. PostScript halftones also

tend to have a grainy appearance because of PostScript's

inability to produce irregularly shaped halftone cells.

PostScript's approach to

halftoning limits the
maximum number of

possible greys to a

function of both

resolution and screen

frequency. At lower

resolutions, this gives

rise to the crealion of

very visible bands of

grey which degrade the

overall quality of printed

images.

FONT CONVERSION UTILITIES

SaxonScript Professional supports all PostScript

downloadable fonts, including Compugraphic and

Adobe Type 1 fonts. Custom utilities further allow

you to convert PostScript fonts into Amiga Bitmap,

Saxon Publisher or Adobe Type 1 formats for use

in a variety of different applications!

IMAGE CONVERSION UTILITIES

Convert your PostScript files into IFF, EPS, or

DR2D formats for manipulation in various paint

programs and desktop publishers] Or attach IFF
headers to your EPS files, effectively allowing you

to view EPSfiles on screen*.

PRINTING UTILITIES
Preview linotronic files for potentially costly errors

before sending your output to a service bureau.

Print PostScript directly to the screen display to

Because SaxonScript's algorithms intelligently switch

between halftoning and dithering, any pixel value can be

accurately reproduced. Notice the greater detail found in

this image. SaxonScript's images are also sharper and

crisper than comparable PostScript images because of the

program's unique ability to create irregular halftone cells.

Our unique approach to

halftoning does not limit

ihe number of grey

levels which can be

printed. Consequently,

no banding is visible in

areas containing color

gradients. This permits

smoother transitions and

enhances the overall

quality of printed

images.

obtain accurate color proofs on screen. Using the

included moire testing program, you can also

test screen angles and densities for visible ar

tifacts before printing! After verification,

SaxonScript's proprietary compression al

gorithms can be used to compress your

PostScript files into a more compact PostScript

format for faster, i.e.. much less expensive output.

SaxonScript Professional is available at your

nearest dealer for only $130.M! A free copy of

SaxonScript Professional is also included with

every purchase of Saxon Publisher V12.

SAXON INDUSTRIES

14 Rockcress Gardens,

Nepean, Ontario, Tel(613)228-8043

Canada K2G-5A8 Fax(613)563-9596

©copyright 1991 Saxon Industries Inc. All rights reserved.

FEATURES

True virtual memory for

compatibility with low

memory Amigas, or under

conditions of heavy

multitasking.

A powerful PostScript In

terpreter featuring the

implementation of till of

the standard PostScript

operators.

Support for all Preferences

printers.

A standard sei of fonts,

matching those most com

monly found in PostScript

printers: Avant Garde.

Bookman. Century

Schnolbouk. Courier.

Helvetica. Palatino.

Times. ZapT Chancery

and Zapf Dingbats.

Suppori for all PostScript

downloadable fonts in

cluding Compugraphic.

Adobe Type 1 and Adobe

Type 3 fonts obtained from

any number of different

sources. Any PostScript

font on an Amiga disk can

be manipulated within

SaxonScripi Professional.

Conversion of PostScript

fonts into .Savon Publisher,

Amis" Bitmap, or Adobe

Type I formats.

A full color PostScript

screen preview which is

1009c accurate lo the

limitalions of ihe screen

display.

The ability to convert

PostScript fifes into a com
pressed PostScript format

for faster output at service

bureaus.

The ability to test screen

angles and densities for

moire patterns before

printing.

The ability lo integrate in

dividual separations into a

single full-color document

for accurate color proofs

on color primers.

The conversion of Post

Script files inio IFF. EPS.

F.PSF. or DR2D formats

for editing and man

ipulation in various

applications.

Automatic sensing of

68881. or 68882.

Implementation of all stan

dard PostScript operators.

An open arch ilecture to al

low customization by PD

programmers.

Delayed printing and prim

in disk options.

Plus so much more!

MIN REQ: 1 meg,

2 drives.
■ Amiga is a registered trademark

ofCommodore-Amiga inc.

* All other products mentioned

herein arc ihe property of their

rcspec!i\e owners.
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NEW U C T S

Map and wrap

with Amazing

Computers'

Pro-Textures

ous use would be for Bridgeboard users,

and the device even has a pass-thru. It

would also lei you use an A2000 keyboard

on an A1000 (finally! a real numeric key

pad!). The box supports dual keymapping

(hat can be toggled on the fly and doesn't

require any special software. We've also

learned that a special A500 version is also

in the works. The KB-Talker 500 has an

additional cable that is inserted through the

A500's case and will also have a smail ciru-

cuit board to install. Of course, making the

hole will void your warranty, but that's a

small price to pay for adding a detachable

keyboard to a 500. Once you have the hole

drilled, you disconnect the regular key

board and plug in the KB-Talker. You can

then connect an external Amiga or AT key

board. Price hadn'i been determined at

presstime, but will probably be about

S99.95. PO Box 5146. Glendale, AZ 85312.

314-429-2644. RS# 225

EXCLUSIVE OR

O,"ne of the benefits of hav

ing one company develop software across

several platforms is that it tends to be com

patible (or at least cooperative) from

machine to machine. That's especially irue

\\ ith Dr. Ts music software. Their latest is

X-OR. The 'Universal System Exclusive

Orcheslrator' (quite a mouthful, huh?).

Basically, it's an editor/librarian that can be

sot up to match a complete MIDI setup and

automate communication of MIDI data. It

works by taking a "snapshot" of the user's

setup, after which it can treat all of the

MIDI devices as a single instrument. The

package offers, among many other features,

graphic editing of MIDI instruments and

patches (sections of patches can be copied

between patches), automatic MIDI patch

bay switching, bank editing commands, a

database (library), and automatic patch cre

ation with programmable blending and ran

domizing. X-OR is also available in Macin

tosh. IBM, and Atari versions, which means

thai besides being widely used, all the data

files and profiles you create with it are

directly compatible with other versions.

S325.00. 100 Crescent Road, Needham.

MA 02194. 617-455-1454. RS #256.

MAGIC WAND

B,besides producing fractal

software, MegageM has also put together a

bar code reading package called BarPro.

It's a complete system, comprised of a

stainless steel wand and support software.

The wand has connectors that plug into the

Amiga's serial port and operates without a

separate decoding box. It can read these

types of codes: Code39, Code39ASCII,

Code93. Code25 (regular and interleaved),

Codel28 (A. B. & C). UPC (including 2 &

5 addenda). EAN (8 & 13), Codabar, and

MSI. The software will let you read bar

code labels directly into other Amiga soft

ware (such as databases and spreadsheets)

and barcodes could even be used instead of

the keyboard; it can add a carriage return at

the end of the code. The package also

includes software for generating and print

ing bar codes. The full package retails for

$899.50, and the bar code creation software

is available separately for $89.95. 1903

Adria, Santa Maria. CA 93454. 805-349-

1104. RS #258.

TEXTURING

s the Amiga penetrates fur

ther and further into the realms of video

and animation, we're seeing more and more

collections of textures for texture mapping.

The latest we've seen is Pro-Textures from

Amazing Computers (not to be confused

with the periodical with a similar title). Vol

ume # 1 includes such surfaces as brick,

clouds, gold, water, rock, flagstone, and

two types of marble. The textures are spe

cifically designed to be seamless: each edge

matches the one on the opposite side so that

when they're tiled onto an object, there

won't be any visible joints. We were

impressed with the graphic on the packag

ing and asked Amazing Computers to send

us the original 24-bit file to reproduce here.

As you can see, the textures wrap perfectly.

Turn your imagination loose and wrap them

onto your own objects. The set includes

both 24-bit IFF and HAM images, and

retails for $59.95. 1441 E. Fletcher Avenue.

Tampa, FL 33612. 813-977-6511. RS #252.

A500 HARD DRIVE

I CD, known for their imagina

tive Amiga hardware, are now producing

Prima. a high-capacity 3.5" internal hard

drive system for the A500. It manages to do

this by replacing the internal floppy drive

with a Quantum LPS-52AT(52 megabyte)

or LPS-105AT (105 megabyte) autobooting

drive. An included external adapter called

the ShuffleBoard allows you to use an

external floppy drive as DF0:, and the

package also includes ICD's AdIDE-40

host adapter. Price for the 52-meg

Prima52i is S649.95. and the 105-meg

PrimalOSi is S899.95. ICD is also selling

the ShuffleBoard separately for S39.95, as

well as the AdlDE-40 for $159.95. 1220

Rock Street, Rockford. IL61101. 815-968-

2228. RS #259.

IB*
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YOUR COMMODORE
Owner's manual is

WORTH UP TO $300 OFF
AnAmmComputer.

he Commodore Power Up™

| program is the easiest way

to buy an already affordable

Amiga® 500 computer for even

less.

If you own a Commodore®

16,64, or 128; or a Pet, Plus 4

or VIC 20, write the serial

number on the cover of the

original owner's manual (no

photocopies) and take it to your

authorized Commodore-Amiga

dealer. You can save $300 on

an Amiga 500P (off the MSRP

of$799).And$200onan

Amiga 500S (off the MSRP

of $599).

• ttW] optimal A52O KF mwMalor.

Subjcit is drain1 parttniHlton 5t* .1 ilrninl ilralrr l«r ili

Not valid »1U1 any oUier u/IrriT stmial pre-lnc pnn>ranv

Offrrrods 10/31/81. CwnroaluiT \K 20. ft!. 12S. Bus A an

Frt ore re&Wral iradrmarts alCrnmnliir Electmnks lid
Amiga 500 sertre b a re^artrd Uadcmari; d

Cwnroodore-Aniliia. Inc

The powerful Amiga 500S

hooks up to your TV* It has in

credible graphics - with more

than 4,000 colors. Built-in sound,

word processing, and three

exciting games.

The Amiga 500P includes

THE AMIGA POWER IP PROGRAM

one MB of RAM, a word pro

cessor, a clock/calendar, paint

and music programs, and a

challenging graphics-oriented

game.

And behind every Amiga

is a 24-hour toll-free hotline.

Plus a one-year limited war

ranty with free pick-up and

delivery.

Graduating high school or

current college students and

educators can also qualify for

this offer. See your authorized

Commodore dealer for details

before Oct. 31st. 1991. Or

call 1-800-66-AMIGA.

CE Commodore

AMIGA
Circle #164 on the Reader Service Card



NEW U C T S

Journeying

through

space and time

with VRLI's

Distant Suns

VIDEO SPIRIT

c
wpirit Technology has come

out with a new genlock called the Studio

A. It takes a modular approach 10 video

production work, letting the user start with

a basic unit and then add features as they're

needed. The base model ($795 NTSC. $925

PAL) performs the basic genlock functions

of overlaying graphics on video (or the

reverse) and performing manual or auto

matic fades and cuts. The additional mod

ules are boards that plug into the base unit.

There are three modules so far. The first of

these is a Y/C component ($459) thai pro

vides S-VHS chrominance/luminance cir

cuits (these are pure Y/C, not taken from

the composite video signal, though there is

also provision for transcoding the Y/C

information from the composite). Another

module (which is mutually exclusive with

the Y/C module) provides separate RGB

outputs and a video splitter ($199 NTSC.

5280 PAL). A third module gives computer

control, via the serial port, of production

features. Just to make your life a little more

convenient. Spirit has designed the front

control panel of the Studio A to be

removable, allowing it to be used as a

remote controller. 220 West 2950 South.

Salt Lake City, UT 84115. 801 -485-4233.

RS #260.

FAR AWAY PLACES

irtual Realities Laboratories

is shipping version 4.0 of Mike Smith-

wick's Distant Suns, which is the best

astronomical program for the Amiga and

probably the finest computer planetarium

anywhere. This latest edition has undergone

some major upgrading since the previous

version, which is why it's here in New

Products instead of in the Update section.

Some of the new features include ARexx

support (which VRL1 suggests could be

used for telescope control), multiple resolu

tion, the ability to make ANIM files, double

buffered screens, a definable search list,

ephemeris, and (we love this) twinkling. Of

course, the biggest upgrade is in the num

ber of stars. The number has nearly doubled

to 4200 in the basic package, and VRLI

will be releasing auxiliary disks that will

raise the number to 255.000. That's a lot of

twinkling. Also, you can now place the

viewpoint as Car as 400 AU away from the

earth and look back at our own solar sys

tem. The cost of this tour of the universe is

$99.95. 2341 Ganador Court. San Luis

Obispo, CA 93401. 805-545-8515. RS

#257.

TELE-SUPRA

I he latest in Sn/mt's modem

line is their SupruMmlem 'XiOO. Al an

unexpectedly low price of S699.95. you get

CC1TT V.32. CCITT V.42bis. and MNP 2-5

protocols, which will give you tip to 38.400

bps throughput when you're connected to

another modem with the same protocols. Of

course, you're more likely to use it at stan

dard speeds up to 9600 baud, and Supra's

modems are known for their reliability and

high quality, so you won't have to worry

about whether the thing is going to work

and keep working. 01'course, the most tan

talizing question this new modem raises is

whether it's going to have F-'AX capability.

Supra tells us that while this release

doesn't, they are working on FAX modems

and hope to have something out later this

year. 1133 Commercial Way, Albany. OR

97321. 503-967-9075. RS #261.

C ME, FEEL ME

If you're into programming

these clays, you're into C. Comeau Comput

ing has released Coineau C++ in versions

for both AmigaDOS and Amiga UNIX. It

complies with the specifications of the

ANSI C++ committee and is billed as a

hritlge for C programmers into the realms

of object-oriented programming. The most

important point to be made about this prod

uct is that it is compatible and consistent

across a truly impressive array ol'plat-

forms; there arc versions for MS/DOS, all

UNIX 386 machines. SCO UNIX 386.

SCO XENIX 386, AT&T 3B2. AT&T

UNIX PC 7300 &3B 1. Sun. IBM RS/6000.

What this means in practical terms is that

code developed with Comeau C+ + can be

ported lo and from any of these machines.

The initial release supports Laltice/SAS C

5.10a as a back-end code generator, and

support is planned for Manx Aztec C and

Matt Dillon's DICE C. Under UNIX, it

works with GNU C and AT&T's C com

piler. The C++ package includes the com

piler binary, include files and stream

library, and the 2.1 Language Reference

Manual. Cost is $250. 91-34 120th Street,

Richmond Hill. NY 11418.718-945-0009.

RS #262.

THE HYPER IMPULSE

Wee are starling to gel a little

hyper around here from all the Amiga

hyperware. The newest is Impulse's Foun

dation, a hypermedia product that uses the

stack metaphor popularized on the Mac. It

goes beyond that, of course, into hypertext,

macro recording, and application creation.

The macro recording is interesting, since it
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TaaDiiar'a TaylJsii takes trig drudggry

out cii tha gvaryday paparyjcirk tasks by

providing an inUiyratsd set of tools with a

spsciul emphasis an oasa of Uz&.

Thi! classroom [aacnar can manage

yradas, analyze student and class perfor

mance, compysa lesaari plans, kaa;j ap

pointing rtfs, write notes lo parants, and

kaap track of important phone numbers.

Sj;j]pJy Put
Grade i

* Unlimited students, unlimited grades,

unlimited classes..

* JjUfjporU; point grading systems and

vjeiyhled-tesi category grading.

- trades can be separately categorized

and trashed as hornevjorit, ciass'/jofk,

quizzes and tests, e^ef) e-Ura'credit.

* Grading method conversion.

• Large selection of reports covering:

- Individual student or class progress

- Test results and summaries for

individual student or the whole class.

Graphs

• Comprehensive graphics displaying:

- Class curve; class trends in different

categories.

- Student and Ciass Diagnostic.

-Test results.

• Graph permits side-by-side comparison

with class average.

Lesson Planner

• Structured format breaks lesson plan

ning into easy steps.

• Teacher can easily insure continuity t

tween lessons and build upon previous

creative ideas.

■ Speeds lesson plan construction where

material is similar.

Schedule Calendar

• Tracks school holidays, teacher meet

ings, parent-teacher conferences, etc.

• Keep Lesson Plan schedule^

tea t B.XH Vfft »SH Kl! mv ^

A COMPLETE

CLASSROOM

MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM

r rl

Hh?

r1 II J. <

Telephone Book

• Keeps track of na

phon

• Sea

chang

Teacher's To

flexibility, suppo

elementary, second

educator.

TTR Development, Inc.

6701 Seybold Rd.

Madison, WI53719

DEVELOPMENT INC.

Coming Soon: TestWriter Toolkit

Sales and Technical Support

608-277-8071

Circle #162 on the Reader Service Card

INNOVATIVE IDEAS FOR THE

COMPUTER INSIDE US ALL

BBS Support: 608-277-8072

Fax: 608-277-8073

BIX Support under TTR.Support



NEW DUCTS

Feed your

Toaster with

Kara's latest

collection of

fonts

KARA FONTS - TOASTER FONTS 1

KaraCHROMEserif

KaraGOLDserif

can be used to record tutorials on how to

use (he program. There's built-in help and a

collection of example stacks, including a

phone/address book, calendar, and one

called 'MediaBase,' which is designed as a

database for animation, sound, and pictures.

All of the examples can be used as starting

places for creating your own custom ver

sions. Impulse particularly emphasizes the

suitability of Foundation for CDTV author

ing. Applications can also be created using

a built-in scripting language called FAST-

Talk. which conies with a debugger and

compiler. The idea here is thai you can

compile frequently-used routines into

libraries and tools that can be used by mul

tiple slacks. It also saves reinventing the

wheel every time you want lo perform the

same actions, and affords a high degree of

compatibility with Macintosh HyperCard

stack scripts. The package comes with two

stand-alone, freely-distributable stack read

ers/players so the people you give {or sell)

your creations to don't necessarily have to

own Foundation. Retail price is $250. 6870

Shingle Creek Parkway. #112. Minneapolis,

MN 55130. 803-556-3459. RS #263.

ANIMATION CONTROL

new add-on for NewTek's

Toaster is now shipping from a company

called Diaquest. The DQ-TACO (you have

lo love the name) is a board level animation

controller that plugs into a PC slot (no

Bridgeboard required) and boasts frame-

accurate recording on professional quality

video decks. The board itself has two RS-

422 ports, so you can hook two VCRs to it.

and it comes with software to control a long

list of serial video recorders, including tape,

digital, and laser videodisc uniis. The list is

far too long to include here, but covers such

brands as Sony. Panasonic. Ampex, Teac,

JVC, and Abekas. The board will auto-

configure itself to most of the recorders,

and since it's an intelligent board, it per

forms iis operations in the background,

leaving the Amiga free to do other things.

The DQ-TACO works in both NTSC and

PAL, and complies with SMPTE/EBU stan

dards. It also supports frame-accurate inser

tion of one or more video frames at pre

defined points and will even let you define

pre-roll fiming and park points so you

won't damage your tape. There are a couple

of options available as well: Action Anima

tor is software for bringing video clips into

the computer by sequentially digitizing

frames based on their SMPTE/EBU codes.

The Desktop Editing option uses both serial

ports on the board for producing frame-

accurate edits using one source and one

recording machine. Price of the DQ-TACO

is $2195.00. 1440 San Pablo Avenue.

Berkeley, CA 94702. 415-526-7167. RS

#264.

KARA TOAST

We

six-disk sets contains four distinct fonts in

two sizes. Each font consists of the full

character set, both lower and upper case,

numerals and symbols. Toaster Fonts 1

features shiny and metallic styles: Chrome,

Gold. GoIdExtruded, and Inflated. Toaster

Fonts 2 goes for textures: Marble, Granite,

Wood, and brushed Brass. Each font pack

age retails for $99.95. Kara Computer

Graphics. 2554 Lincoln Boulevard, Suite

1010. Marina Del Rey. CA 90291. RS #267

WOW WE'RE COOKING

O,

e have been using Kara's

fonis for years, and now they've come out

with iwo seis of fonts to use with the

Toaster's character generator. Each of the

'K, folks, il's time to move

the Amiga out into the kitchen and get it

cooking. (Just how long do you have to

bake an Amiga before it gets tender?) Well,

maybe you could use it lo handle recipes.

Meggido Enterprises is shipping Recipe-

Fax Version 2. This software is billed as a

complete recipe creation environment and

has facilities for editing and rearranging

ingredient lists and procedures, automatic

adjustment of amounts (either fractional or

decimal), and adjusting serving size yields.

It will automatically generate shopping lists

and you can add or subtract recipes from

the list. To make the trip to the supermarket

easier, it understands standard measures

(cup, oz., kg., etc.) as well as common can

sizes (#10, #303. and soon). Sounds like

Recipe-Fax would be useful not just for

home use, but in commercial cooking, too.

S44.95. 7900 Limonite Ave., Suite G-l91.

Riverside, CA 92509. 714-683-5666. RS

#265.

BACKGROUNDER

If you're in need of back

grounds for 24-bit graphic applications. The

Digital Graphics Library has a version of

Screen-Maker to use with 24-bit graphic

boards. The collection of 100 images

(which sells for $395) is comprised of vari

ous images, textures, and shapes can be

easily modified to suit your needs. A sam

pler of 12 specially designed screens is

available for S48 (which includes a $20

rebate coupon if you decide to buy the full

set). 333 Third Avenue, Suite 333, New

York, NY 10021. 212-978-8508. RS #266.

T
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GrapNcs InOut Book - . 24

Prog Guide Book ■ 24

AoN Prog Guide Book- . 24

ArngaDOS In Oul Book - 16
Miing Husk BoU S Dsk

2S - • Comparwn Disk Avail 13

ACADEMY SOFTWARE
Typing Tutor 21

ACCESS
Crime Wave , . , . 31

Heavy Metal so

Mean Strews 30

ACCOUDE
Bar Games 27

Efcn 38
Elwri r*rts 13

Fas! Brut 27
Four* S lncn*t 1S

Gold ol the Artees 31

Graphics Stufro 10
Hardball II 30
Hover!or[e 31

isrwto . . 33
Jack Nickiaus Unlimited . 36

J Nekloui Course 1 2 a 3 t6

J f*d.lausCourse4or 5 17

Gland Pnx Crrcut ....... 18

Gunboat 31
Msan IB . . 27

Roioi .... 25
Search Tor tfe Kmg . 37
Shoo! Em Up Construction l S

Star Control 30
[••'■•" Ac« . 30

Test Drive II . 30
CaWomia Challenge . . . . 19

European Challenge . ... 16

Super Cars 18
Muscle Cars . 16
Vaiirw 25

World Cass Soccer 26

ACT10HWARE
AcOonware Phasar Gun 39

Creature 14

AKTIC
Pnaur VI0 . . S4

ARTWORK
BnOoeeO 24

CenterioU Squares 20

Linkword French . IB
Lmkword German ...... fS

Lmkword Greek IS
Linkword Italian . 11)

Lmlword Spanrstl 18
Puzlle Mama . \9

Strip Pc*« 11 . 24

S Pok*rD>u 1-3 ea . 15

ASOG
Cygnus Ed Pro 00

BETHESOA SOFTWARE
Damobes 27
Dragon s Lair It 42

Gndrron ..,.,..,. , IB

Wayne Gretiky Hockey ... 30

Hoctoy Lna^ue San 24

BLUE RIBBON BAKERY
BarsSPipes 180

BffiTANNCA
Ar^hjp#*^O5

Des^nasaurus
24

8R0DERBUND
CarmonUSA ...

Omrnptay Horseraong

Prmce of Psrsu . . .
KaM s Farm

McG»

McGw at me Fur Fan
Prtnnary

SmClty . .

&m City Graohjo f 1 or i

Sim Crty PlanrwrG Bcc*

Sm Tenam Edrtor

Wings Ol Fun/
Worfeatk
S.m CilJ Populus Bundle

BYTE BY BYTE.
SruipllOJr

CADVISION INT.
XCW Designer II ..

XCad Professorial . .

GtfCON
Dynasty Wars .

Smder II

CENTAUR
BAD ...

D.U.O.E . .
My Pairrl

Work) Atlas

CEHTRAL COAST
DratJDok
Dos2Dos ...

Ouarteroack

QuirtWDack Toocs

CINEUAWAFIE
•'.■:,.:; Fnn .

Oagomord
Ftdeisiion . .

TV Sports Focttall
Wmgs

COMMODORE
Aimga Logo
Armgavision

COMPUTE! BOOKS
ArmoaOOS Reference Guide

Beginners Guide Amiga
Arruga programmers Gude

Inside Amiga Grectics .
E tememary Amiga Base

AcVanced Amiga Bait
ML Programming Quda

K-fls 4 Ihe An»ga

Amiga App«atior.s

1 si or 2nd Book Ot Arr»g«

COHSULTROH
Cross DOS vi .

DATA EAST
Batman [he Movie

Cnamoer ot So-MutanU

Draklhan

Oakkhen Huts

Full Mf >3i pianei

Monday Night FowbaN
North * South

Hooocoo II

DAVIDSON
Mam Blaslei Plus .

DESIGNING MINDS
Byre * Back
CiosswTXd Constructor

Great Stales II ..

Home Frorl

MutJie Easi Wortd Tour .

Top Form ...

DiGfTEK
DKWwars

Hole in One Mnaiura GoH

Hoio m One Dala »3
Targran

DISCOVERS
Myfira .

DISNEY
Animation SBj*)
Duck Tales

DR. T SOFTWARE
Cooyiil DTP

KCS Le.f. II v3 S

Tiner Cuo ... .

x6n ...

EAGLE TREE
Bulehei
Dislant Armes

ELAN DESIGNS
Elan PeHormer .

ELECTRONS ArTTS
688 AnackSuO

6M Atlat* Sub Hints

Aquanaul . ,

Barns Tale I or II

Bards Tata III ...

Bardi 2 01 3 HrB ...

BAT

Banle Command .

Block Out
BiuaMai

Breach II

Budokan
Csmurun . . .
Chessmasier 210O .

Chuck feaget AFT II .

Crac*0o»n
Dai Boot
DMine Pom-ill .

Deiuie Muse Construction .

Defci.e Pnnl II ....

Owuie Video iii/PhoioLab
Emrwe .... . .

ELECTRONIC ARTS
F-i6Comtal Pilol

f -29 Retaliate!

F A-18 lm»cepk>r

Flood .
Golden Aie
Harpoon

Harcooi Batrwssi 12 or 3

Harpoor Scsneno Eofloi .

Hurt For Bed Oct

Immortal
impArxjm

InjunapoW 500

Lost Patrol .

King's Bounty

Mage Py . . .

Mawi! Beacon Typing

Mion; * "age II
P*grK i Mage II Huts

NigniDreed

Norn Horier

PGA Tour Go"

Pck H Pie

PopJus

Pi

Phyimng r«leboo*

Sk D

Slarrkght Urns

Soeei Bod I
Stteet Hod II

TurtioOuluti

Unreal

Zany Golf

ELECTRONIC ZOO
Berbn 1948

Black Gt>«

Khaiaan ,

Legend ol Faerghal

Legend o'William Tell

Spneneal

TeraisCi*
Treasure Trap

VtangCMd

Xiohos

EMPIRE SIMULATIONS
Team Vankse

ETHOS
Poker SoHare

EXPERT SERVICES
Secrelary

FREE SPIRIT
AmikxOnve Akon
Barney 6»ar-Camr>nq

Barney Bear-Farm

Barney Beai-Sctiooi
Barney Bear-Space

D
Doctor Am

FTl
Dungeon Masler 11* II

Dungeon Master I Hints

Dungeon Master II Hmis

g«u-:stsr
Ctiamtuci^hio Baslreftflil

GOLD DISK
ComcSefler
ConncSetttr An SupntieiDOS

CfflrwSetlw Art Science Fk
ConncSenw Art Funny Fig.

Dejklop Budoei

Go« Speli-IP

LawrScnpt

Mo«eSetler

The Office
Paoesetler II . .

Professional Draw

Professional Page v2

IMPULSE
imagine

TurDO Strtf

wocou
Arttiur Quest For EicMoui

■llM'f-H

Journey

Leather Goddess
Music StuQO

Sriogun .

tNNERPRISE
Apprentice

BaMe Souadron

James Bord ■ Stealth

Lost Dutchman s Mnt

Globuvs
Persian &Jf Wemo

Plauoe

Sword ol Sodou

INTERPLAY
Battle Chess

cneekmaie

INTERPLAY
Dragon Wars

Dragon Wars Hmt^

Futuie Wars

James Bond - Stearrti

Meuromance'

r*etjomancer Kins

INNOVATFONtCS
Can Do
Powr WnKH -I' 5

1NN0VISI0N

BrMOCasl TillB* v2

KABA GRAPHICS
Arimtonr.5 I, II C III
Heaoiir

Ha III

SubHeads

KARMASOR
Power Pinban

ROB
Ban* Kings Chma

GenghnKrian

Nolxjnagas Ambition ....

Romance o( the 3 KmgtWms

KOHAMI
Back [o Ihe Future II . .

Blades o< Steel

Casllevama

Double Dnhble

Super Contra
Teenage Muiani Turtles

Theme Park Mystery

LAKE FOflEST LOGIC
Disk Mechanic

MacroPa.nl

LATTICE
Lamce C Development Como

Latlice C-Plus Plus
Lance Ten Unki-es

LIVE STUDIOS
Futrue Classic Co«ecoorrs

Thunderslnke

LUCASF1LMS

Indy Jones Crutaw Arcade

Indy Jones. Crusada Q»pl»cs
Indy Graphci Hrrti

Maniac Mansion I

Maniac I Hmis

Night Shirt

Secret or Monkey Isrand

Then Finesl Hour

MAGIC BYTES

MANX
Altec C Bfveow
ArtK C Ptolesvonal

Anec C SL Wmggm

MASTERTR0NIC5
cue
Contlct

Monopoly

Rsk

Scrabole
Double Dragon II

Magic Johnson Baskeltei1

MagicMVPBasiettwl

NV Warnors

Overlord
Rich Davs Socce<
SharV Artack ■'.. '

Sp.ni ol Eicaibu.

Sport ol «ings

Super OH Road

War In Middle Earm

Wonderiand

Beyond Dart- Castie

Ghoslbusiers II
Ramoagf

MICBODEAL
Duvpac v2

Itsoft Baw Pro

MICROILLUSIOMS
Black Jack Academy

Discovery 2
Faerytakj Advnnlurs

Muse X Jr

Phoion Pami v2

MICROLEAUGE
WWF Wreslkng

WICROMASTEn
Fam^ Tite v2

MICROPROS':
3D Pool
Amuing Spcierman

Classic Tnlogy

EMe

MICROPROSE

Land Sea. a An

Piralei
Pro Soccer

Megairaveuer ....

Mi Plsioon

Raifood Tycoon

R« Storm Flaaig

Srteni Servce

Sluil Track Race-
Universal Mlrtny Sm II

Weird Dreams

MICRO STYLE
Eimuicra

MICRO SYSTEMS
Analyze

Scnoc*1 PUnnum

The Wores ■ Piamum

UWDSCAPE
Aicadr UegaMS -1
Balance of Power 1990

Capttn

The Colony

Hartey DavxJBon

Looni

NATURAl. GRAPHICS
Scene Gerwalor

NEW HORIZONS
Designworks

Ouekwme

NEWTEK
D>giPaint3

Digivie* Go«

OMNITREND
Paladin

PalMmOliesl Diskl

ORIGIN

Autoduer

Moeoius

Omeoj

Ouesi l« Cub 2or3

Times C«L»«
Ultimalll

Ultima IV
UitmaV

OXXI
A-Talk III

Audiomaslel III

Fasi EddwsPool ...
SpectraCocr

TuiDOTei!

VideoScapeSD

Vdeotrtier

PARSEC SOFTWARE
Operfltion Spruance

PELICAN SOFTWARE
Pelican Press

POLARWARE
All Dog^ Coloring

Al Ihe Zoo

Classic Board Games

Dmosaur$ Are Forever

Medievel Wamors

MumoersCoum

OppOSilBS Attract

Operation Combat

Sesame Streei CoCi Deuie

PRECISION
Superbase Personal-II

Superbase Pro v3 ... .
Superbase Pro v4 . ,

Superplan

PROGRESSIVE
30 Prole«*mal . .

Animation Statwn

Baud Sand'!

Onkmaster v l i

OR Term Pro
Dunlap uniitws

Itwo CAD

Intro CAO Plul
PI X Male

Ultra Design

PSYGNOSIS
Anan*y

Armour

b
cnoquesl II

Infestanon

Kiamg Gams Snow

Maim Marauders

Otnlus

PSYGHOSIS
Slisdow ol trie Beast 38
Spellbound 24
Snyi 21
Tnple Pack 25

REAOYSOFT

A Mai II . . '50
64 Emulator-11| 500 2000- 48
Draoonslar 36

Dragons Lair-Tung vVaro M

Space Ace 36
Wralh ot Bw Demon 30

SHEREFF SYSTEMS
Pio Video Gold 150

SIERRA
A-10 Tank K'ler 30
Black Cauldron 24

Codename Icemar

Codename iceman hmts 10

Colonels Beoues! 36
Covjuest ot Camew 36
Gold Rush 24
IterosOues! . 36
Mny* 5 Book of Games 1« 2 21
King s Quest 4 36
Leisure Larry 2 or 3 36
Mar humer New York. X

ManlHintoc.San francisco 30
Mi.ud Up Molher Goose 20
Poise Quest 2or3 36
Ouosl lor Glory II 37
Stellar 7 23

SOFT BYTE
Ldtio Program 24

EOF LOOK
PageStream v2 i iBO

Ounklorma 2S

SOFTWARE VISIONS
Mooliche Frier Plus 60

SOFTWOOD
ElectroTK Thesauraus 30
Pen Pal . 90
Proper Grammar 61

SPECTHUM HOLOBYTE
Faces-Tetns III 24
Falcon 30
Falcon MSMOCE I

Faicon Mrssicus II 20
Sottaie Floyale 21

Telns I 21
WeBns-Tetns II 21

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Buck Rogers 32
Champions of Krynn 32

Curse ol Ihe Aiure Bonds 32

AJuie Bonds Hints 13
Dragon Sn*e ... »
Dungeon Masi Ass: vl . 13
Eye of BeNjUer 39

Behoide" Hns 13
Hiiisfar 15
Hinslar Hml Book 6

Pooro! Radiance 32
Pool Hits 13
I'pru.Kj.^dp Legnxi 39

Second From M
Secrel Sir<er Blades 33
Silver Blades Hints 13

Typnoon of Steel

Warqame Construction Set 26

STRATEGIC STUDIES
Warlords . . 30

HBLHSC
FNgrK Snwator-ll 30
Scene Disks 7. 9 or II. Hawaiian.

w Eurom or Japan Each 20

Jet 30

SUNRTZE INC
Periect Sound 68

SVBEX BOOKS
Amiga Programmer's Guide 19

Amiga Handbook Vol 1 or S 19

TATO
Amiga Actom Pack

TTTUS
Wi« Streets .

UNISON WORLD
Prmtmasler Pus

An GaBery 1 & 2 Cum,

An Gaiwry 3

Foms A BorOers

VEGA TECHNOLOGIES
Amikrt Amiga 24

VIRTUAL REAUTY
Dislant Suns . . . .42
vata 37

Visla Pro .... 90

Vista Data Deks - Appalachian
ElrKienndoe CaH 1 CanycnSets
l or 2. Mars Rugs Canyon
Stquoa. West US Wyoming

WILLIAM S. NAWES
AREXX 30

WSHELL . . 30

WORDPERFECT COflP.
WordPerfect.... 1SS
WordPerfect LiBrary 76

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR COMPUTER—ASK FOR OUR FREE CATALOG
AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA

SOFTUJHRE

AMIGA

COMMODORE

AND IBM

Please call or

write tor our
FREE CATALOG

Overseas customers
please rermi 3 DO

US funds to help

defray shipping owls

TOLL FREE LINE

FOR USA & CANADA

800-356-1179
Monday - F ■ :!..y '. ,m ' j -■ i.i Pacific Time

NEW. Saturday 7AVaPM Paclic Tim*

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS

Sam* Houn A i Abovt

NOW ACCEPTING I A* ORDERS
2O6-6S5-0059

34-Hour. A Day!

TECHNICAL SUPPORT LINE

206-695-9648

Monday - Fndiy 9AM/5PM Pad lie Time

II You Prefer, You May Mail Your Order To:

Software Support International
2700 NE Andresen Road, Suite A-10, Vancouver, WA 98661

METHODS OF PAYMENTS • We accept money orders cenifted Owcks Visa MC.
andDocj^, Prevous custpmers may also pay t>y COD or personal check Allmgraes

MUST oe paid n US funds

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES ■ USA l«8 stales) FPO APO US Posse)
s»ns PBase add i4 00 per order US snipping is usuaty by UPS yound Fa» UPS

2nd Day Air is availaBle (US 48 stales only I by adding S3 00 per pound (1st 6 ) and

Si 00 per additional pound (each software nom averages 1 K>) Alaska * Hawaii

Snipoingisusu3llyt>yUPS2r>dDayAir PleaseaddSasOperordei Canad.i Sofi*are-

S5O0 fw me first piece h Si 00 lor aacli Mdnnnal piece pei shipment Canaaan

Hardware Overweight orders S Foreign Countries SSH varies do< oiM'-piease call

COO CHARGES ■ COD d-aiarw lo previous customers onry m

a'50 US slain Plenscadd£3 75madoBionio«onrS*Hcfv]rnes

OTHER POLKaeS - W«r»ng|or S'Jrie resiJtnis musl add 7 6". lo

■nv ■ order lor suit '.vps Ui Delectrve iiems it retraced al no

cnarge. ail musl t» ie!urneo lo us poslpaid wiihin in fl;iys ol invoice

aale Ail m siotk cOefs are processed wnitiin 24 hours US (48

slarel sofiwjrp uidors over SiOO will be shrpped 2nd Day Air at no

additional charge above Hie normal S4 00 SaH too AH prices.

policies andsoeciiicafiorisaresubjectlochanga-vilnoulnotice AH

sales are final unless authonzeci by managprnerv

We Accept

VISA, M/C,

& Discover

Circle #136 on the Reader Service Card
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HINT LINE

Lccording to a press release
from Electronic Arts, the 900-iimnber

industry raked in over a billion dollars last

year. So it's no great wonder that EA has

started a 900 number themselves. The sys

tem provides hints for their games (like The

Immortal, Might & Magic, Populous,

Sword ofSodan, Centurion. John Madden

Football, King's Bounty, and many others)

at a charge of S.95 for the first minute and

S.75 for each additional minute. Before you

get all bent out of shape over having to pay

for the service, let's pill it in perspective.

The system is now available 24 hours a

day. seven days a week, instead of only 40

hours a week during normal business hours.

We also figure that having to pay for hints

will make players try a little harder before

they give up and call for help. We also

expect other game publishers to quickly

follow suit with their own 900 numbers.

PLINK R.I.P.

I he plug was pulled on Ameri
can People/Link on June 28th. The online

service was by far the most popular Amiga

telecommunications service and [he sub

scriber list read like a 'Who's Who' of

Amiga computing. The decision to cease

operation was a business one. The slack is

being taken up by a couple of other ser

vices, most notably Portal, .info's own mul

timedia guru and former PLink sysop Harv

Laser has moved the Amiga Zone to Portal

and will hold court there. We'll let Harv tell

you about it himself:

"The Amiga Zone crew is moving our act

to Portal. Portal is a multi-user realtime

national dialup network similar to Plink

with many additional features: Zmodem

batch file transfers, a full Usenet newsfeed,

real-time live conferencing, and soon, in

the tradition of the Amiga Zone, the best

online Amiga support anywhere.

The entire crew of the Zone is moving to

Portal with me: Dan James. Steve Tibhett.

Oran Sands. Rill Seymour, Steve Gillmor.

and John Hoffman (all Amigoids of renown

in their own right) will work with me to set

up. open, expand and manage Portal's

Amiga support areas.

If you're a former Plink subscriber, we

hope to see you on Portal soon! You can

sign up any of these ways:

By Voice: 1-408-973-9111 (9am-5pm

Pacific Time)

By Modem: 1-408-725-0.%! (24 hours)

Or just dial your local Telenei/SprintNet

node and type "C PORTAL" (without the

quotes) at Telenet's "@" prompt for online

signup, rates, and more information. Por

tal's rates are very low: a small flat monthly

fee for all you can "eat", a small surcharge

for access via Telenet unless you dial

direct. Users in the 40S area code should

dial direct.

Portal is. like Plink was. a PCPursuit

"DAF" (Direct Acccess Facility). If you log

into Portal with a PCPursuit account,

you're looking at an hourly equivalent rate

of under $1.50/hour! Rale/Pricing info is

available when you sign up."

ENTERTAINMENT STATS

I he Software Publishers Asso
ciation slates that for the first lime, simula

tions are outselling roleplaying games in

the US. Whether it's the result of the Gulf

War (simulation software includes

wargames and High! simulators) and

whether the trend will continue now that

the war is over is anybody's guess. The

results come from data submitted to the

SPA by 26 companies and breaks down like

Jnfo UPDATE

ADDRESS CHANGES

/ Paris-based entertainment pub

lisher UBISoft (B.A.T.. Pick "N

Pile) has opened an additional

office here in the US. The address is

15 Atwood Avenue, Sausalito. CA

97965. 415-332-8749.

/ Supra has moved to new quarters

at 7101 Supra Drive SW. Albany.

OR 97321. (Must be nice to get a

street named after you.) The phone

number remains 503-967-9075.

/ Talon Technology (ATonce, Bee

tle Mouse) has merged with

Medionix. The new address is 9115

Brown Deer Road, San Diego. CA

91212.619-597-6000.

/ DKB Software has moved to

50240 West Pontiac Trail. Wixom,

MI. The new phone is 313-960-8750.

PRODUCT CHANGES

/ Interactive MicroSystems has

announced that their MediaPhile

desktop video system (see New Prod

ucts,April '91) can control Toaster

fades, wipes, and dissolves. 9 Red

Roof Lane, Salem. NH 03079. 603-

898-3545 voice 603-898-3606 fax.

/ Neuralink has reduced the price of

their Context Bible from $ 120 to S50.

The price including Thinker (their

hypertext system, which is required lo

use the Context Bible) has been

reduced to SI00. Neuralink has also

announced a free upgrade that will

replace the search files with a pre-

indexed concordance. PO Box 16311.

Lubbock, TX 79490. 806-793-0423.

/ D.J. Distributing, whose Amiga

carrying cases we told you about in

the last issue, tell us that they added a

case for CDTV to their lineup. If you

need one, contact the company at PO

Box 654, Bountiful, UT 84011. 801-

299-1208.

/ It seems like a week doesn't go by

without some new additions to Digi

tal Designs Group's series of video

graphics disks. The latest are Birds,

Up Close (S39.95, part of the Video

Graphics Library Disk series) and

Birds in Nature ($49.95). Birds in

Nature, which contains many of the

same images as the other set, is the

first of a new series. Multimedia

Graphics Library Disks. These are

HAM images with a resolution of

352x480. PO Box 593, Whiteville.

NC 28472. 919-642-6295.
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NEWS VIEWS

this: 35.6% of entertainment sales were

simulations, 26.2% roleplaying, ant! 22.1 %

arcade/action games. Interestingly, interna

tional sales (which account for 23% of the

entire entertainment market) show a radi

cally different picture. There, arcade/action

accounts for 45.9% of sales, and simula

tions 32.3%, with sports, family entertain

ment, and roleplaying combined making up

the remaining 21.8%. The primary plat

form, of course, is MS/DOS with 73% of

the market, though the Amiga is second

with 10%, and the C64 still hanging in

there with 8%. The Macintosh isn't even a

contender.

DOINGS AT COMMODORE
I

I n a burst of generosity and good
will. Commodore has donated Amiga

equipment to Rowland High School in

Rowland Heights, California. The inner

city school will use the Amigas for its ani

mation program, which is run by Dave

Master. Master was nominated as Teacher

of the Year in a contest co-sponsored by

Technology and Learning magazine and

IBM. Ironically, Master won the nomina

tion for work using only Amigas.

Commodore's Power Up Program is now

in full swing and it sounds like it's going to

sell a bazfllion Amigas. Under the terms of

the program, owners of old Commdore

machines, whether it's a PET, VIC 20, C! 6,

C64, C64SX, CI28, Plus/4 (did they actu

ally sell any of those?), can buy an Amiga

500P (list S799) for $499 or a 500S (list

$599) for S399. All you have to do to get in

on the deal is rip the cover off of your orig

inal owner's manual, write the CPU's serial

number on it, and take it to an authorized

dealer. Students and can get the same deal

by presenting a high school diploma, col

lege ID, or college acceptance letter, and

educators are also eligible with a school ID

or business card. Call 1 -800-66-Amiga or

contact a dealer for more information.

If you don't want to buy an Amiga, your

company can lease one (or preferably

more). Commodore has set up their leasing

program through Master Lease, based in

Berwyn. PA. The Amiga 500P, Amiga

2000. and Amiga 3000 are available for

lease and there are several leasing plans

available. Squarely aimed at the multimedia

market, the plans include a Discounted

Rental Lease, which offers reduced pay

ments for the first couple of years of [he

lease, and Flex-Lease, which offers variable

payments for companies with cyclical busi

nesses. Contact Commodore (1200 Wilson

Drive, West Chester, PA 19380. 215-431-

9100) or Master Lease (1055 Westlakes

Drive, Berwyn, PA 19312. 215-651 -5000)

for more details.

GENIE-OUS

%^ Enie has announced a
speedup to 9600 baud service. Approxi

mately 80 cities already have the high

speed baud rate available, with more to fol

low. Slower speeds are, of course, still

being supported. GEnie is also working on

a new Amiga interface called Aladdin. It

provides a colorful, convenient way to nav

igate the service, which can be very easy to

gel lost in if you aren't paying close atten

tion to where you are and what you're

doing. The preliminary version we've seen

looks like it will be very helpful. You can

get GEnie sign-up information by calling

800-638-9636.

CONTEST

'eltaware. the developer of A-

Sound Eliie, is looking for a few good

ideas. Twenty of them, to be exact. They're

running a contest to find ideas for new

Amiga software and arc going to award a

copy of A-SonndElite to the best 20 they

receive before November 20. All you have

to do to enter is write out your idea in 75

words or less and send it off to Dellaware at

3148 Kingston Road, Suite 202. Box 395,

Toronto, Canada M1M 1P4. Phone

416-431-2047.

P■iUMOH ML
DISCLAIMER: The following are among the most entertaining

rumors we've heard the past month. They are presented for your

entertainment and amusement only. Please do not make any

important decisions based on these rumors, as some will prove

to be inaccurate or just plain false.

O If you're wondering where the

2.0 Kickstart ROMs are, here's the

scoop: Commodore ordered two

batches of the new 2.0 ROMs from

two different vendors, and one

company screwed up royally, swap

ping the low and high bytes Intel-

style, rendering them useless.

Replacements (without the

MS/DOS style byte swap) are on

the way. Meantime, 2.0 ROMs are

in short supply.

Z> In addition to Commodore's

highly successful A3000 and A500

Power Up Programs, look for a

combination deal on an A500 and

A590 hard drive, coming soon to

an Amiga store near you.

O Further down the road. Com

modore will be introducing the

Amiga 300, a cost-reduced

machine will all the features of an

A500 and a $300 pricetag. Shades

oftheC64!

O Surprisingly, one of the hottest

features of CDTV is turning out to

be its capability to play CD+G

disks. Despite the limitations of the

CD+G format, clever artists and

programmers at Warner Bros, are

managing to put together some

impressive shows on these discs,

and listeners like 'em! (Look for a

report on the CD+G format from

Harv Laser in the next issue.)
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Mail Order Made Easy ... Call for a Complete Listing

: video

s HARDWA

Broadcast TiEler II S229

Dmipaim v3.0 S59

16mm Lens w/ Variable

Amjgen Titling Kit
CBM2320 Display Enhancer

Chroma Key Switcher

Colurhurst

Color Splitter

DCTV

DPS Personal TBC

Firecracker 2400

Flicker Free Video

Frame Grabber

Ham-E

Hitachi KPC50LB

Kitchen Sync

g

Panasonic WV1410 Camera

Snowline TBC's (as low as)

Sony !3Q4 Monitor

SuperGen 2000s

Supergen

VideoToaster

S48

Scall

S249

S329

Seal!

SI 05

S389

S779

S929

S3O9

S459

S289

S10I9

Scall

SI89

SI79

S799

S689

SI 399

S649

SI,419

il MAKES DESKTOP

LU VIDEO A REALITY!
S\ nchrom/.e Video and

Sound ro ihe Beat.!

Control External Devices

like the Video Toaster.

LascrDisc. VCRi. Writable

Optical Disks. MIDI!

Creuic Productions of
Virtually Unlimited Length!

Edil Productions in Real

Time on Your AMIGA!

Save Finished Produclion to

OZ.iZ.Z' Video Tape!

Art Department Pro

Delude Paint 111

Digivicw v4.0

Deluxe Video III
Director V2.0

Disney

Hyperbook

Imaeine

SI45

S89

$122

589

$79

S79

$64

5199

Professional Draw 2.0S119

Pro Conversion Pack S59

$229

CONTROL YOUR VIDEO TOASTER!

Floppy Drives
Some programs seem designed io encourage disk-

swappingfThey tell you to insert disks so many times thai
you're getting disk-swappers' cramp! Who says you can't

get exeercisc from a computer? But who wants to?

A50CV1000 3.5"int S69 AE High Density 3.5" SI99

Air 3.5" S85 AMAX Compatablc 3.5" S189

Master 3A-11) 3.5" $97 Chinon A2000 int. 3.5" $82

Roctcc 5.25" $149 Roctec Slimline 3.5" 594

Blistering speed means satisfaction

When you double-click, resulls

happen, right now. Let US help you

experience this satisfaction.

GVPCombo 22Mhz w/1 MB SH89

GVPCombo 33Mhz w/4MB $1,659

GVP3O5O 50Mhz w/4MB 52,299

MegaMidget Econ. 25Mhz S499

MegaMidget Econ. 33Mhz $599

AdSpeed S2I9

1MB and 4MB SIMMS Scall

Math Coprocessors Scall

Pro Video Post

Scala

Scenery Generator

Screen Maker 36

Sculpt/Animate 4D

Spectra Color

TV Text Pro

Video Titler v5.0

Vista

Vista Pro

5219

$239

562

5239

5359

S59

S99

S99

S39

S89

Awesome modem speed i.s suddenly

a wise choice. With the size of files

going up and Ihe price-performance

ratio coming down, slow modems

just iion'1 make sen.se. Raw speed ts

important but dotl'l forget about tint;

compression If you have questions,

we'll be glad to help.

AE DataLink Express ext. MNP & SendFax

AM24 Mini Modem

Baud Bandit MNP5

Courier HST3B.4

Courier HST Dual Standard

SupraModem 2400

SupraModem 2400/.i

SupraModem 2400 Plus MNP5 v.42bis

Baud Bandit Bundle

Telecommunication Software

Atalk 111 Terminal Software S63

Baud Bandit Software $29

Paragon BBS SI07

Sterling Service BBS S89

$239

S79

$139

$629

5939

$98

Si 19

$175

5129

Call tiK oeWi Improved Briwall Bits

at (115) 683-7499.300/1200,2400

hand. 24-ltiinrs. VIitli :i hill catalog

and i ii .ii i mil; niiliiii !

Courier HST
The hCM are! fatten rao-

item oil the market. Whj

soltle for second best when

you can sa a Courier!

Courier HST 38.4

v.42bis - S589

Courier HST Dual

Standard - SK69

Fusion-Forty
RCS Management's Motorola MC68040

accelerator board for the Amiga. With a

clock speed of 25MHz the Fusion-Forty

boasts incredible processing power of

18-25 MIPS and 3.5-8.0 MFLOPS.

Features include:

□ 4MBof32-bitRAM,e*parjdaWeto32MB
G Hardware select switch to disable accelerator

J One year wamtnry

U (vlayer board with separate power and ground

planes to minimize noise

Briwall Price $2299
ii "iro

You realize that you can really use

more memory, but you're not sure of

your options. When you call Briwall.

we help you choose a memory board

for your system. On many boards, we

even install the chips and test the

board to assure that everything works

when you get it. Call for details.

A20M OMB 2MB 4 MIS 8MB

GVP RAM8/2 n/a

SupraS 5109

A 500 OMB

S!99

5209

2MB

5299

5269

4MB

$479

S399

8MB

Baseboard SI 09 $205 S299 n/a

Supra 500RX S139 5209 5389 S599

50IstyleSl2K RAM expansion us low as $49

A3000 1MB 4MIS XMIt

Sianc Column ZIP's 589 5299 S499

Callfor other memory prices.'

•DRAM pritcv are utiJMI 10 cluiif*

Microbolics 8-up! A2000 Memory Boards
Populate your A2000 now with the lowest prices ever!

2MB--S179

6MB--S319

4MB--S249
8MB-S379

il

Floppies are a patn and you've had

enough. You need the freedom and safety

of a spacious hard drive. We offer the

best hard drives available with the

controllers that make sense for your

system. Your selection will arrive ready

io run because we prc-tcst and format it.

SCSI Hard Drives
Maxtor 080MB LP S379

Maxtor213MBHH S699

Quantum 052MB LP S269

Quantum 105MB LP S469

Quantum 210MB fill $769

Ricoh 050MB w/case&cart $779

Seagate 048MB HH $249

Seagate 084MB HH $379

Syquest 044MB Remvble $429

Syquest 044MB w/casc&cart $629

AT Hard Drives*
Maxtor 080MB LP $339

Maxtor 213MB HH $699

Quantum 052MB LP $269

Quantum 080MB HH $379

Quantum 210MB HH $799

•Pair with GVP 50MHZ Ace. 52299

AdIDE AT Controller S99

AdlDE40kii(Prima)S139

SCSI Controllers
Dataflycr $85

(irandSlam $239

GVP Series 2 HC $159

GVP Series 2 HC8 $199

IVSTrumpcard $125

Malimt 5139

Nexus $239

A500 Drive Packages
GVP 52MB Quantum 5599

GVP 105MB Quantum $809

A500 SCSI Packages
(add any SCSI haid drive)

DataPIywSOO $159
IVSTrumpcard $189

IVSGrandSlam $319

Xeiec Fasttrack $239

Alfadata
Great Qualify — Great Prices

Optical Mouse S65

Trackball (2 button) S59

Trackball (3 button) $68

nuntt-m-

Input Devices

You can scan it in, roll it in, draw

it in. or push it in. If it sends the

data to your Amiga we call it an

input device. Don't know what

these products do? Call us. we'll

be glad to explain.

Amtrac Trackball

AproDraw 12x12

Beetle Mouse

Boing Optical Mouse

Gl Hand Scanner

Golden image Mouse

Gl Optical Mouse

Gravis Joystick

Gravis Mousestick

RocTec Mouse

Sharp Color Scanners

Sharp JX100 Scanner

w/Scanlab

SketchMaster 12x12

$68

5489

$42

$89

S269

$39

565

$35

569

$39

call

S699

$389

IVS GrandSiam

The Ultimate Multifunction Card

ASupcr Fast SCSI w/ full SCSI Share Network and Autoboot

ARoom for up to SMB of Fast RAM SIM "s

APrinterFace Parailel Printer Port (free's up parallel portl

AAuioboot ROM's, TCutils, Mounting Brackets, all cables

and a case for the A500 version

A2000 -- $235 ln.ro Pricing A500 -- $299

Even choosing the software you need is difficult these days.

Memory requirements, and version changes can confuse

your purchase decision. We help you sort out the issues, and

can help you gel your software installed when your order

arrives. Just call our Techlinc if you have any problems.

Productivity
Best Business v3.0

Cando vl.5

MaxiPlan Plus

Office

PHASAR v4.0

PageStream2.1

Pelican Press

PenPal

Proper Grammer

Prowrite v3.0

SuperPlan

Superbase V4.0

Wordperfcct

Ami...Alignmenl

Ami Back

Arcxx V1.0

AC BASIC

Blitz BASIC

CrossDOS v4.0

$129

SK9

S62

S169

S59

$179

559

$89

562

$99

$89

5329

$159

Utilities
$25

$49

$29

S129

$79

$26

Doctor Ami.. S24

Janus V2.0 $27

Lattice/SASCv5.1 $199

Maverick V2.0 S28

Power Windows 2.5 S55

Project D v2.0 $36

Quarterback v4.0 $43

Quarterback Tools $53

RX Tools $39

WMS $32

Music
Gold Insider MIDI $59

AudioMaster III $59

Bars& Pipes Pro $229

DrTKCSV.I.S $249

DrT Tiger Cub $59

Deluxe Music $65

ECE MIDI External 549

Perfect Sound 3.0 $65

Phantom (SMPTE) $229

Sound Master SI29

Microsystems
Summer Specials
Unbe I ic vable prices!

Excellence $99

The Works Plai. $99

Online Platinum $39

Scribble Platinum $49

BBS-PC 549

-

Abyss
Hot strategy/arcade

game. Save the

rubber bunnies form

Harry Bow's nasties!

• Rave Reviews *

Briwall Price -- $24

Call for Entertainment software, Books and titles not listed!
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Mail Order Made Easy ... Call for a Complete Listing

You want your ideas 10 look good

on paper, so you need a primer thai

■ shows them off. Bin prinlcr drivers.

prim resolution, and your software
all affeci which one is besl for you.

Tell us your needs and we'll be

happy u> help.

CBM 1270 InkJet $239

Canon PJ 1080a Color Ink Jet S499

Citizen GX140 (24 pin) $319

Citizen GX145 (wide) $399
CilizenGX200(9pin> $189

HP DeskJet 31X1 $519

HPLaserlP $969

Okidata Loser 400 S689
Sharp JX73U Color Ink Jet $1699

Star XR1520 (wide. 420cps!) $529

StarXR1020(420cps!) S399

We cam a full lint- of inks and rihhnns

RfliWALL
Brand New From

Citizen!
PN48 Portable $379

Thermal fusion, laser t|uality print on

paper, labels, and transparencies. Bottom

and rear paper feed. Weighs only 2.5 lbs!

GX130 $279

24-pin. ISOcps. wide carriage with great

graphics resolution. Color kit available.

Dazzling performance from your

Amiga 1000 is available with any of

these exciting expansion products.

You can add memory, storage,

speed, or all three. Installation isn't

always easy but we're ready to help

you get your purchase up and

running. Jus! call our TechLine.

Aiispeed $219

FuMrak SCSI + Case S289

Insider II (OK) $199

Insider II (1.5MB) $289

Keyboard SI 19

KwikstartlAlOOO $75

KwikstartllAlOOll $88

MegaMidget Racer 25mhz $499

MegaMidgei Racer 33tnhz $599

Minimegs 2MB Scall

ejuvenator lOOOw/Agnus $419

Expanding and enhancing your

system is part of the fun of owning a

computer. When you're ready to try

something new, give us a call. We'll

let you know what is available and

help you choose the right product to

enhance your system.

A500BigRxH 150wS92

ATOnce A5W)

Bodega Bay

CBM Speakers

Copy Stand

Shuffle Board

Safeskins

$279

S299

S39

S64

S29

S19

Extec Hard drive Case $85

ATOnce w/2000 adapt. 5349

Bomac Tower A2()00 S269

CBM520Vid Adaptor S45

Disks-quality 3.5'25pkS19

Inkum HP500 color kit S34

Swiichbox a/b/c/d S29

Covers. Slins.Cahle

BODEGA BAY

Bodega Bay. Malibu

SCSI controller and

a Quantum 52MB

LP hard drive

!'.■■ lMln BlUCS"

Package Price $649

nd Solid Support

Innovative solutions to

specific needs

Mcgachip 2000 (A2000) $239

Install 2MB of chip RAM with this

great board. Just add a 2MB Agnus.

Multistart II (A2000.) $85

Switch between Kickstan 1.3 and

2.0 with ihe keyboard!

Insider II (AI000) .5MB S239

UMB-S259 1.5MB-S289)

Battery-backed clock and calendar,

wiih up to 1.5MB of internal RAM.

KwikstartH(AlOOO) $88

Install both Kickstan 1.3 and 2.0

with this handy little board.

Secure Key $99

Hardware password protection!

Professional Page 2.0
Powerful, Easy to Use, Desktop Publishing!

■ i-ree Training Video!

• Excellent Do) Maim

Oulpul!

■ RotUeTexl orOraphira

■ Built-in Word Processo
& Spell checker!

■ 1000 Colors on Screen!

ON! v$195
fur nil our in-home DTP needs1

The Persona] SFC
The ;ifTord:ibk'

single frame solution

Sofnvarc/hardwarc Single Frame

Controller su port ing :ill Amiga

display devices ami franie-accurale

industrial VTR's

♦ Covicnicnl tape "siriping"

♦ Miniature bAw aninmlcii preview

♦ Support, Video Toaslcr. Fiicnaukei

DCTV, HAM-F-CoitHburM

♦ Tinic-tapse and slop motion

vidcogrjphy fundions

♦ Easy multiple frame, loop and
bi-directional wgment recording

♦ Requires no card slot

Our Price -- $425

Digiview Bundle

Digiview Gold 4.0.

Panasonic 1410 camera

w/variabie iris lens,

copystand and all cables

Complete Package S379

Scenery Animator
"Nainial Graphics'

New, powerful. 3D land

scape animation software.

Briwall Price -- $62
Kctfuin» 6KU2O or 68030 and 2MB.

Why buy mail order from

Briwall?

1. Technical expertise to help you
make the right decision. Buying the

right product isn't easy. The broad
selection makes it tough enough but
new versions, compatibility problems,
and functionality issues make it even
tougher. We don't just take your order;

we work with you to match your needs
with the right products.

2. Pretested products to hep ensure
that your purchase works. Our in-
house, trained technicians pre-test
memory boards, hard drives and many

other products before they leave our
door. When you get it, it works.

3. Technical expertise to help get your
urchase up and running. Hardware

peripherals are not always easy to get
running. So we won't abandon you
after the sale. We offer a free technical

installation service for all hardware
items. If you need us, call us and we'll
alk you through the set-up.

4. Warranties and guarantee. Buying
mail order can be intimidating but we

make it easy and safe. We guarantee
that if your purchase doesn't run on

your system, we'll work with you unitl

you are satisfied. We also offer an
extended warranty program, so call for
details.

Our personal services help you pick
the right product and get it running

on your system quickly.
t i r i i i i i i i i t i i i i i i I i I l I I I l-TT

ROCTEC

GREAT PRODUCTS

AT LOW PRICES!

Roctien -- External «enlock

for the Amiga 500/2000 with

fade control" $239

ROCTBC512K RAM expander
tor A500 $49

RotTec Amiga Mouse $39

RocTec 3.5' ultra-slim 880K

external floppy drive with Low

power consumption $94

RocTec 5.25" 360/72UK

external drive $149

RocKnight -- Hardware-based

anti-virus protection $45

ICD
THE ICD ADVANTAGE

AdSpeed $219
Low-COSt, low-power accelerator for your

AflJO/lOOCWOW. Best overall performance

of any accelerator in us price range!

1-800-638-5757
(USA and CANADA)

Outside USA: (215) 683-5661 Tech Support (215) 683-5699
Customer Service (215)683-5433 FAX (215) 683-8567

□ Any Visa and MasterCard accepted with NO surcharge

□ Hardware shipping charges vary depending on weight and value.

Call for best method and cost.
Q Software shipping charges are $5.00 per total order via UPS ground

to anywhere in the continental USA
3 All orders over $300 are insured at customer's expense.

Flicker Free Video $309
Eliminates interlace flicker on any Amiga

computer when used iviili a VGA or

mulrisvnc moniior.

AdIDE $99

Federal Express"-
Charges for all orders

under 20 pounds

2nd Day Delivery $12

Next Day Delivery $17

DHL
Canadian and Overseas

customers are shipped DHL
Rates as low as 515

to Canada!

Pm low-cost, "AT* drives on your Amiga

with ihe smallest Amiga I ID interface ever

made. Available for 2.5" or 3.5" drives,

Novia & Prima

internal hard drives

Call for prices!

Check our delivered price!

Our freight charges are fair!

BRIWALL
P.O. Box 129/58 Noble St.
Kutztown, PA 19530

Order lines are open 24 hours (Briwallians are in 9-8 EST)
Store hours:Monday - Friday 9AM-8PM, Saturday 9AM-12PM



P U B L I MAIN

.info has consolidated its three public domain columns into a single column - this one. From

here on out, I'll be writing about the most interesting PD and shareware programs from all

sources. Although I will cite individual sources, many of the programs I'll be mentioning are

available from other sources as well, including commercial PD disk collections, user group

libraries. Fish Disks, and online services like Portal, GEnie, BIX. and CompuServe.

•Jeff Lowentha!

ALPHA CYGHUS - The SHAH

tight Ascension: 28.66
bid it\.\t ion: 45.18

Hi$vitude: 1.38
Pistme: 1688 Light Yws

Comients: Brilliant white

- Hindnost

Roy Larson's

Star Chart

from

CranWare

#161.

Cranware#161

Roy Larsen's SturChan (shown) displays

the sky for any year and location. Clicking

your left mousebutton on an object brings

up information about it. Clicking the right

button will highlight the other stars in a

constellation, showing you its form. Con

stellations can be selected for viewing from

menus. You can also locate an object by

typing its name in a requester. You'll like it

if you're interested in astronomy.

Chiron Astronomical Pak

More astronomical programs are

available in this five-disk package. Here

you can create your own solar system,

defining planets, satellites, etc. You even

name them yourself, the ultimate conceit.

(Mine were Jeffie. Gloria. Mary, and

Marko.) There's a demonstration of collid

ing galaxies, an excellent sky chart, and

much more, including a trip to Mars via

well-done models. For the more technically

minded, there's information on how to

receive weather satellite pictures with a

VHF scanner and your computer. Other

disks include astronomical objects and a

variety of programs. This set is ideal for the

space buff.

Barbara's Choice #9257

We've had sampled Star Trek sounds

before, but these are the best yet! The dia

logue is very clear, unencumbered by back

ground noise, since they came from a CD.

Some of the dialogue samples will find

their way into my system via DixkTulk. (on

CranWare #18) a Nico Francois hack

which plays a sound sample when you

insert or remove a disk. Very funny, and a

surprise for your friends.

MGH#198

If you like Mandelbrot designs, you'll

love this, the best collection I've seen

(shown). These were plotted with Mun-

delVroom, then manipulated in DPaint.

Good work by Michal Todorovic.

MGHSoft Music Demos

I lave you ever seen a European demo

disk? The Gnome Music Disk I wrote about

some months ago is a good example, and

now there are many more. Mostly produced

by overseas hackers, they will blow you

away. Each takes a different approach to

showing off coding skills, but all have in

common scrolled messages with greetings

to other hackers interspersed with self-

serving statements about their own pro

gramming prowess. These scrolls twist,

jump, cycle colors, and everything else you

can imagine, with wild animation and

scrolling backgrounds in several directions

at once. MGHSoft has over 100 demo

disks, with more arriving from Europe

every day. Start with MGHSoft 413 and

423 and see if you like them.

ADDRESSES

Cranberry Software, PO Box 565

Carver. MA 02355, 800-321-0815

Chiron Conceptions, PO Box 19474

Jacksonville. FL 32245, 904-260-6521

Barbara's Choice Software

38438 20th St. E. Palmdale. CA 93550

805-267-1172

MGHSoft, PO Box 645

Bavfield. Wl 54X14. 715-779-5600

A dramatic and

colorful portion

of the

Mandelbrot set

from

MGH#198
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Thousands of Titles

Same-Day Shipping/Next -Day and

Second-Day Air Available on Request

NO MINIMUM

NEVER A SURCHARGE

COD & Checks WelcomeJjf CranWare
The Best and Most Complete Amiga Public Domain Library at the Lowest Price

Only $4.95 each - and for every
Bjects. All titles in slock. Only the best professional quality

disks are fully labeled for easy indexing and come with

lentation many with source Dedicated support team and phone
?onal checks are welcome and we ship upon receipt so you receive your

order as soon as possible. Free catalog sent with every order User groups
and dealer inquiries welcome. If you don't see it - call - WE HAVE IT.

3 you buy - take one FntE!

GAMES

□ #139-WARGAMES: Two eiceilent games that will keep you
occupied for nours on end SEALANCE - A great submarine

simulaior up lo par wilh "Silent Service" anil "Attack 668" AIR ACE

2 - Patrol the skies and keep your trigger finger ready

(_) #404-GAMEHlNTS2: Hints, cheats, and maps to "Chaos
Slnkes Back' Includes Super Characters plus many more lips and

tricks for all your ether favorites.

LJ #1S3-GAMEPAC: METAMORPH ■ IA well wrrten dungeon
game (hat changes every lime you play AMIGA TANXI ■ Shoot il

out with a friend or an enemy wrth this great tank simulator game

Excellent sound and graphics SPACEWAH ■ A Star-Tiek a'cade

lype game with remote modem feature for two players

□ 1154-FUGHTSIM: This disk contains DC-10 instrument flight
simulate! Also on this disk PETER'S QUEST - A Rainbow Island

clone

LJ »1SI-ST:TNG: Star-Trek The Next Generation. Another

great addition to the Star-Trek game library Digitized

sound and other effects

^j H022-B0ARDGAMES: This disk is full of classic Board games
for multiple ot single piayeis MONOPOLY, REVERSI. OTHELLOII.

CLUE, BACKGAMUONII. and CHESS

^II40-ARCADE4; PACMAN B7 ■ A classic PIPELINE Keep the
flow of oil go.ng Ad&tr/e CYCLES ■ A Iron like game

^) I1B3-DEMCTS: Two gieal fully playable demos LEMMINGS
and the KILLING GAME SHOW

^) #184 ■ TRAIN: A great computerized ELECTRIC TRAIN set

METRO - Plan and control the transit system by building rail lines

SLOTCARS - Race along avoiding hazards and making dealh defying

lumps

GRAPHICS & ANIMATION

J »066-C0VERGIRLS: 18 beautiful faces of models from around

the work) Disk 1 of the series

□ #063-ANIMALS: 25 pictures of all sorts of animals Pom! and
click or use the slideshow pioiedcv Also can be used in multimedia

presentations or o!her propels

_| I0G3-MOV1ESTARS: All your favorite TV and movie stars from
today s shows Point and click or slideshow

_j #O71-RAVTHACE2: More stunning Ray Trace pictures Great
for showing off yojr Amiga or using in a oroiect

_| #075-SPACEROBOTS: This disk is packed with great shots

from space and a collection of assorted robots

_| #80-CARS: Porcfie. Lambwghmi Ferrari, and fourteen other

exotic sports cars are all here in stunning high-res pictures

_| #Q83-SCENIC1: Beauirful art an] ptctures of the outdoors
Waterfalls mountain ranges sunseis much mote Disk i of the

series

_| (89-SCIFI: Star Wars ana Star Trek fans this disk is packed with

your favorites Pomi and click

-J #1S6-P0P ART: Create "Andy Warhol" lype prints *rh this

amazing graphic utility Also includes ROT A good ray-trace

program

^3 '^-ANIMATIONS: This disk contains some digitized clips Irom a
few Marilyn Monroe movies and a spectacular So-Fi animation

G W47-HUSSEIN: Watch Sadddam get his in ihese humorous
animations by Hay Lambert Also includes a Hi Res picture of Ihe

defeated dictator for you lo edit as you wish in your favorite paint

program

□ W59-ANIMATIONS: TOOMUCH3D Don't miss this excellent
animation of a spaceship that flies straight out of the monrtor and

plays havoc on the room, only to return from »nere it came Also on

this disk BILLIARDS, 3SPACE. and a couple of good cycle pics

□ 1120-AEflOTOONS: A wacky collection of high altitude
shenanigans from Enc Shwanz STEALTHY MANEUVER. SKVOIVE,

AGGRESSOR. SOVIET SOFT LANDING.

_) fMO-ANiMATtONS: Go along wrth "Aaiy the snuirreP tn AT THE
MOVIES by Eric Shwartz This is a long running movie about a

persistent dale who wont take no for an answer Rated PG-13

UTILITIES

_| *00!-PRINTER DRIVERS. Ih.s disk contains many useful

Liiilities for ycur pnniing needs PRTDRVGEN Generate your own

custom drivws lor any punter PR1NTSTUDIO Pnnl hard copies of

any type of IFF hie (HAM Extra-halfbnght. Oveiscani Print it all or

|usl Ihe pal you want LABELPRINT Reads your disks and prmls

out labels fo them Also catalogs and allows cusiom editing Much

mote

_| 0003-COMPRESSORS: 16 dies compressors 10 include
LHArc ARC(v2 3j LHWarpivi 4j PKAZJP andZOOMO) These

will compress your tiles up to 5O'i and are indispensable for Ihe

Telecommumcator oi Kara Drive ov,ner

_| #015-DISKUTIL1: SID -List directories copy, delete, move
and rename files with the click of a button View text ties 1 IFFs.

hear sounds compress and decompiess Arc files Allows for custom

commands If you Don t have Ihis program get it and you won t ha^e

10 mess around wrth CLI commands ever again TUR80BACKUP

Copies disks m less than ICE seconds FIXOISK flecover files from

defects dst< even unreadable tracks D1SKSPEED Gives

accurate results of true disk performances RAMCOPY ■ For one

drwe users Allows ycu to copy disk on one pass Also on this disk

FASTDiSK

_Ja035-MOUSE: DMOUSE ■ Aulo-actrvate any window without
clicking MACHII ■ A mouse accelerator with hot keys (and Other

stuff) Many moie Mouse enhancements lo include a mouse driver

for left handed users

_] f/039-MISC: A grab Dag lype disk full of useful tools and
applications from AHP propels to ANSI editors

J tf074-CONVERTEFIS: GIFTOIFF Converts 18M GIF

format pics 10 Amiga IFF format simply AMG1F ■ Converts IFFs lo

GIF ANIM2IFF - Convert animation files back to IFF pictures

MACVIEW ■ View or convert MacPaint pictures to IFF lormal

SEARCH ■ A handy little program mat searches an entire disk for IFF

picture and sound files MULTIVIEW is also included on this disk

_] B076-ANIPOINTERS: A great collection of animated
pointers Peplace your old workbench pointer with a rew colorful

animated or.e Dragons mermaid fish, crosshair, globe, rainbow.

spinning Eal, snakes many more If you can't find one 10 suit your

needs PO1NTERANIM allows you to cusiom design your own

_] (10-HAHDDRIVE: Everything needed to maintain your hard
drive MRBACKUP, KWIKBACKUP. BACKUPH - Great utilities for

backing up your data simitar to OuarterBack DISKSALV - A

powerful disk repairer with a well down user interface LOOKFOR

Finds any file on your di'rt FILEMASTER Allcws you to

manipulate bytes of data, like NewZap but much better

J W45.BACKUP: XCOPYIil and NIB Coptes whai the others
wont Gets rid of annoying code wheel protection and other

proiection schemes Plenty of parameters included

PROGRAMMING

J #204-C-COMPILEH: Powerful and full featured C compiler

and environment system

_| S201-CTUTOR: Covers Game Programming Sound

Implemeniations Device Drivers Double Suffering IFF reads and

writes and much more

_i *202-CMANUAL: A gooo Amiga Dos C relefence guide

Unpacks into 3 disks

ProDupe 3.5 Disks $.49 each any quantity

BEST BETS

_| *EDI-EuraDemQsPAK: We liave had many requests from

our customers for European demos Well here they are1

3 disks of grest overseas Animation and Stx.nd1 Specially

priced at only 9 90'

J #67 & ea-Covergiris 1i 2: Oui covergul collector! set specially

priced this month 2 disks for onty 4 95' A leal Bargain

_] #PT8-C-Programmere!: This is a 4 disk set that will unpack into

7 disks' Contains the complete Amiga C Manual. Malt Dillons C

Compiler, C-tutor disk ani Steve Ballem's Debugging tool kit1 AI

this lor only 1295

_| *172-ClipArt: 2191-ST:TNG: More clips to use on your

favorite word processor Covers a wide range Of sublecls

from business lo home

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

U M53-TELECOM: includes C0MM(vi.3j, AMIGATERM,
AZCOMM. A-HOST, and HANDSHAKE(v2.12). These support all

the popular protocols. Xmodem. Zmodem. Vmodem, elc , many olher

features An unbealabie value anywhere

J (KM1-TELEC0M: PHONEMAN ■ A War Games lype auto dialer

that seeks out other computers by calling a range of numbers that

you specify Logs results to printer, disk, or RAM SPEECHTERM -

A talking lerminal program VAXTERM - Terminal program for

commumcaling wrth VAX computers SENDMORSE - A morse code

terminal program TEKTRONIX - A vT10O graphics emulator

HOME & BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

_J #O37-SCIENCE1: Educational programs dealing with topics such
as Evolution Gravity. Aerodyiamics. Physics, and more

_| #034-HOME OFFICE: BLACKBOOK Keeps irack of

important phone numbers & addresses HYPER8ASE ■ Database

management system CALENDAR - A caJenda.'/diary program

AMCAT - A disk cataloging system CARDFILE ■ A study aide
program AJso on this disk is a spreadsheet program plus a few

extras

_| IB400-BIBLE; The new Electric Word Bible{v20> Includes the
Old 1 New Testament with appomtmeni book, calendar, and qun

maker 3 disk sef only $9 90

MUSIC & SOUNDS

LJ #M4S45-INTUITRACKER: An outstanding music player that will
captivate you for hours wrth it's music quality and CD user interface.

You won't believe your ears when you boot this one1 Hour upon hour

of listening enjoyment including Ihe smash hits 'She Drrves Me

Crazy' and 'Smoke on the Water' and many more. These 2 disks of

listening enjoyment are priced at 1 as a special value to you

i_l #10O-SOUNDS: AI your favorrle lines from the Saturday
morning cartoons. "What's up. Doc?'. "That s all folks I", B4C.

□ #I01-SOUNDS: Over SOW of sounds from around the home
Breaking sounds, floors cbsing. dog's barking. Me Great for

multimedia applications

Zl »102-SOUNDS: Animal sound collection from A lo L

^} K104-SOUNDS All me greal one-liners L vanous sounds
from me Star Trek series "He s dead. Jim P 'Beam me up Sooty'
etc

_) <115-MODS: Great collection of MOD files for use wrlh
IntuiTracker. MED or other MOD players

_| M07-SOUNDS: Digrtized sounds of eipiosions and vanous
weapons

_J #111-SOUNDS: Full of digitized sounds of Mother Nature.
people, and different instruments

□ I018-AUDI0: MED |v3 0] ■ A full feature musi edtof Editor
uses feaiuies such as cut'copy/paste tracks or blocks Ad|uslable

vibrato tempo, crescendo, and note volume Low pass liller on/olf

lots more D1SKTALK ■ Neal little program that plays digitized sound

samplss when you msen or remove a disk PERFECTSOUND A

sound edrlot and AUDIOTOOLS ■ For accessing the audio device

_) *116 MODS: More MOD files including 'MAMA' by Genesis

!_) S079-SCORES This disk is packed with Easy
Listening and Folk music to be used on DMCS

J *07B-INSTRUMENTS. Over 850V of DMCS instrument files

USA and CANADA Toll Free 1 -800-321 -0815 7 DAYS A WEEK
To order write the number and name ot aesired aisKs aiong with your name, address, and phone number, and send with check or money order to

Cranberry Software Distributors, P.O. Box 565, Carver, MA 02355 Shipping & handling add S2 50 for orders under 10 (excluding free disks),
Canadian orders aad S 50 per "3 disk (U S Funds) Blank disk orders add $3 50 per 100 or fraction Call (508) 866-9876 for international rates.

As a service :o you personal cnecKs are noi neid ana we ship on receipt Massachusetts residents add 5% sales tax.

Circle #146 on the Reader Service Card
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1 1 -| on

rlardware

This

installment

completes

Mort's overview

of outboard

expansion

products for

the Amiga 500.

n ihis final installment. I will examine

Xetec's FustTrak. the DataFlyer 500 from

Expansion Systems, and GVP's Impact Scries

IIA500-HD+. (See issues #39 and #41 for

previous installments in this series on A500

expansion.)

XETEC
Xetec has taken a modular approach with flick

FasfTrak system for the Amiga 500. The basic mod

ule, the 5.4-5 Host Adapter, is a compact metal

enclosure which plugs into the A500"s expansion

port. It houses the SCSI host adapter and up to eight

megs of expansion RAM. The SA-5 logs in as the

smallest plug-in unit by placing the hard drive and

power supply in an external enclosure. The SA-5

does provide a pass-through for the Amiga's expan

sion port; however, none of the A500 peripherals

(hat I had on hand would fit it. The SA-5's port lacks

Ihe clearance for the meial housing extensions that

most manufacturers provide. The hookup to an

external SCSI disk drive is via a 25-pin connector

on the SA-5*fi back panel.

Inside are jumpers which select autobooting

on/off for Kickstart 1.3 systems, and whether Ihe

A500 or the external drive will serve as the unit's

power source. Up lo eight megs of auloconfiguring

expansion RAM can be added to the system by

installing the optional model FR5 FastRAM board.

The FR5 mounts on a 100-pin connector inside ihe

SA-5. Two or four megs of fasl RAM can be added

using IM SIMMs, or eighl megs of RAM can he

installed with a pair of the more expensive 4M

SIMMs. The FR5 will also accept 256K SIMMs;

however, these will limit the memory to cither 512K

or one meg.

The hard drive enclosure is 14" wide x 12" deep

x 3" high. The fan-ventilated metal enclosure is

sturdy enough to support the video monitor. Inside

is the system's power supply along with plenty of

space for a 5.25" half-height hard drive. I mounted

the 3.5" Quantum drive in Ihis space on an adapter

chassis. If you are installing your own drive. Xctec

will supply the system with all the mounting

adapters as well as a 5.25" half-height face plate

wilh a drive activity LED. The drive enclosure's

back panel has an on/off switch, a power connector,

and a single 25-pin connector for the SCSI cable.

Xetec makes a SCSI 25-pin to 50-pin adaptor board

Xetec's FastTrak A500 SCSI host adaptor

module is the smallest of the lot.

which can be installed in a second cutoul on the

back panel.

The setup software is effective, easy to use. and

modular. Separate utilities are provided for low-

level formatting, partitioning, high-level format

ting, installing the software, and creating a boot

partiiion. Two versions of the partition software

are provided for novice and advanced users. The

system uses Commodore's rigid disk block stan

dard for storing Ihe partiiion information on the

hard drive. A small "old file system" boot partition

is required for autobooting systems. This partition

automatically transfers control io a fasl file system

partition. I found thai ihis arrangemeffl had little or

no effect on the system's performance. The only

inconvenience I encountered was that the system

configuration file had to be copied from the main

partition to the boot partition whenever it was

updated by a save from Preferences. Xetec has

chosen this setup to minimize the need for ROM

changes and keep the cosls down whenever a sys

tem update is released.

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS

GVP's A500-HD+ is a near perfect match to the

styling of the A500case. Its 13" deep x 3" high x 5"
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GVP's Impact Series IIA500-HD+.

Note the game switch, which turns

autobooting on and off.

wide plastic enclosure follows the contours of the

Amiga's case, matching even the grooves which

conceal the ventilation slots. Green and red power

and hard disk activity LEDs are mounted flush

towards the front of the of the case. A small but

noisy fan ventilates out the top rear of the enclosure.

A sliding game switch, situated in the center of the

sloping front panel, turns autobooting on and off.

The system comes with an external brick-type

power supply which plugs into the back of the unit.

The power supply has its own on/off switch and a

plug-in power cord. Although the manual recom

mends simultaneous power up. 1 found that I had to

power up the A500-HD+ before the computer to

avoid a system lockup. Powering up the system

from a power strip invariably required a warm

reboot to get the system started.

The plastic case conceals a less attractive sturdy

metal enclosure which covers most of the main cir

cuit board. Removing three of the nine screws on

the bottom of the unit lets you take off the plastic

cover. A slip-off metal hatch provides access to a set

of four SIMM sockets. Two or four megs of RAM

can be added to the system by using 1M SIMMs. A

pair of the more expensive 4M SIMMs let you

expand the system to a full eight megs of fast RAM.

A half-height 3.5" inch hard drive is mounted at the

rear of the unit. The system I tested was equipped

with a Quantum 52M hard drive. The internal hard

drive connection uses a standard 50-pin SCSI con

nector and ribbon cable. Additional SCSI devices

can he daisy chained to the external 25-pin connec

tor which is located on the system's back panel.

The system does not provide a pass-through for

the Amiga's expansion bus. Instead, a 100-pin

header connector is located inside [he unit alongside

The DataFlyer 500 from Expansion Systems,

with its 100-pin FastRAM s\ot

the connector to the Amiga's expansion port. This is

the GVP "MiniSlot' which, in the words of GVP's

literature, "will allow Impact A500-HD Scries II

owners to expand their A500 like they never

thought possible." MiniSlot peripherals will be

available in "the near future."

Hard drive formatting, pardoning, and setup was

fast and easy using the integrated FauaslPrep soft

ware. Both automatic and manual modes are pro

vided, which should satisfy both novices and

advanced users.

Other than the slightly noisy fan and the sequen

tial power up. the A500-HD+ performed without a

hitch and the system turned in an impressive perfor

mance in the speed tests.

EXPANSION TECHNOLOGIES

The DataFlyer 500 is housed in a 5.75" wide x

2.25" high x 15" deep sheet metal enclosure whose

profile is a close match to that of the computer. The

back panel has cutouts for a power connector and a

25-pin SCSI connector. The hard drive mounts at

the rear of the enclosure. Mounting screws and a

50-pin ribbon cable are included in the package.

The connection to the Amiga 500 is a basic 86-

pin to 100-pin single slot extension to the Amiga's

expansion port. The DataFlyer SCSI host adapter is

a standard A2000 half-length plug-in card which is

at home in either computer. The system is adver

tised and sold as a low-cost no-frills hard drive

interface. The connectors on the host adapter

include a standard 50-pin SCSI port, a 26-pin

header for an optional external SCSI port (519.95),

a 2-pin connector for the hard drive activity light,

and a 100-pin header for a piggy-backed optional

memory board. The board is missing the jumpers

Xetec FastTrak

Q52

$625.00

Xetec

GVP Impact

Series II

A500-HD+

$489.00

Great Valley

Products

DataFlyer 500

$189.00

Expansion

Systems
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DiskSpeed

3.1 Test

Results

Device: Xetec FastTrak 500 with Quantum 52M drive.

Test Intensity: Med; Performance Stress: None

8 Files Create, 20 Files Open/Close, 117 Files Scan, 24 Files

Delete, 48 Seek/Read

BUFFER SIZE 512 4K 32K 256K

Bytes Create 25461 139230 223138 251815

Bytes Write 26744 172405 354604 464421

Bytes Read 71659 279232 394951 486589

Device: GVP A500-HD+ with Quantum 52M drive.

Test Intensity: Med; Performance Stress: None

11 Files Create, 24 Files Open/Close, 109 Files Scan, 15 Files

Delete, 195 Seek/Read

BUFFER SIZE 512 4K 32K 256K

Bytes Create 29180 142708 277309 333046

Bytes Write 30002 195438 478494 699050

Bytes Read 65196 318302 472043 726155

Device: Expansion Systems DataFlyer with Quantum 52M drive.

Test Intensity: Med; Performance Stress: None

9 Files Create, 24 Files Open/Close, 149 Files Scan, 31 Files

Delete, 204 Seek/Read

BUFFER SIZE 512 4K 32K 256K

Bytes Create 60268 98040 148470 163880

Bytes Write 66378 109834 191329 205697

Bytes Read 95055 260785 371794 443450

which choose between Kickstarts 1.2 and

1.3.

The basic system lists for SI 89, and I

have seen it advertised for less (han S150.

The optional memory board, which is fitted

wilh slots for eight SIMMs, lists for SI 19.

Using low-cost 256K SIMMs, you can add

512K, one, or two megs of fast RAM. With

the more expensive but cost effective !M

SIMMs, you can add (wo. four, or eight

megs of fast RAM. The entire system is

powered from ihc Amiga 500 unless you

buy one of the optional power supplies.

The small supply, which powers only the

expansion memory, lists forS29.95. A 40

watt supply, which can power the hard

drive, host adapter, and the memory board,

lists for S79.95.

The no-frills setup software is easy to

use. The format and partition program only

asks for the percentage of the drive which

is to be allocated for each partition and

takes care of the rest. The installation pro

gram copies the Workbench and system

files. The software and hardware were

designed by Ricketts, Inc., an independent

producer of electronic peripherals which

does not sell directly to the end-user. As a

matter of historical note, Ricketts was the

the company that manufactured many of

the products sold by the late C Ltd.

The DataFlyer 500 is an effective no-

frills way to add a hard drive to the Amiga

500. But keep in mind that much of the low

cost is due to the options which are stan

dard on the other systems.

CONCLUSIONS
Any one of the systems we've looked at

over the past few months will provide sat

isfactory results for general purpose use.

When shopping for price, keep in mind the

accessories such as power supplies. The

Xetec and GVP systems come with their

own; power supplies are optional for the

others. If you are impressed by speed

results, Trumpcard Professional comes out

on top with GVP right behind. The speed

results for both Ttumpcards and the

DataFlyer held up well with CPU stress

and DMA contention turned on. The

Xetec system takes up the least amount of

space next to the computer, and its drive

enclosure doubles as a monitor stand. If

you are planning to upgrade to an Amiga

2000, keep in mind that the Tnimpcards

and the DataFlyer can be transferred to

that system. Probably the best way to

keep the cost down is to buy the bare

bones enclosure and then buy a hard drive

and memory from a mass marketer.

ADDRESSES

Xetec

2804 Arnold Road

Salina, KS 67401,913-827-0685

Great Valley Products

600 Clark Avenue

King of Prussia, PA 19406, 215-337-8770

Expansion Systems

44862 Osgood Road

Fremont, CA94539,415-656-2890
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UTino
Credit Card Orders Only. Call Toll-Free 1-800-45-POWER (215)922-0050 Fax:(215)922-0116

power products
POWER MOUSE

PC880 POWER DRIVE
BLITZ AMIGA - A500 2000

DUAL DRIVE

POWER SCANNER

A500 INTERNAL DRIVE

A2000 INTERNAL DRIVE

512K RAM CLOCK CARD
512K RAM WITHOUT CLOCK

PRO SOUND AMIGA

PC880B POWER DRIVE - NEW

HIGH SPEC B80K FLOPPY DRIVE

BLITZ HARDWARE COPIER BUILT-IN

[SWITCHA81E]

POWER COMPUTING ANTICUCK FEATURE

VIRUS BLOCKER BUILMN

(SWITCHABLEJ

$149.00

1.5 MB EXPANSION BOARD

PLUGS EASILY INTO VOUR A500

KICKSTART 1 3 AND ABOVE

SIMPLE INTERNAL FITTING

FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH FATTER

AGNLJS AND

1 MB CHIP RAM

$189.00

ATONCE
PC/AT EMULATOR

A500 $ 239.00

A2000 ADAPTOR $ 79 00

Supra

500 XP HARD DRIVE KITS

EXP 10 8 MB
20MB w2 MB

52 MB - w2 MB

105 MB w2 MB
SUPRA RAM 500

SUPRA BAM 500 Bi 1 MB [t>P 10 i)
SUPRA RAM 500 Ri 2 MB [iXP 10 t)

SUPRA RAM 2000

OK

2 MB

A MB

6 MB
B MS

SUPRA MODEMS

2400 BAUD EXTERNAL
2400 21 INTERNAL (A2000]

2400 MNP (2-5]

2400 PLUS (MNP ■ VA2 Bis]

2400 h PLUS (MNP ■ V 42 B.sj

9600 PLUS (V 32. MNP ■ V 42 Bis]
SUPRA WORD SYNC (A2000]

SUPRA DRIVE 3 5' EXTERNAL

S 445 0U

I MOW
S 735 0(1
S 49QCI

$129 01'
S 189 01'

S 108 01

S CAL.
S CAL.

S CAL

S CAL.

S <J7 0(
$115O(

S 145 01
S 165 01

S1550!
S 540 01

S 99 0!
S (WO!

SERIES II ACCELERATORS

with SCSI Conlmllers

GVP A-2000 COMBO'22 MHZ 2 MB $ 879 01

GVP A-2000 COMBO'33 MHZ 4 MB$159<?0(

IDE CONTROLLER

GVP 3050 50 MHZ4 MB S23490I

EXPANSION

BASEBOARD MEMORY EXPANSIONS FOR A500

OK

512K

\ MB

2 MB

3 MB

4 MB

S 95 00
S 118.00

$ 135.00

$17400
$220.00

S 249.00

DATA FLYER

A-500 j 129 00

A-2000 $ 79 00

UPGRADE/REPLACEMENT CHIPS

WU>CTIV< VTOO

TRUMP CARD 500 S 17900

TRUMP CARD 2000 S1W00

TRUMP CARD 500 PRO S 228 00

TRUMP CARD 2000 PRO S 169 00

GRAND SLAM 500

GRAND SLAM 2000

METAd

PRIMTERFACE AUXILIARY

PRINTER PORT

S 278 00

S 225.00

S

S 78 00

PROGR€j0TV€
P€RIPH€RF1L/

KICKSTART 1 3 ROM

KICKSTART 2 0 ROM

8372A FATTER AGNUS 1MB

B372B FATTER AGNUS 2MB

B362 DENISE

6372 SUPER DENISE

8364 PAULA

5719 GARY

9520 CIA

1 MB x 4/flONS SC ZIP IA3000)
I x 1/80NS

:!56 x 4'80NS
;>56 x 1/80NS

1 x fl/BONS SIMM

4 x 8 SONS SIMM

FATTER AGNUS CHIP PULLER

S 27 00
S CALL

S 85 00
S CALl

S 26 00

S CALL

S 26 00

S 12.55
S 15 00
$ 30 00

S 5.50

S 5 50
S 2 00
S 45 CD

S 198 00
S 6 50

FRAMESRABBER 5429 DO

FRAMEGRA8BER 256 S^W 00

MINIGEN $18900

BAUD BANDIT MNPS 2400 BD MODEM S13900

DKB Software
MEOACHIP 2000 S229 00
G£l : MB £» tMKW '0" W «WB *S N I"! MOOC

MIOACHIF 3000 w 2 Ml FoPtii Agnut $ 3I6OO

Hit 55 00 FOR r«f 1 MB CHIP

MULT1 STAHTII S 79 00

FC» AMCIO0G - JWTTCH KIWIE1 KICKSTAflT 10 *D1J TOM

SECUREKEV $40«00

A2000 1000 SECUB IIV COMBOl

KWIK SIABT tl 5 89 00

iNjiAU i.cksiwi ; o *nd i j boms in the a-coc

SWITCtWBlE WITH IHf KfvBOATO

■AIT DISK S?W00

A3O0O/JO00

INSIDER II

S ■SM8S27B00

ROCTEC

3 5' ULTRA SLIW !l« EXTERNAL FLOPPY DS1VE

S2SH J6O720 K W DP1VE

MOUSE

HARD DRIVES

S 69CO

$15000

S1WW

Quantum

52 MB LPS

105 MB - LPS

210 MB - 5

c2? Seagate
ST 157N - 1 49M6-2SMS

ST 27?N 1.60MB-28MS

ST 1096 N .80M8-2QMS

ST 29o N -S0MB-2BMS

SyQuest

44 MB REMOVABLE

44 MB w/CARTfilDGE

CARTRIDGE

S234M

S3B5 00
571000

$225 00

$275OQ
.-.• DO

$235 00

$400 00

$d75 00

S 7500

AE-DATA LINK 2000 |IN! | 5 135 B0

AE DA1A LINK 230D WMNP5 ■ FA* [INlj S1I9O0

AE-DA1A LINK [XP«S5 W MNP-I - FAX (EXT ] S 215 DO

*i HIGH DENSiTV HOfPY WIVE )WI

CUMANA'
3 5" EXTERNAL DRIVE

$99.00

ICD

GVP A-500 HD B ■ 0'40

GVP A-500 HD 8-052

GVP A-500 HD B ■ 0 105

$559 00

$590 00

58J9 00

GVP 8 2 MEMORY EXPANSION FOR A-2000

2 MB

4 MB

a MB

8 MB

GVP Series

GVP Series

HC.A-2000

HC B'O A 2000

$109 00

$ CALL

$ CALL

5 CALL

$159 00

$195 00

MICRO R&D
2MW av

airBIG

PRINTER BUFFER

JOYSTICK.'MOUSE SWITCH

MW-738A500 POWER SUPPLY
[LIFETIME WAPBANIV)

MOUSE [LIFETIME W*RBANTV|

S B8 00

$ 12000

$ 28 00

$106 00

S 55 00

AMIGA EXTRAS

AMTRACK TRACKBALL $ M?5

BCDEGA BAY $ CALL
BODEGA BAY WITH MALIBU $ CALL

BEETLE MCXJ5E $ 0500

BCING OPTICAL MOUSE $ 99X

CuniNG EDGE MAC DRIVE 3 5" $ 199 DO

CHROMAKEY $ 31900
DPS PERSONAL TBC $ B49 00

DAKOTA SKETCHMASTER 12.12 $ 37900

DAKOTA SKETCHMASTER 12»18 $ 55900

FLICKER FIXER $ 23900
FLICKER FIXER DEB 2000 $ 9400

FIRECRACKER 24OO-2MB $ CALL

ICD SHUFFLE BOARD $ CALL

MAGNI SYSTEMS $ CALL

MIGRAPH HAND SCANNER S 299 00

PANASONIC 14MM LENS WITH IRIS $ 6900

PANASONIC 16MM LENS W-O IRIS $ 2900
PANASONIC WU10 CAMERA WITH CA&lE $ 209 00

REJUVENATOR 1000 WITH AGNUS $ CAlt

SHARP COLOR SCANNEBS $ CALL

SCANLOCK $ 849 00

VIDEO MASTER $107900

MEGAMIDGET RACER
25 MHZ (A500-2000! 5 599 0C

33 MHZ (A500-2000I S 679 00

MEGAMIDGET ECONOMY
25 MHZ (A500-2000] S 499 00

33 MHZ iA50C-20O0| $ bW 00

MATH COPROCESSOR 25MHZ-33MHZ $ CALl

MEGA MIDGET RACER MEMORY $ CALl

NewTek
VIDEO TOASTER

$1399.00

AQ SCSI 2000 $129 00

AC SCSI 20B0 S169D0

Ac scsi 2oaa: vb $:i«oc

Ac SCSI ;060 i VB SWOC

Aa SCSI !080 S Vt S4W00

*0 SCSI 2080 ■ MB 5564 DC
Aa RAM 540 S '04 00

An RAM 540 1 MB $142 00

Ad RAM 540 2 MB $1B0 00

Ad RAM 540 3 MB $218 00

Ad RAM 540 4 MB $ 256 00

Ad RAM 560 D S 175 00

Ad RAM 2080 $117 00

Ad RAM 2080 2 MB $ 189 00

Ad RAM 20S0 4 MB $ 261 00

Ad RAM 20B0 6 MB $333 00

Ad RAM 2080 8 MB S 405 00

Ad SPEED $2'000

FUCKER FREE VIDEO $29900

NOVIA 20i (A500J $47900

NOVIA 40i [A500I $349 00

NOVIA $0> (A500) $87000

PRIMA 52! (ASOQl S 459 DO

P0IMA 1051 [A500] $63900

AD IDE 40 (3 5 HDKit] S 109 00

AD IDE -44 (S 5 HDKit] $11000

DIGIT/XL
R E A T I O N S

DCTV S 389 00

SUPERGEN 2000S GENLOCK $1349 00

5UPERGEN GENLOCK S 599 00

FAST TRACK A500 1000

FAST TRACK 052 A500 1000

FAST TRAK Q105 A500 1000

FAST RAM SAS A500 1000

fAST RAM'SAIO A500 1000

FAST RAM 2 MB A5001000

F-ASI RAM 4 MBA500 1000

FA5T CARD PLUS A2D00

FAST CARD PLUS Q52 A2000

FAST CARD PLUS Q105 A2000

MINI FAST CARD - A2D00

CD. ROM-650E EXTERNAL

S 220 00

S CALL

$ CALL

5 75 00

S 85 00

5 CALL

5 CALl

S 145 00

S CALL

S CALL

S 75 00

5 659 00

goldenIMAGE*
GOLDEN IMAGE A500 1000.2000 MOUSE S 38

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE S 49

GOLOfN IMAGE HAND SCANNER $ 239

MASTEB3-A1 500 1000 2000 S 79

MASTER 3A1O - 500 1000 2000 $ 95

ORDERING INFORMATION POWER COMPUTING USA 21 South 5th Street Suite 900 Philadelphia. PA 19106
We cay an Ireigfii marges wittim me conimeniai US UPS Ground Service Foi fast delivery send caster s deck or money order Personal

and Company cfiedis allow 14 business days to cleat COD charges are 4.00 Insurance ndd 2% lo loial arnouni PA residents please add

6° > sales ta*

AK. HI FPO. APO Puerto Rico and Canadian ordoia please add 8°= slumping Minimum $Q 00 All olhor foreign orders add '5°° slipping
Minimum SI 5 00 All orders shipped OulSioe Iho continental U S A are shipped lust class insured Air Mail II foreign charges oiceod the minimum

amount, you will be charged '"f aOdiiional amouni An goods are new and include laciory warranty We do noi guarantee compatibility and

version numbers - due to our low puces an sales are final

An defective returns must have return auinoniaiion number To obtain an R A » Can 215-922-0050 Defective returns not accepted witftout

R A • PRICES AND AVAILABILITY are subject to change without notice Shipping hanoimg and insurance charges are not refundable Not

responsible '0' typographic errors All trademarks acknowledged

NO

CREDIT CARD

SURCHARGE

VISA - MC

AMEX
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FREE
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7[p O
by Tom Malcom

Incredible Very Good Average Poor Drek

It hasn't been the best of summers for

new game releases. With a couple of

exceptions, the games I've been play

ing for the past few weeks have been

notable mostly for their sleep-inducing

qualities. I've had to take a close look at a

few of them to make sure I hadn't pulled an

old title off the shelf instead of one of the

new ones. We seem to be on a long, slow

downslide into generic, marketing-inspired

IBM-style entertainments. The good news

is that there are better on the way. Psygno-

sis has several new games under develop

ment. Virgin Games is shipping Wonder

land (look for a review next issue), and

we're starting to see more new games from

smaller publishers and new startup compa

nies. The December issue of .info will

focus on games and entertainment, so stay

tuned to this space.

MOONBASE

Wesson International,

500 S. Capitol of Texas Hwy.,

Austin, TX 78746, 512-328-0100

Moonhase is the first simulation to hook

me since SimCily. The concept and execu

tion is very close to SimCity, though the

feel is thoroughly lunar. Maxis did include

a Moon Colony in their Future dries

expansion graphics seis for SimCity, but the

Lunar colony

under

construction in

Moonbase

objectives in Moonbase are different. (And

to be honest about it, I'd like to have the

Moon Colony graphics in Moonbase;

they're considerably better.) The primary

goal in Moonbase is profit. It seems NASA

has turned cheap and will support a colony

for only ten years. After that, the support

dries up. In gaming terms, ihis means you

have lo work fast to get from bare rock to a

populated, efficient base capable of export

ing salable items back to Earth before

NASA pulls the plug.

Getting started is a little on the frustrat

ing side, but worth the effort. The manual,

while ii is well done and does have an

Shooting a little

snooker down at

Fast Eddie's

index that helps a little, lacks organization.

Wesson also neglected to put any saved

colonies on the disk, something that would

have helped enormously in figuring out

how things work. The play is controlled by

icons and submenus, with a level of detail

that strikes just the right balance between

complexity and playability, You begin by

setting up housing for the lunar workers

{are lunar residents referred to as lunatics?),

and then a power supply. In addition to the

power, you must also take care of thermal

control. Since the Moon has no atmosphere,

excess heat must be dissipated by special

radiators, which must be monitored as

closely as (he power. Once you get the

basics set up and start adding to the popula

tion, you can then gel mining and manufac

turing operations under way. It's here that a

business aspect conies in; you sell what you

produce and then figure out how to use the

proceeds to expand the colony. You can

also generate income by setting up tourist

hotels, a fun touch.

Much as I like Moonbase, I think it could

have been slicked up a little better. The

graphics are adequate, if uninspired, and

the scrolling is jerky. There are some digi

tized voice announcements now and then,

and though the sound effects are minimal, it

doesn't detract from the game at all. On the

plus side, Moonbase is hard drive instal

lable and runs fine under 2.0.
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Moonba.se is the first Amiga simulation

from Wesson and there's a reason that it's

so good. The company has been developing

real-world simulations for several years,

primarily air traffic control, and are the

publishers of Tracon, an IBM air traffic

entertainment simulation. They're also

doing work on simulations for NASA and

are working on an Amiga version of Tracon

II. If you enjoy simulations, don't miss

Moonbase.

FAST EDDIE'S POOL &

BILLIARDS

Aegis/Oxxi, PO Box 90309. Long Beach.

CA 90809, 213-427-1227

I didn't much care for this game at first,

but it's one of those rare pieces of software

that grew on me the more I played. It has so

many nice touches and little points of detail

that it almost convinced me to start hanging

out at pool halls again. (I vividly remember

some parent/rebellious-adolescent argu

ments on that very subject.) For example,

on the game selection screen, there's a

video arcade machine that you can click on

to pull up a little missile command game.

It's nothing outstanding, but its inclusion is

a wonderful touch.

Fast Eddie's pool hall offers billiards,

snooker, and bumper pool, as well as sev

eral variations on regular pool. You can

play eight-ball, nine-ball, cutthroat, rota

tion, and enough others to keep you out of

real-world pool halls for months. The

mechanics of play are simple and efficient.

requiring only minimal practice to master.

Provision is made for putting English on

your shots, and you can not only make trick

shots, you can even define new ones. Play

is against a human or the computer [at vari

ous skill levels), and you can change games

at any point.

There are a few shortcomings. The

graphics could have used a little more poi-

ish and ihcrc arc occasional inconsistencies

in the animation (a ball will sometimes pass

through a part of another). The computer, in

its standard Amiga drone, makes comments

after most shots, something that quickly

becomes annoying and I haven't found any

way to shut it off without turning the sound

effects off altogether.

There have been a few computer pool

simulations before, but Fas! Eddie is the

best yet for pool players. And you won't

have to put a pool table in your basement or

get in a fight with your parents, either.

Tom Clancy's

bestseller

comes to the

computer

screen

Getting Spidey

through another

puzzle in

The Amazing

Spiderman

THE AMAZING

SPIDERMAN

Paragon/MicroProse, 180 Lakefront Drive,

Hunt Valley, MD 21030, 301 -771 -1151

I'm not sure why I played this game for

as long as I did (and far longer than I

needed to for this review). The most likely

explanation is that it's been a while since a

Nintendo-type arcade puzzle game has

come across my desk. Spiderman was

always my second-favorite comicbook hero

(right behind Superman), and while this

game doesn't have much of Spidey's per

sonality in it. as a playable arcade game it's

not bad. Not great, but a good way to fritter

away a few hours.

Using fairly responsive joystick control,

you guide Spiderman through a series of

interconnected screens throwing switches

to open up other sections. Bad guys are try

ing to stop you, of course, and there are

traps to avoid and lots of puzzles to figure

out. Movement is the usual run, jump, and

crouch, though you can also throw webs

and swing on them. The artwork is decent

and the animation is about on a par with

Nintendo; it could have been considerably

better. The background screens are crisp,

but the characters could have used more

detail.

The main thing The Amazing Spiderman

has going for it is payability. It hooks the

player in the first five minutes and knows

how to entertain without becoming simplis

tic or terminally frustrating. Like a good

TV cop show, it won't win any awards, but

it's fun to play once or twice. —
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Tank command

in quad-view:

ReadySoft's

Team Yankee

THE CARDINAL OF

THE KREMLIN

TEAM YANKEE

Capstone/lntracorp, 14160 SW 139 Court,

Miami, FL 33186, 305-252-9040

Probably the only detrimental effect of

the end of the Cold War is that it has made

so many political potboilers and spy

thrillers irrelevant. Bused on Tom Clancy's

bestseller. The Cardinal ofthe Kremlin has

to do with the Star Wars anti-missile

defense race between the U.S. and the

Soviet Union. It has the requisite spies, sci

entists, satellites, and treachery, and the

game plays rather well if you can forget the

political events of the past couple of years.

The idea of the game is to recruit scien

tists for the basic research of a laser-based

defense system and get satellites launched

before the Russians do. There are other ele

ments to make the job difficult, everything

from kidnapping to the CIA to job burnout.

The player's task is to keep everything run

ning smoothly while combatting the Sovi

ets. The various elements are controlled

from separate screens where different

options can be clicked. The interface is rea

sonably easy to manage and the game

moves along at a fair clip, with situations

constantly changing, making the play chal

lenging.

The graphics are fair, if a little on the

cartoonish side. If you're a fan of spy

thrillers, give Cardinal of the Kremlin a

play. We probably won't be seeing man)'

more in the genre. The real world, in a rare

fit of good sense, has rendered it obsolete.

Empire/ReadySoft, 30 Wertheim Court,

Unit 2, Richmond Hill, ON Canada L4B 1B9,

416-731-4175

Great. I thought when I looked at the

box. another tank simulation. Just what the

world needs. There have been about four

times too many of them released in the past

couple of years. So imagine my surprise

when 1 actually liked this one.

The problem with many simulations is

that they get so bogged down in detail that

by the time they gel around to the play, the

player has gotten bored and booted up

something else. Team Yankee doesn't do

that. I'd recommend going through a prac

tice mission before you jump into the game,

but getting into combat is quick and easy.

The graphics are very well done, using a

combination of solid-modeled images and

bitmaps that work very well together and

provide more landscape detail than is usual

in combat games.

From what I've been able to find out. the

game is quite accurate in its facts, but it

doesn't let that get in the way of the play.

You are in command of four platoons and

it's here that Team Yankee really shines.

Switching between the many views and

magnifications is instantaneous and very

slickly done.

Like so many wargames on the market

lately that depend on a scenario of the U.S.

against the Soviet Union. Team Yankee has

the feel of being left behind by real-world

political events. That doesn't make it any

less playable, but it does lessen the game's

impact, turning it into fantasy war. Overall,

if I had to pick one tank game to play, Team

Yankee would be it.

MEGATRAVELLER I:

THE ZHODANI

CONSPIRACY

Paragon/MicroProse, 180 Lakeiront Drive,

Hunt Valley, MD 21030, 301-771-1151

The IBM version of this sci-fi roleplayer

has been very popular and I've been

eagerly wailing for the Amiga version, hop

ing it would be something special. It isn't.

Sure, the graphics are better than average,

and the play is reasonably streamlined, but

there's certainly no original thought in it.

Combining overhead ground views with

starmap navigation and interplanetary trad

ing, there's the usual plot about preventing

MegaTraveller

comes from

paper to IBM to

Amiga
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a galactic war. The whole plot is

unmcmorable enough that I couldn't

remember any of it an hour after I'd read it.

The staggering amount of detail, which I'm

sure was meant to add to the realism of the

game, instead is just mind-numbing. Like

so many boardgame conversions, this one,

too. suffers from not using the computer

effectively to take care of the drudgery of

playing a game that started out using paper

and pencil. I don't care about hitpoints and

endless statistics. 1 care about playing. (One

more gripe and then I'll stop -1 am sick and

tired of games like this one that start with

an attack before the player even has a

chance to get his bearings.)

Roleplayers and diehard sci-fi readers

will undoubtably find a lot to like in The

Zhodani Conspiracy, others will most likely

be bored and frustrated.

KING'S BOUNTY

New World Computing/EA, 1820 Gateway

Drive, San Mateo, CA 94404, 415-571-7171

Yet another in the endless stream of

Faery Talc Adventure clones. King's Bounty

is your standard quest to return yet another

sceptre of power to yet another inept king.

(How do these dweebs get to be king any

way? The way they keep losing things and

otherwise mismanaging their kingdoms,

you'd think their families would have died

out years before.)

The artwork is crisp and colorful, but the

animation is seriously subpar. Your position

is represented by a man on horseback, and

the horse frequently doesn't even face the

Hacking and

slashing through

King's Bounty

direction it's moving. Pretty lame. The bat

tle sequences quickly bog down into tedium

and like most games in the genre, there are

entirely too many of them for no good pur

pose.

I'm .seriously disappointed with this lat

est from New World. They've proven they

can do excellent games (Nuclear War was

one of last year's best), but now seem to

have jumped on the me-too fantasy wagon.

OK if you feel you just have to go on one

more quest, undistinguished otherwise.

BRIGADE

COMMANDER

TTR Development. 6701 Seybold Rd.,

Suite 220. Madison, Wl 53719.

608-277-8071

I had thought that the days of hex-grid

Hexed in

Brigade

Commander

Unit Infornatioi

Strength: Full

Awaiting orders

Cargo: None

Selected Weapons

■ Heavy Aiw Piercing

wargames were over, replaced by war sim

ulations with belter graphics, or at least

invisible grids, but Brigade Commander

shows that the old days haven't completely

passed. This wargamc has several things

going for it. like accuracy, a terrain editor,

and a Desert Storm scenario disk, but it

also has one major shortfall: the lack of a

way to speed things up. Getting a unit from

one place to another takes just as long as in

the real world. That may be good for the

sake of accuracy, but in a game it's about as

exciting as watching paint dry. TTR did

have the foresight to include a tutorial sce

nario to help you get going, and while the

manual is adequate, it's filled with mis

spellings and grammatical errors.

Wargamers will probably find Brigade

Commander interesting, but they're the

only ones who will.

KING'S QUEST I

-kik-k
Sierra, PO Box 485. Coarsegold. CA 93614,

209-683-6858

Until now. there's been a hole in Sierra's

Amiga lineup and I'm glad to see they've

released the original King's Quest graphic

adventure. Sierra redid the game with their

newer graphics and play engine (which still

aren't very good, even if they are better

than the old ones), giving it the same look

as the rest of the King's Quest series. Of

course, the game's primary interest is his

torical, since it was one of the very first

animated graphic adventures. The game

itself is the usual Siena fare, but if you've
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A Sierra blast from the past: KQ I

Confronting the dragon in Rubicon, a new Euro-Game from

21st Century Entertainment

played the rest of the Kings Quest series

((here are five adventures so far), you'll

certainly want to go through this one just to

see how it all started.

EURO-PREVIEWS

We recently got some disks of screen-

shots (PAL versions) from some

soon-to-be-re!eased games from 21st Cen

tury Entertainment and they were so stun

ning we had to show them off. The three

games they have scheduled include Nebu-

lus II, Rubicon, and Deliverance.

Nebulus II [not pictured] is a continua

tion of the arcade hit, released first in 1987

for the C64. It doesn't seem possible that

it's been thai long ago. Anyway, you work

your way through a series of rotating tow

ers thai have multidirectional doors, tele-

ports, elevators, springboards, and all kinds

of interesting things.

Rubicon is a classic scrolling shoot-em-

up where a nuke plant disaster has caused

some serious mutations in the wildlife. It's

your job to destroy them. The game uses 2-

layer parallax scrolling and has seven levels

of action. The graphics, as you can see, are

first-rate.

Saving the best for last. Deliverance,

scheduled for January release in the UK, is

subtitled Stormlord II. The original Storm-

lord was released in the US by Cinemaware

as half of theirArcade Fever Action Pak

and was distributed by Electronic Arts. No

matter who distributed it, it was one of the

best-looking and best-playing arcade

adventures ever. When I reviewed it in

March. I gave it 4-plus stars. I wish now I'd

given it five. Deliverance continues in the

same vein; you're a Barbarian-type hero

fighting a slew of evil creatures in an

attempt to rescue some kidnapped fairies.

The graphics are so good 1 use them as a

standard to judge other games by. The play,

if it's anything like the first one, will be

very difficult, but also very rewarding.

21st Century is currently planning on

distributing these titles in the US them

selves. We'll let you know as they become

available. A

Stormlord's saga continues in Deliverance
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ROCKETSCHLOCK PART I BY GREGORY CONLEY

Sonewhere stranded, deep

i space, Orion sector.
CflPTFlIN, WE'RE SURROUNDED BV AN RRMfiDfi

OF MflCULLIfiN, 1BEEMIUM FIND ESSTEflN VESSELS,

THEVRE DEMANDING IMMEDIHTE SURRENDER!

NEVER

e, lock on to all alien vessels! Fire on my command!

increase shields to maximum! Where the heck is Paula?

CfiPTflIN BRVCE WE'VE SUSTfllNED }<*£ DRH-'T GET THROUGH. CflPTRIN! IT'S

MILL YOU

SHUT-UP

SPOTTY!

Is this the end of Captain Brjice andind that subspace 800 number

ontact Commodore central, Quick! the S.S.Asinad ? STAY TUNED...

Gregory Conley can be contacted by writing: Gregory Conley, 17320 Laverne Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44135
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VIDE by Oran J. Sands, III

IIIIIIHIIIIII

In this special

feature, .info's

resident video

expert Oran J

Sands III tells you

what you need to

set up an

Amiga-based

video studio.

rl here arc us many ways lo create a video pre-

I sentation as there are video professionals to

I do the job. Because of this, studio installa-

I tions are quite varied. Often the very same
equipment is set up to do different tasks or to do the

same task in a different way. It is therefore difficult to

tell someone how the Amiga should be integrated into an

existing or planned video studio. But there are a few

standard setups you can use and modify according to

your intended usage. This month, we'll step through the

decisions of what to purchase and why. and guide you to

the installation you need.

The one thing I won't do is recom

mend which model of Amiga to use.

I'm assuming you already own one

and want to use it. Since each model

is expandable (some more than others)

it's really a matter of preference, con

venience, and price.

HARDWARE

Output Devices -

Encoders

IIIIIIHIIIIII

If all you want to do is to turn your

Amiga graphics into video, then an

encoder is what you want. This device

converts the Amiga's Red. Green, and

Blue output signals into an NTSC

color composite video signal. It may

also provide Y/C outputs for S-video

systems, enhancing circuitry, and/or RGB signals for

your monitor. Encoders range from the S100 DigiFex

(which features RGB pass-thru to your monitor and addi

tional Y/C four-pin output) to the $8000 COX with

Faroujda encoding circuitry. While the DigiFex unit may

be several orders of magnitude less expensive than the

COX, it still does the job quite well. If you merely need

to drive a monitor or lay graphics to tape, it would be a

good choice.

Output Devices - Genlocks

If you find yourself wanting to combine your graphics

with a piece of video, an encoder is necessary but not

enough. What you need is a way to (A) synchronize the

Amiga with the external video source, and (B) combine

the graphics and video in some manner. The device that

does this is called a genlock. The genlock provides a

color video signal output and, just like an encoder, can

serve as the output device when you simply wish Amiga

graphics converted to a video signal. More importantly.

all genlocks sold for the Amiga will accept a video signal

from any source (tape, videodisc, or camera) and will

overlay the computer's graphics on top of that video.

Some genlocks may feature faders that perform a dis

solve between graphics and video. Y/C signal compati

bility. RGB pass-thru, and timing adjustments for subcar-

rier and horizontal delay. The StiperGen 2000%, VidTech

VideoMastev and Magni 4004 are genlocks offering some

or all of these features.

Caution! Some inexpensive genlocks can actually

deteriorate the quality of your signal, so read the reviews

and test a genlock before buying it! Although at first you

may never need to use a genlock, it's a good bet that

you'll need one eventually. Don't scrimp! Get the best

you can afford.

What do you do if you want to overlay live video on

computer-generated graphics? That requires the opposite

of a genlock, a chromakeyer. MicroSearch's ChwmaKey

is the only one currently available for the Amiga, and it
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does a good job. Watch for my review in an upcoming

issue.

Extended Displays

Animators who rely on 3D modeling software to cre

ate single frames of animation like to take advantage of

that software's ability to create images drawn with 24-bit

palettes. Since the Amiga doesn't provide this type of

output, you must buy display boards such as Impulse's

Firecracker 24, Mimetics" Framebuffer, MAST's Color-

burst, etc. Some of these boards have color video output

and some have only RGB signals out. requiring an

encoder to make video. 24-bit display devices can't do

real-time animation, so single frame controller software

and single-frame accurate VCRs are mandatory for mak

ing 24-bit animations. Recently we've seen new output

devices appear that provide "near 24-bit" quality. The

Ham-E from Black Belt Systems and DC7V from Digital

Creations both offer what are being referred to as

"extended" display output. While not directly displaying

24-bit color, they provide images with an infinitely

greater palette than a stock Amiga. They are currently

much cheaper than a true 24-bit display board. The

DCT\r provides composite video out, while the Ham-E

needs an encoder or genlock to convert its RGB output to

video.

Monitors

Now that we have a method of deriving video from

our Amiga, we need to address a special problem. That's

the need for knowing what your graphics look like in

composite video, not RGB. Don't try to design graphics

for video without viewing them on a composite monitor

or TV! The fine detail and vibrant colors you can see in

RGB are rarely visible in the composite signal of the

same picture. A Y/C monitor will lie to you as well. It's

an unfortunate occurrence, but one we must live with

since all the world uses some form of composite video. If

you can't afford a separate color monitor, then use the

composite video input on your Amiga 1080, 1084, or

compatible monitor.

What about flicker, you ask? Well, it's interlace that

causes flicker, and interlace is required for a good,

editable video image. Learn to live with it. Okay, if you

can't, get MicmWay'sflickerFixer along with its genlock

and no-slot adapters, or try ICD's tiny Dcnise-socket

Flicker Free Video device (untested).

Digitizing and Scanning

To capture imagery from outside the computer

requires a digitizer, and there are several types. There are

video digitizers, hardcopy digitizers, color, and black and

white digitizers.

OJ in his video studio.

Video digitizers can be readily separated into slow-

scan and framegrabbing categories. The slow-scan units

such as Dlgi-Vtew and Perfect Vision use a monochrome

video camera and color filters to image the subject in

three scans, taking as much as 60 seconds each.

(MicroSearch sells an RGB splitter box thai simulates

the color filters for use with a color video source, such as

a color camera or freezeframe VCR.) The software com

bines these three images into one color image. This

method is very flexible and the quality is good, but it's

unable to deal with fast-moving sub

jects. Framegrabbing digitizers, how

ever, can literally freeze one frame of

video from any source, including tape.

Currently only two such dedicated

digitizers exist. PP&S's Frunicgrab-

ber and Franwgrabber 256 both pro

vide "instant" digitizing of video with

good quality. (I should mention that

both DCTV and the Video Toaster

offer the capability to digitize video,

and both perform quite well. The

DCT\' unit slow-scans in less than ten

seconds from a color source, without

needing filters or a splitter box, while

the Toaster framegrabs.)

Hardcopy scanners come in two types as well: color,

and black and white. Color scanners for the Amiga, such

as the Sharp and Epson scanner lines from ASDG. offer

incredible quality. Unfortunately, scanned subjects must

be flat and as small as the scanner's digitizing bound

aries; This limits maximum source size from as small as

4x6" to as large as 14x17", depending on the model.

Since most artwork, logos, etc., fit within this range.

Mil Illl

Don't try to design

graphics for video

without viewing

them on a

composite

monitor or TV!

Mil Mill
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by Oran J. Sands,

Setup #1: The simplest possible Amiga video studio

however, ihe size usually isn't a factor. Black and while

digitizers are fine when you need to create high-contrast

line an for roughing oui new artwork - as in scanning a

client's logo in for redesign in Deluxe Paint, for instance.

Otherwise they are mostly relegated to desktop publish

ing work.

Videotape Editor Controllers

Assembling a video production is a tedious process

and requires VCRs that are controllable and edil-capable.

It also requires a method of controlling those decks, and

the hardware to tie it all together. The Amiga easily

adapts io performing this lask and

offers more functionality than other

PC-based systems because of its mul

titasking nature. The very computer

that controls your editing can also

show your graphics, if necessary.

RGB Creations has several editing

packages available, depending on

your level of production and budget.

For those of you wilh "prosumer"

equipment like the Panasonic AG-

1960 S-VHS VCR, AmiLink-Cl

(which stands for "Consumer-

Industrial") will allow you to edit in

"cuts only" style for about $1000, and in "A/B roll" style

for SI500. All controller interfaces are provided. For

ihose of you with more upscale equipment and needs,

there is the regular AmiLink package that can control

over 35 separate VCRs/laserdisc players for A/B roll

editing, with SMPTE timecode or control track accuracy.

The latest version. Ami-Link V7', will also control

IIIIIIBIIIIII

There is basically

no way to

animate 24-bit

imagery, due to

the huge file sizes.

nil nun

NewTek's Video Toaster, which gives an entirely new

meaning to the term "desktop video." (See sidebar on

using the Toaster in your studio). For ihose with lesser

budgets and consumer/prosumer equipment, there are

MediaPhile's editing packages. The Mediaphile editor

controls less expensive VCRs via the standard remote

control input and "finesses" ihem into editing with more

accuracy than usually expected. One nice aspect of

MediaPhile's system is the ability to interchange and mix

lypes of VCRs, a feature usually not available at this

price level.

Single-frame Controllers

There is basically no way to animate 24-bit imagery,

due to the huge file sizes, so images must be rendered

individually and then recorded on tape sequentially. Or

you could render them all to a huge hard drive and then

record them one-by-one to video tape. Single-frame ani

mation requires a VCR wilh frame-accurate editing, a

device to interface the computer to the VCR, and a soft

ware control program io coordinate the whole works. It

takes hours and hours to assemble an animation of any

real length, so unattended operation is one of the key fea

tures found in a single-frame controller program. The

pre-eminent controller program is Microillusion's Pho

ton Transport Controller which, when combined with the

appropriate controller hardware, can automate the entire

process so you can start it and walk away.

Single-frame controller hardware varies in price from

about $1795 to $5000, depending on features. Units are

available from Lyon Lamb (the original), BCD, and

Diaquesi. The Diaquest DQ-TACO is unusual in that it is

a printed circuit card that plugs into one of your com

puter's slots. RGB Creations is also working on a new

AmiLink program that uses their V-LAN controller boxes

to provide animation capabilities.

Special mention is due the new Personal Single Frame

Controller from Nucleus Electronics. Although il works

only wilh VCRs that use RS-422 serial control protocols,

it is almost all software, requiring no hardware outside of

a special cable thai connects your VCR Io your Amiga.

Its price is an amazingly low $425.00, and it offers a full

range of features that an animator needs. VCRs (hat are

parallel-controlled may be used via third-party "serial-

parallel" converters usually costing about $1000.00. (We

are not talking about the usual computer serial-parallel

signals here!)

The Amiga Video Suite

Just how do we incorporate ihe Amiga into our exist

ing setup'.' What else may we need? There are several

ways to actually connect things, so let's examine a few

of the more common installations.

Setup #1 shows the simplest possible setup. It features
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An external digitaj dual channel TBC +

Frame Synchronizer for under $1500?

'You must be kidding"

'7s it Toaster compatible'

"This must be a joke"

Guess again!

Introducing Snowline's expanding Spectrum series of low-cost
digital time base correctors + frame synchronizers.

Showline Spectrums™ have great features:

• Full frame synchronizer

• Infinite window TBC

• 1 or 2 channel models

• Composite only or Composite/S-VHS models

with transcoding ability

• Choose models without/with freeze frame

+field with adjustable strobe control

• Digital comb filter included in specs

• Digital internal sync generators assures com

patibility with ordinary consumer equipment

& with 'house' sync or industrial-grade gear

with advanced sync

• Standard rack mount size

All Showline Spectrums have great specs:

0-5.5MHz bandwidth; full 8 bit quantization;

4:2:2 transparent processing at 14.318MHz

(4Xfsc); S/N: >60dB & >54dB including quan

tization noise.. .plus more.

MODEL NUMBER

500C 900C 1000C 500SC 750SC 1000SC

NUMBER OF TBCs

1 2 2 1 1 2

COMPOSITE ONLY

is

S-VHS + COMPOSITE + TRANSCODE

*-*

FREEZE FIELD/FRAME + ADJUSTABLE

V*

STROBE

PROC AMPS

V* IS

MIXER INCL. DISSOLVE, CUT, VERTICAL WIPE

SUGGESTED RETAIL

$895 $1495 $1,850 $1,295 $1,895 $2,695

For more information call or write:

120 Beacon Street • Boston, MA 02116 • (617) 262-6844 • Fax: (617) 262-7037

Showline Spectrum, Spectrum 1000SC/C, 900C, 750SC & 500SC/C are trademarks of Visync Technologies Corp.
All other trademarks and brands belong to their respective companies.
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by Oran J. Sands, III

Setup #2; An intermediate Amiga studio with two VCRs.

an Amiga as the centerpiece, with an encoder attached to

supply a video output. The output of the encoder can be

directed (o a monitor or a VCR. A genlock could be used

to supply output instead of the encoder, but that could be

overkill depending on your application.

Setup #2 is very similar to #1 but differs in that it uses

a genlock for video output. At this level we add a video

source to the genlock. If you want to overlay titles atop a

videotape, remember you'll need two tape decks, one for

the playback and one for the record

ing. You'd be surprised at the number

of genlock purchasers who don't real

ize this. The video source doesn't

have to be videotape - it can also be a

camera, laserdisc player, special

effects generator, TV tuner, or even

anotherAmiga. Using graphics from

one Amiga with those from another

can allow for animations with multi

ple layers of motion that mighi not be

possible with just one Amiga. Setup

#2 is probably [he most common.

You'll find it in numerous variations,

but operationally it's always the same.

You'll notice we don't show any timebase correctors

being used. It really isn't necessary to TBC the output of

a VCR in order to use a genlock. Most all genlocks can

handle the variations in sync caused by playback of the

tape. The Amiga will vary its sync to match the tape.

However, if you use a TBC for the VCR. you'll be

assured of having stable sync every time. A TBC with

freeze frame capability gives you even more options.

Ideally, you'd have a TBC for every tape deck you use as

a source deck. There is no need to TBC the output of the

iiiiii iiiiii

Some tasks

are very

memory-intensive

while others

are very

storage-intensive

nun iiiiii

Amiga. It will always be as stable as the signal fed to the

genlock (or the built-in sync generator if no reference

video is used).

Setup #3 shows an Amiga incorporated into a already

existing studio system. A genlock is used to synchronize

the Amiga to the rest of the system, but not for overlay

ing. The genlock's external key output signal is fed to the

switcher to enable overlays (keys) using the special

effects generators. This is known as an "upstream" instal

lation, and it allows whatever special effects are

available to be enacted upon the Amiga graphics as well

as the usual overlays. This is somewhat tricky, since the

timing of the arrival of the Amiga's signal at the S.E.G.

must coincide with the proper subcarrier phase of the

entire system, or else the graphics will be tinted. (Trust

me - I am simplifying this a great deal!) Fortunately sev

eral genlocks feature timing adjustments that make this a

simple task, without the use of expensive test equipment.

It would really be nice, though, to leave our genlock

tweaked so it could be used with the switcher, or down

stream of the switcher (as in setup #2). This is possible if

the signal sent to the Amiga is correctly delayed in the

first place, making such adjustments unnecessary. This

requires some equipment and is a bit trickier to set up,

but leaves our genlock ready for use up- or downstream.

How Much: Memory? Speed?

Storage?

How much (fill in the blank) do you need? In all cases,

it varies with the task at hand. Some tasks are very

memory-intensive while others arc very storage-

intensive. Some processes can be sped up tremendously

with processor accelerators while others will show very

little speed increase. So it's really a matter of what you

want to do. and how seriously you want to do it. All of

which leads us to the question of software.

In the software portion of this article, we'll examine

each application and you can keep track of the minimum

hardware requirements for the tasks you are considering

performing. The maximum figure you encounter will

establish what you need. If you can't afford that, then

you'll have to rethink your needs, find more money, for

get about doing that until another time, or do the task

anyway and accept the consequences.

SOFTWARE

Titling

Titling is often just showing one page of graphics after

another. Titles are created in a program such as Deluxe

Paint. TV Text. Title Page, etc. This can often take no

more one meg of RAM, and storage can be done on flop

pies. Speed is of little concern, so no accelerator is

needed. Font libraries will slowly grow to epic propor-
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SETTING UP YOUR TOASTER STUDIO

NewTek's Video Toaster is such

an exception to the normal pro

cess of working with graphics on

the Amiga that it's worth consid

ering separately. If you are using

a Toaster In your Amiga, it means

you're probably using it for a vari

ety of graphics applications. This

requires a special setup.

The Toaster already has a com

posite video output (and soon,

possibly D-2 compatible output) so

you won't need any encoders.

You also won't need a genlock,

since the Toaster synchronizes itself

and the Amiga to whatever exter

nal video is applied to input #1.

However, you will need all other

video sources to be synchronized

to the first source, That is accom

plished by using cameras that are

genlockable and VCRs that are

timebase corrected and gen

lockable. While most consumer

gear doesn't meet these specs.

the price of TBCs and professional-

type cameras is dropping like a

rock, partly due to the market cre

ated by the Toaster itself.

You'll also need the correct

amount of RAM - five to seven

megs is highly advisable. Also

needed is a large hard drive to

store your framestore / 24-bit

images, which you'll create in

large quantities. Try starting with

80 megabytes. A processor accel

erator is a good idea, but defi

nitely mandatory if rendering

frames in Lightwave for 24-bit

ANIMs.

And if you're doing Lightwave

animations, you'll need a single

frame recorder controller. The

Toaster's Lightwave program is

wonderful, but it creates only one

frame at a time. You'll need to

assemble these frames onto

videotape either after rendering

them all to the hard drive, or one

at a time to the VCR as there are

created.

The most exciting new product

I've seen in a while is RGB Cre

ation's AmiLink- VT, an edit con

troller system that not only runs on

the Amiga, but commands a

Toaster mounted in the same com

puter. This means an A/B roll pack

age that offers incredible control

over special effects/titling and

switching. But the truly amazing

part is that it is all accomplished

within one box! One little A2000

can house your Toaster, a TBC or

two, a single-frame animation

controller, and all the software to

allow you to framegrab, render 3D

images, paint in 24-bit, title, use

DVE's, switch inputs, and edit and

control your videotape decks with

single-frame accuracy. This is true

"desktop" video! The Toaster is cer

tainly a capable tool to build a

complete video studio around,

YOU HAVE THE BEST AMIGA CG, RIGHT??

CHECK AGAIN!! pRO VIDEO™ CG II
• 5th Generation CG Software

from the Amiga CG Originators.

• 736x480 Screen Resolution

NONE BETTER (despite other claims)!

• 2 Levels of Anti-Aliasing

NONE BETTER (despite other claims)!

• WYSIWYG - Immediate Rendering

No annoying Screen Refresh.

• More Fonts Included... 63 Single

Color, six 8-Color - Sizes up to 120.

ONLY $129.95!
(Limited time offer for VISA, Mastercard

and M.O. direct purchase. Add $5.00 S&H

MFSR $199.95)

Pro Video is a trademark of Shereff Systems, Inc.

Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga, inc.

•

•
•

•

•

Convert Color, ToasterCG & BT1 Fonts.

Anti-Alias regular Amiga Fonts.

Mouse and/or Keyboard Interface.

Transparent Shadow, any color.

Auto & Manual Kerning, Adjust Spacing,

Italicize, Underline, Quick Backgrounds.

Instant Display, over 100 Transitions.

Still checking? Call for a Free Demo Disk!

SHEREFF SYSTEMS, INC.
15075 SW Koll Parkway, Suite G

Beaverton, Oregon 97006

(503) 626-2022 Voice

(503) 626-2303 Fax

Toaster CG is a trademark of NewTek, Inc.
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by Oran J. Sands,

Setup #3: A professional Amiga video studio.

tions and will need the kind of storage found only with

hard drives. Character generation programs are more

sophisticated than tillers, and often need as much as three

megs of RAM to perform comfortably.

Transitions

Moving the titles or graphics mentioned above starts

to make the computer breathe hard. Moving screens

(especially hi-res or overscan) can

begin to lax the processors and fill up

your available memory. Programs to

use here are TV*Show, AmigaVision,

Tiie Director, and Lights. Camera.

Action, among others. Storage can still

be on floppies except for very large

jobs. Having two to three megs of

toial memory will ease the pain.

Accelerators will moderately help

speed up the screen moves, but may

not be worth the expense.

iiiiii nun

Accelerators are

a must. I wouldn't

even start a 3D

anim program

without one

iiiiii; iiiiii 2D Animation

Whether using polygon morphing

{Aegis Animator, FantaVision. Moviesetter). brush moves

(Deluxe Paint. Graphics Workshop. Deluxe Video. Spec-

traCohr) eel animation (Photon Cel Animator, Anima-

tor'.Apprentice, Disney Studio) you'll find thai chip RAM

is in short supply. You'D need the full one meg possible

(two megs on the 3000). Fast RAM is also going 10 be in

short supply, so have at least three megs (more wouldn't

hurt). Since your animations arc going to get large (espe

cially in hi-res and overscan) you will quickly have trou

ble storing them on floppies. You'll want to have a hard

drive for storage; 40 megs is the smallest I'd buy. 65

megs is more like it. If you're going to do a lot. then try

K0 Megabytes. Graphics and ANIMs take up a great deal

of space. Accelerators will definitely put some snap in

the playback of your ANIMs, and creating brush-move

ANIMs will definitely get quicker.

3D Animation

While 3D"s requirements for chip RAM aren't heavy,

requirements for total RAM can be, particularly if you're

building realtime ANIMs to run from RAM. Accelerators

are a must. I wouldn't even start a 3D anim program

without one. The faster the better, and 32-bil RAM

speeds things up as well. Some ANIMs can be as large as

five megs, so floppy storage is out of the question. Get a

hard drive - a BIG one. Many animators have found that

removable media hard drives are a godsend, and they

trade hard disk platters amongst themselves as if they

were floppies.

Graphics Creation & Manipulation

Deluxe Paint, SpectraColor and other paint programs

are relatively easy to live with. While one meg of chip

RAM isn't required, it's certainly worth the money when

working in hi-res or overscan. Individual images are

small and can be stored easily on floppies. Most paint

operations will show no improvement in speed if an

accelerator is used, unless using perspective, gradient

fil Is. or anti-al iasing modes. One to three megs of total

RAM is recommended. Using color scanners like

ASDG\./X-100 can require several megs of RAM

depending on the scanning mode used. Digitizers like

Digi-View and the Framegrabber, on the other hand,

require a minimal amount (one meg). Graphics manipu-

lalion programs such as Butcher and Pixmate prefer at

least a couple of megs of total RAM. The Art Depart

ment Professional does an outstanding job of massaging

graphics, but is quite a hog for memory. Try seven to

nine megs to gel the most out of it.

Conclusions

I hope I've covered most of the equipment and soft

ware you've been concerned with. It's impossible to be

as thorough as we'd like without publishing an entire

book. In fact, I'd like to direct you to any of the fine

books we've mentioned in past issues, and recommend a

new one called The Amiga Desktop Video Workbook

(authored by Jay Gross). All of these go into more detail

about each of the topics we've discussed. In the mean

time, be creative, work smart, and maintain a good rela

tionship with your banker.
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by Brad Schenck

hat's this? Amid the current shower of

enhanced displays and paint software, a...

HAM paint program? While we drop back to

eanh for a momeni, let's remember that the

Amiga's Hold-and-Modify mode is the Amiga's out-of-

the-box graphics display mode that offers 4096 colors in

low resolution screen widths. There are some peculiari

ties in the way HAM works that make some color combi

nations difficult, resulting in color IVinging off to the

right of the area being painted. Over the years, HAM

paint software has grown and matured, and many of the

mode's side effects have been filtered out by the accom

plished programmers who've worked with it.

Spectracolor is the reincarnation of Photon Paint, for

merly published by Mtcroillusions. Photon Paint was a

popular HAM paint program which had begun to incor

porate some animation features in its last revision; as

Spectracolor, more animation features have been added

and a bit of fine-tuning done throughout.

The program works only in Hold-and-Modify mode,

and while it supports overscan it does not allow the artist

to create 'superbitmaps' (images larger than a displayed

screen, most useful for desktop publishing but with other

values as well). Different painting modes can be set for

the left and right mousebuttons as they paint with a fore

ground and background color, respectively; there is a

wide variety of these modes, including Blending, Light

ening and Darkening, an interesting 'Pantograph' mode

that replicates one area of the screen

elsewhere, variable use of Hue and

Saturation of colors, and the Boolean

And, Or, and Xor modes so dear to the

hearts of programmers, if to no one

else.

The Magnify window is brilliantly

done. It zooms, it's movable, scrol

lable, and sizable, and the best I've

found in any program. The toolbox

(there are really two, one for drawing

and one for animation) never changes

color when the image's palette

changes, which is nice; the dark side

of lhat is that lo cover up the clever way this was done,

the screen can't be clicked to the buck. It is draggable,

though, using a non-standard drag bar.

Fonts are well-supported. They can be loaded from

Brad examines

Spectracolor,

the resurrected

and revised

Photon Paint.

Him huh

ANNOUNCING TOASTER JOURNAL:
The Only Video Tool that Actually Tops the Toaster!

How did we top the world's greatest innovation in

desktop video? By creating a product the makes the

Toaster even better. In fact, much better. Each _

month a group of specially selected experts

write about the most exciting new Toaster

compatible products, provide invaluable tips

and work arounds, and show you the newest

techniques and opportunities.

Toaster Journal is for everyone who

either owns a Toaster, or is

considering buying

one. Whether you are

a professional

videographer looking to leam and profit

from the invaluable tips, techniques, stories and reviews in

each issue, an amateur looking to get the most out of your

investment in desktop video equipment, or whether you are

just considering a Toaster based system. Toaster Journal is

the smartest investment you will make.

Risk FREE offer. We are so confidant you'll love Toaster

Journal, that if for some reason you don't wish to continue

your subscription, we'll refund the entire subscription price,

no questions asked.

Special savings for a limited time only. For a

limited time, we are offering Toaster Journal at

the special introductory rate of $89.95 per year,

that's $40.00 off the single issue price.

So call 1-212-988-2911 and order Toaster

Journal today, or fill out the coupon below, and

mail to: InterMedia Corporation Suite 185, 954

Lexington Ave. NY, NY 10021. Toaster Journal,

another quality video product from InterMedia

Corporation.

Satisfaction Guaranteed! or your Money Back! 1
r~~| -y t Enter my one-year (12 invaluable issues) Subscription to Toaster

|—| IBS. /oiimo/forjua $89,95. That'san incredible savings of $40.00 off the
single copy price. If ai any time, I'm not satisfied with ToasterJournal, I'm entitled to

receive a full refund - no questions asked!

Name .

Aeld re ss _ .

City Slale _Zip_

| □ Check or money order enclosed □ Charge my:

. □ Mastercard □ Visa n Discover Q American Express

I Account No. E*P- Dale-
I Signature J
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by Brad Schenck

linn mil

Aegis

Spectracolor

$149.95

Oxxi

PO Box 90309

Long Beach, CA

90809

213-427-1227

mill 111111

The Spectracolor title screen.

any directory, not just your assigned FONTS: directory,

and can be used in many text styles. Colorfonts are also

supported. There's a surprising "right to left' text mode

for numerical entry and for languages that are written

right to left. I was amazed and pleased

by that one.

Like Photon Paint, Spectracolor

will wrap a brush onto a shape and

can render it with a variable false

shading and luminosity. Perspective

effects are available, with the same

controls. There's also a Rub Through

mode, in which you can 'erase'

through to another image. Stencils are

available but limited: they're just solid

filled shapes. You can only define one

such shape for a stencil, and they can't

be saved or combined. It's worth not

ing that a stencil will protect an area

from overpainting. but not from Clear

ing the screen.

Several of the freehand drawing

tools have an 'edit' function. This

means that you can draw a shape and

then alter it before it becomes final.

That's a clever addition which makes

a freehand drawing tool far more useful.

Spectracolor uses ANIMbrushes. and can load those

saved by Deluxe Paint 111. I did have one of my test

ANIMbrushes misbehave when I brought it in (one

frame alone rendered in "solid" mode, with color zero

non-transparent).

The animation in the program is based on keyframing.

By placing the First and Last positions of a brush or

ANIMbrush - and at either point the brush might be

rotated, twisted or scaled - or by drawing a freehand

path, the user defines the course of motion. In the free

hand mode, the speed at which you draw the path deter

mines how fast the brush will move: starting slowly,

speeding up and then slowing near the end of the path

results in acceleration and deceleration. Specify the num

ber of frames to use, and the program generates all the

intermediate frames for you. There is no control over

anti-aliasing available (that's a function that smooths the

jagged edges of pixels, especially notable in diagonal

and curved lines). Standard IFF ANIM files can be cre

ated, edited and saved.

Installation

I ran into a few problems with the program during

evaluation. First off, the manual refers to an Installation

program on the disk which is nowhere to be found. In

fact, simply dragging the program icon to the desired

directory is all that's needed, but one does like for a pro

gram and its manual to agree on things. Secondly, Spec

tracolor was very unstable, crashing repeatedly, on one

2500 system I tested it on; it performed flawlessly on the

other, so it looked as though there was a conflict with

some utility running on the first system. That's unusual:

it happens to be the Amiga where I do the bulk of my

work, and I wasn't able to figure out where the incom

patibility lay. Whatever it was, it doesn't disturb the

other tools I use and test. One incompatibility I did dis

cover was with Mack //, the popular shareware screen

blanker and mouse accelerator. The program didn't

behave well when Mach II was running. And while I

appreciate the wealth of features Spectracolor offers. I

found its very busy menus hard to 'read' - not in the lit

eral sense, but it was hard to see where I was and what I

wanted at a glance.

Conclusions

If you're a happy Photon Paint user you'll likely want

to upgrade to Spectracolor. Oxxi offers such an upgrade:

simply send them the title page of your manual or a pho

tocopy of the disk labels with your name, address, and

phone number. The cost is S49.95 + $5 shipping (CA res

idents add sales tax).

Spectracolor has more advanced animation tools than

its ancestor, and many powerful painting features. If

you've never worked in HAM mode you may well want

to take a close look at this one. If you're already working

with other HAM paint software, you'll have to decide for

yourself whether any of Spectracolor's unusual features

are worth adding it to your array of tools.
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24-Bit News

Impulse has reduced the lisi price of its Firecracker

24-bit displaj board to under SI000. The Firecracker

supports resolutions up to 1024x480 pixels in full 24-bit

RGB, and while its paint software Light is still unfin

ished, beta versions have been distributed to Firecracker

owners.

MAST, whose Colorburst 24-bit display aroused a lot

of interest at the New York Amiga World Expo, was

recently in Los Angeles at the Video Expo. Colorburst

spons a resolution of aboui 736x480 pixels in 24-bit

color, with some hardware based functions for 24-bit

sprites and masks: its projected list price is just under

S500.

Other Developments

Imagine and Lightwave 3D users can look forward to a

major revision of Syndesis*//irc'/r/i<//i,i,'e with modules

for both those 3D rendering packages. Syndesis has

announced that the product is now in testing.

Interchange translates 3D object files among various

formats: as it is, Imagine users can often get their objects

Menu bar with 4096 color palette.

into Lightwave with Interchange's Turbo Silver module,

but errors sometimes creep in as the object formats arc

slightly different. For myself. I've found it best to load

an Imagine object into Turbo Silver SV and save it oul

again before using Interchange to convert it to

Yideoscape or Sculp! 4D format (either of which can be

read by Lightwave), but even so I keep my fingers

crossed. Hopefully, the new Syndesis software will take

the anxiety out of the process.

TIMED by Harv Laser

!! A t elcome lo .info's new MulliMedia col-

!: Ek# Lillin- ^llL''1 Tiionth I'll be your .infomcisicr
[ '. into the exploding arena of this decade's

. » V . hottest computer buzzword: Multimedia.

We'll cover both Amiga software and CDTV titles here.

This month, it's all CDTV.

Sometimes these pages might be devoted to just one or

two applications. At other times you may find a "product

roundup" here that covers many. 1 promise to keep it

honest and interesting.

JUST SO YOU KNOW

My CDTV output display is a Sony KV19TS20, a

1991 model 19" stereo color Trinitron television. I've

hooked up CDTV with the "composite out" jack to the

television's "video in" jack, and connected CDTV's

audio into the Sony's stereo speakers through the twin

audio jacks on the back of both devices. This gives me

excellent video and acceptable (though by no means "hi

fi") audio from CDTV. I mention this because you might

see CDTV demoed on different kinds of displays or youi

own hookup might be different. I report

'em the way my eyes see "em.

When talking about CDTV titles. I'll

include some useful information about

each disc: price, .info star rating, and

whether or not it comes with its own

disc caddy (my local dealer gets S12.95

each for emply caddies).

So with the ground rules out of the

way, let's take a look at a few early

release titles. (Oh. and no games here.

CDTV games will be covered in .info's

CyberPlay section).

nil mi

World Vista

$79.95

Caddy supplied

Applied Optical

Media Corp.

nun iiiii
World Vista
A family-oriented world atlas on a

disc. World Vista is a reference title that will probably
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in Lebanon Iran Contra Beijing Uprising

Hostage Crisis in Iran I Collapse of Eastern Bloc

1000 1900 1990

Xiphias' Timeline of Science and Innovation.

end up in the home of just about all CDTV owners, along

with an encyclopedia and/or dictionary. What sets this

disc apafl from your standard hook-type alias is that as

you explore the world, you can hear samples of coun

tries' music and language, something no book can give

you.

Like most CDTV references, you navigate World \ 'isia

down through layers of menus and submenus to reach

your destination, but there arc "jump" points to gel you

to certain areas quickly. I expected the

menu called "Tours" to take me on a

guided tour of .some country like a

travelogue, but instead found that ihis

button actually summoned a guide to

World Vista itself: basically the title's

manual on disc. Still, it proved useful

for initial orientation.

World Vista is chock full'o maps as

a good atlas should be. Continents.

countries, regions, major cities, right

down to some scroll-around highway-

level maps scanned from an atlas, but

there are no detailed street maps. Sur

prisingly, some major cities such as

New York. Detroit, and Minneapolis,

were missing from the U.S.A. city

maps, while some smaller cities like

Buffalo were there. Strange logic, and it led me to won

der if this title was rushed out before completion.

But while some maps arc absent, there's a ton of infor

mal ion and statistics on each country. If you're aching lo

know the life expectancy of women in Botswana, or

what commodities are Poland's main imports, you'll find

111111*111111

Timeline of

Science and

Innovation

$59.95

No Caddy

Xiphias

111111*11111!

it here, along with similar info for every country in the

world; there are even bar chads showing each nation's

ranking in the world in many categories.

World Vista's interface graphics are nothing spectacu

lar. They are mainly low-resolution, and lack a cerlain

cohesiveness - as though different artists with different

styles worked on different parts of it - but at least low-res

means screens load quickly. Summary: nol an excep

tional title, but definitely useful.

Timeline of Science and Innovation
In a word, this title is spectacular. Timeline ofScience

and Innovation (there's a companion release covering

Business, Politics & Media), is a remarkably well-crafted

title that's so rich and deep with detail it's almost over

whelming. What can you say about a disc that covers a

period of time from the Big Bang to the Hubble Tele

scope!? If all Xiphias CDTV titles are as great as this.

they're going to be a name to remember.

ToSl is remarkably professional-looking - (he best

I've seen so far. High-resolution screens are used

throughout, and they display beautifully. The muted

colors and crisp fonts make working with TuSf for

hours a pleasure. Only the black overscan border area

spoils perfection.

The hard facts of scientific discovery and invention

are put in their proper frame of reference by the inclusion

of dozens ot important historical events along the time

line. The facl that a Benedictine monk developed musical

notation in 1026 AD may be a yawn by itself. To know

this happened while the Crusades were going on (and

then have the Crusades explained, on demand), or to

hyper-link that word "notation" and find 157 other sub

jects which contain it. and then to explore them, shows

how ToSl has perfectly embraced the concept of multi

media and hypertext. This disc just begs you to explore

it

ToSl contains many still-frame animations with digi

tized -sounds, such as the Challenger explosion. The full

Periodic Table of the Elements is here with details on

each. A terrific "Powers of Ten" slideshow lets you see

how far off-Earth many events occurred. Economic

influences are charted. A terrific Prehistoric Time Line is

a major plus. And I've just scratched the surface. This

one title- really puts the entire history of science into per

spective in a way you may have never seen it before.

Summation: a real winner. A must have.

Illustrated Works of Shakespeare
This title is unique of those I've sampled since it con

tains both CDTV and IBM-PC VGA versions. I didn't

have a chance to try ii on a PC. so I can't offer a compar

ison.
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What we have here is every word the Bard of Avon

ever wrole: all his plays, poems, and sonnets. This mas

sive body is wrapped in a rather charming and decidedly

British-looking user interface which you navigate by

moving a small semi-animated human hand around the

screen with your controller. An opening tutorial aids in

learning how to use it. It was here I found the title's

major flaw - the tutorial"s buttons and the hand were

almost oft' the bottom of my TV's screen. I suspect this

title was written with PAL screens in mind - annoying,

though not impossible to use.

Slap the 'run' button and dive in. A strip of icons

(Paragraph, Scene. Bookshelf. Pictures. Search. Font,

etc) allows easy maneuvering through each of Shake

speare's works, while his texts arc presented on a 2/3

screen "scroll" above. You can drop up to live book

marks anywhere, should you wish lo wander and come

back. There's a search facility lo find any paragraph with

up to five search words in the book you're reading or the

whole bookshelf of works. Here again, the computer

inside CDTV shines: this is something you simply can't

easily do on paper. But why doesn't Search mode have

an abort command? Argh. Don't misspell a search word

or you're in for a long wait.

TlWnS's "pictures" which illustrate each book are

grayscale scans of woodcuts - nicely

atmospheric. For reading, many dif

ferent fonts and sizes are available at

the touch of a button - they're all

stock WorkBcnch fonts and many

were illegible on my television, so 1

stuck with the default. None were as

clean as the fonts used in TimeTahle of

History. Again, lo-rcs has its draw-

hacks.

I expected some suitably Eliza

bethan background music and British-

accent narration on [his title, but was

disappointed to find [he only sounds

on this disc were the button press and

page-flip "beeps." The Bard won't

read lo you.

Summary: if you need all of Shakespeare's work on

one CD for your classes or research, this will surely do.

Him nun

Illustrated Works of

Shakespeare

$49.95

No Caddy

Animated Pixels

(Publishing) Ltd

inn mi

Circle #178 on the Reader Service Card



TIMEDL by Harv Laser

Illustrated Works of Shakespeare from Animated Pixels.

but it could have a cleaner television display. On an RGB

monitor it should be fine. The IBM-VGA version on the

same disc is a definite plus, especially in a school or col

lege situation where no CDTV is available.

Addresses

World Vista. Applied Optical Media Corporation. IS

Great Valley Parkway. Malvern. PA 19355

Timeline ofScience mid Innovation, Xiphias. I lelms

Hall, 8758 Venice Boulevard. Los Angeles, CA 90034.

213-841-279(1

Illustrated Works ofShakespeare, Animated Pixels

(Publishing) Lid.. Albermarle House. Osborne Road.

Somhsea. Hampshire PO5 3LB, United Kingdom

About the author

Harv Laser is Sysop/Moderator of the Portal online

system's new Amiga Zone. His Internet EMail address is

harv@cup.pnrial.com

by Jamie Krutz

elcome to the regular meeting of the Mar

tian society of planetary anthropology. This

month we have an earth (opic from the mid-

nineieen-eighties through the mid-nineties. We

have, as a special guest, tcchno-historian Midi Smpie!

Did I pronounce that right. Midi?"

"Uh. actually it's pronounced Mid'-ee Simp'tee. But

my friends call me 'T.C.'"

"T.C.?"

"Yeah. It stands for Time Code". See. there used to be

a thing called SMPTE Time Code, and my grandfather..."

"The famous musician..."

"...suggested my name to my parents, with SMPTE for

a last name instead of the four hyphenated last-names 1

would have had. And anyway, everyone just calls me

T.C."

"Let's give a warm welcome to. Midi. ahem. Smpie.

uh, SmpteT.C!"

"Thank you. all. I started my research early in life

when I was being leased for not having a more normal

name like 'Zsackt" or 'Nepty'. 1 was a little sensitive, so I

started looking into where my name came from. Luckily

my mother had kept a lot of grandfather's stuff, so I had
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good resource material; and Earth resource material is

hard to find these days!"

I yawned. It was another get-together of moldy histori

ans. I looked around the room. Cute metallic right behind

me! She glanced at me. The lecture faded into the back

ground as our eyes locked in perfect synchronization. I

could have drowned in those eyes! Such depth, such

allure, such music!

Music?

There was music, an incredible combination of

sounds; a tease, an emotion, a tension, and - whoa! - a

resolution that I could feel all the way down to my knees.

I forgot the woman and turned all attention back to the

front of the hall. I'm sure she was doing the same.

T.C. slopped the music and continued. "My grandfa

ther was able to create an incredible amount of music,

using the tools that had just been invented. He had some

thing called an Amiga, and using a Musical Instrument

Digital Interface he could connect it lo machines thai

could manipulate the very essence of sound. These

machines were called synthesizers and samplers, and in

those days such things were plentiful."

Jusi hearing that music made me wish I had been alive

back (hen!

"My grandfather kept a journal where he mentions

some of what he did. I'll read an example:"

Phantoms, Bars, & Pipes

"Today I hooked up a Dr. T's Phantom lo my Amiga.

It's both a SMPTE time code reader/generator and a

MIDI interface, but only lakes up one serial port. Il

works with [he MIDI data recording programs, called

sequencers, from Dr. T's and Blue Ribbon Soundworks."

"One nice thing about Blue Ribbon's Bars & Pipes

Professional is thai I can attach additional MIDI inter

faces by using a multi-serial card, like Checkpoint Tech

nology's Serial Solution, to control more channels of

MIDI."

T.C. cleared his throat and said "You know, grandfa

ther said 'MIDI interfaces." which is redundant since the

T in MIDI stands for "interface.' Musical Instrumcnl

Digiial Interface interfaces. I guess they said stuff like

that back then."

He continued with the journal. "What MIDI does is to

store the notes I play as numbers. The numbers represent

what notes I play, when I play them, how much I accent

each note, and what changes 1 make to the timbre of the

sound while I'm holding each note. My Amiga is very

good with numbers."

"Bui don't be fooled. Just because I'm using numbers

doesn't have to take the feeling away from the notes I

play. Bui il does give me the luxury of making changes

to my performances alter the fact."

"The cool thins is ihai the numbers I'm recording

. . *_

-"--■-■• y s ft *

Bars & Pipes Professional's notation, bar, and list editing windows

for different tracks.

don't represent the actual sounds of the music, like the

□umbers on a compact disc. Instead, they record the

actions my fingers lake when I perform on my MIDI

controller."

"In other words. MIDI data are like the holes punched

into a player piano roll. I can change the performance by

editing the data before I run the 'roll' through the 'playei

piano.' But with MIDI, instead of

using a player piano. I can trigger the

sampled sounds of any instrument or

even synthesize new sounds that have

never before been heard."

"And I can listen to my perfor

mances again and again, al different

speeds, in different keys, and using

any number of different instrument

combinations, all without rerecording

the performance."

T.C. looked up, "I'm not sure what

he meant by a player piano." he said.

He looked around the room. No one

seemed to know.

He went on reading. "Each MIDI

interlace can control up to 16 separate

MIDI sound modules. It's like having my own orchestra,

heavy metal trio, African safari noises, and babbling

brook to play my music at three in the morning, when

I'm inspired."

"I'm sorry about the technical jargon." said T.C.

"African safari?"

No one knew that one either. He flipped forward in the

journal. "Although the quality of the traditional music

notation in Bars & Pipes Pro leaves something to be

This month, guest

columnist Jamie

Krutz takes us into

the future for a

look back on

music, sex, and

techno-babble.
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by Jamie Krutz

Bars & Pipes Professional's MIDI mixing, tempo map, main

sequencing, and song construction windows.

desired, especially when printed, it's really nice to have

the option to edit visually using standard notation. I can

also use the visual bar editing or edit MIDI data in a list,

and 1 can have editing windows open on more than one

track at ilie same time."

"This window-oriented approach to MIDI sequencing

makes a lot of sense on a graphics machine like the

Amiga. Even the main sequencing window that shows all

the tracks draws a rough graph of the

notes on each track."

iiiiii iiiiii

It would seem that

it would have

been easy to fall

into the trap of

becoming

fascinated with

the technology.

iiiiii iiiiii

Questions & Answers

T.C. closed the journal. "Well,

before I play more music, are there

any questions?"

"My name is Tnekcsen." said a

musical voice. I turned around. It was

the metallic!

"You've explained some of the

basics of MIDI, and I think I under

stand that it was a serial data protocol

that allowed two-way communication

between computers and MIDI instru

ments on late 20th century earth. I can

see where MIDI could have really

enhanced the output ol' musicians who were interested in

developing their talent, though it would seem that it

would have been easy to fall into the trap of becoming

Fascinated with the technology and gelling distracted

from actually making music."

She continued. "But you haven't told us about the ori

gin of the last part of your name. Smple T.C!"

"Ah yes. 'SMPTE' stood for the ■Society of Molion

Picture and Television Engineers.' who (among other

things) adopted a standard way of representing the time

on a videotape using a number for each frame.

"By recording SMFTE time code onto a videotape and

connecting the output of that time code track into the

Amiga through a SMPTE interface, the Amiga would

know precisely what frame was showing al any

moment."

"Here." he went on, "Listen to what grandfather wrote

about ihat..."

"I'm working on a soundtrack for a movie [his month.

They sent me the film on a videotape. Using SMPTE

time code, the Amiga plays my music along with the pic

ture. The graphic tempo editing window in H&PP is very

helpful for getting even thing synchronized, and B&PP

lets me designate which tracks follow the tempo varia

tions and which don't, so I can tweak the music's tempo

without moving sound effects around."

"I can also use SMPTE to synchronize the Amiga to a

multitrack tape recorder and add acoustic instruments

and vocals to the arrangements. On my next project 1

hope to record acoustic instruments digitally, directly

into the computer while doing MIDI sequencing at the

same time, all locked via SMPTE to the video machine.

Professional quality direct digital recording has already

been announced for the Amiga!"

Unfortunately the rest of the journal is missing." said

T.C. "We do know that SMPTE time code was also used

by interactive multimedia and video editing software on

the Amiga to keep presentations and video synchronized,

and that Bars & Pipes Pro worked with other programs

using something called ARexx."

"Now if there are no more questions. I'd like to play

more of grandfaiher's music."

1 leaned back, closed my eyes and drifted away on the

wondrous sounds. My hand reached back like a MIDI

cable and connected with the metallic's hand. Even with

SMPTE time code, the music could never have been syn

chronized to a better film than the one that was running

through my brain at thai moment.

Addresses

Bars & Pipes Professional

$379.00

Blue Ribbon Soundworks. 1293 Briardale. Atlanta.

GA 30306. 404-377-1514

Phantom MIDIISMPTI- Interface

.S3 25.00

Dr. T's, 100 Crescent Road. Suite 1 B. Needham. MA

02194.617-455-1454
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ARS&PIPES

From Now On,

Composing,

Recording and

Arranging Music

Inspiration

and 10%

Perspiration.

Bars&Pipes Professional will open your eyes to a

new vision of music software. Its expandable design

and innovative architecture increase the creativity

and productivity of the modem composer.

RECORDING: BARS&PIPES

Professional provides an

unlimited number of tracks

and notes. Its sequencer

boasts the features you'd

expect, plus you can actually

see your music as it plays.

With its PipeLine metaphor,

BARS&PIPES PROFESSIONAL pre-

sents unlimited methods of

non-destructively editing your

music, in real time!

EMBELLISHING; Bars&Pipes Professional's Tools enhance your

music as you compose, playback or edit. These modules perform stan -

dard, musical and technical tasks to save time and give you the creative

edge. And with Create-a-Tool, you can invent custom-designed

MacroTooIs to suit vour every musical whim.

if* U 4 ■ 4

EDITING: BARS&PIPES PROFESSIONAL

furnishes a wide range of editing

options including an event list, piano

roll and real music notation that you

can see, hear and change. With a stroke

of the mouse, you can adjust MIDI

events graphically or numerically.

PRINTING: Bars&Pipes professional

can print your music at any time during

the composing process. No separate

program or file conversion necessary.

Printing options include concert score,

transposed score and individual parts, with lyrics, chord symbols, mea

sure numbers, labeled sections, page numbers, author, title and a wide

selection of automatic transpositions.

• («! i; H !tl U 35 ||] MS.**.!,
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ARRANGING: Bars&Pipes Professional's Graphical Song Construc

tion window enables you to see an overview of your composition, label

it and reorganize it, And with its Graphical Tempo Mapping window,

you can easily add realistic tempo change curves.

MIXING: Bars&Pipes Professional's automated mixing feature,

MixMaestro, includes real-time control of volume, panning and other

MIDI controllers. As your music plays, you can move the various sliders

and knobs to adjust the balance of your arrangement, then save your

mix to disk. MixMaestro automatically sends control change data to

your tracks,

SYNCING: Bars&Pipes Professional sends and receives MIDI clocks

and System Exclusive data, reads SMPTE and MIDI File Format, and

includes ARexx support. With its Timeline Scoring window, you can

arrange your soundtrack, then coordinate your music with video, film,

tape and multi-media applications.

ENHANCING: Aside from the

variety of Tools and Accessories

included with Bars&Pipes

Professional, we've created

five BARS&PIPES ADD-ON SERIES

packages containing many,

many more: MusicBox A,

MusicBox B, internal Sounds

Kit, Multi-Media Kit, and Rules

for Tools. And from our

Bars&Pipes MusicWare Col

lection, you can select from over 300 professionally arranged music

files in Bars&Pipes format.

To try before you buy, send us a check

or money order for $15. In turn, we'll

send you a fully-featured demo disk,

plus a coupon worth $15 off your pur

chase of Bars&Pipes professional.

THE
BLUE RIBBON

SOUNDWORKS
LTD

1293 Briardaie Lane NE

Atlanta, GA 30306

(404)377-1514

Fax (404)377-2277

BlisiPipcs Ftocisior.al. SdrsiPipes Add-On Seres.

Circle #112 on the Reader Service Card

The Blue (fcifeon SoundWoAs. IU BarsiPipo Piolnsionil
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traBASIC-64. Home Accooolanl vs. C.RA.

#3 INFO 64, Spring 1984
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#10 INFO May/June 1986
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plan for C64/C128. Amiga BASIC. Tips & hints.
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software listings for CM. C128 and Amiga.

#12 INFO Nov/Dec 1986
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#13 INFO Jan/Feb 1987

Games issue: C64/C128 and Amiga games. 8-Bit

business and application software (pad I).

Telecommunication networking. Amiga Music.

#14 INFO Spring/Summer 1987

Product Roundup issue: over 2(100 hardware and

software listings for C64. C128 and Amiga. First
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#15 INFOJuly/Aug 1987

1st Annual C.ll.L'.M.P. Maga/ine! Commodore &

Amiga Sun ival Guide, Anne Westfall interview,

TD1 Module 2. Supra Hard Drive.
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ANNUAL GAMES ISSUE! GEOS Update. 16/32
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Accounting. Word Writer 3, DIGA!

#18 INFO Jan/Feb 1988
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$6.50 Outside the USA.
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#26 INFO May/June 1989

Paint Program Round Up, Lorcn Lovhaug inter

view. Removable Mass Storage. 1581 Toolkit. Mi-
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#27 INFO Jul/Aug 1989

3rd Annual C.H.U.M.P. Magazine! Dale Luck in

terview. Sound & Music. Fractals, GeoProgram-

mer. Silentwriter LC890, Transcript.

#28 INFO Sept/Oct 1989

Video Boot Camp! High-End Amiga Expansion.

Gail Wellington interview. 3D options. Home
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#29 INFO Nov/Dec 1989

Annual Games Issue! Chris Crawford interview.

SFX Sound Expander. The Write Stuff 128.

Toshiba ExpressWriter 301, RawCopy, Mac-2-Dos.

#30 INFO Jan/Feb 1990

Amiga DeskTop Publishing Tools. LOGO. A590

Hard Drive. Dual Serial Board, Abacus Books.
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#31 INFO July 1990

Amiga 3000. AmigaVision. AmigaDOS 2.0.
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Jim Meyer

Productivity
cppACDtra be a run-en ssnWICA

un-on sentences contain clauses that can stand alone separated t>y a comma Use a

conjunction (like Vrtien'. because', oi and) or a semicolon to clarify the relationship

between Ihe clause;

Continue Explain ignore j| frspiasc - j <\i;$c&it ■-:'- Acid

SoriUood.

Avoid The belt rang. Doth dogs ran to the door

appears to be a run-on sentence Of The Dell rang, bolh dogs ran to the door

Avoid. We tried the Chinese restaurant that you recommended, we liked it.

letter We med the Chinese restaurant mat you recommended, we liked it

K 0' ITorn O ftOlij arive i-iaru urive iriiianaiion is iucruJtu 10 lib as easy

"ew icons, it wasnt Contrary to what me manual said, me version of PROPER GRAMMAR I

ested <1 3) coutanT find its libraries or fonts until I made me proper assignments Once

did. PROPER GRAMMAR started up without a hitch

When you get PROPER GRAMMAR running, youll have your choice of opening i! on a

custom screen (interlaced or not) ot as a Workbench window me custom screen has me

3-D look of Workbench 2.0. The program layout is me same, whatever your choice, j

Proper Grammar picks on a sentence.

^k ^k ^» riting seems to be something

^H ^^K fl ' of a lost art these days.
^B flH fl Whether it's lechno-jargon,

^K^B ^kfl dangling modifiers, or split
infinitives, the evidence of

poor writing is all around us.

Softwood has introduced

Proper Grammar, promising to "lake the guess

work out of good grammar..." The advertisements

for Proper Grammar claim that it will delect 95%

of all writing errors. With thai claim in mind, and

properly armed with my favorite goofs, gaffes, and

blunders. I put Proper Grammar to the test.

GETTING STARTED

Proper Grammar comes on two disks. The main

program resides on the Program disk. The data

files, libraries, and fonts reside on the System disk.

Proper Grammar is not copy-protecled, and you

are advised to make backup copies before installing

the program. You'll need a minimum of one meg of

memory and either an external floppy or a hard

drive. It is possible to boot from the Proper Gram

mar disk and run it as a floppy-based program, but

you'll get the best performance running either from

a ram disk or from a hard drive. Hard drive installa

tion is supposed to be as easy as dragging a few

icons: it wasn't. Contrary to what the manual said.

the version of Proper Grammar I tested (1.3)

couldn't find its libraries or fonts until I made the

proper assignments. Once I did. Proper Grammar

started up without a hitch.

The screen is divided into two main areas, sepa

rated by a row of command buttons. The lower area

is the document window: when you open a docu

ment, it will appear here. The upper area of the

screen is divided into two text windows. If the pro

gram encounters an error, it announces it in the

upper window and explains it in the lower window.

The command buttons (Continue, Explain, Ignore,

Replace, Suggest, and Add) control the grammar

and spcilchcckin" process.

Proper Grammar will read and save files in the

following formats: WordPerfect. ProWrite, Quick-

Write, Pen Pal, Excellence!, Te.xtCraft Plus, Kind-

Words. TransWrite. Scribble!, and ASCII. I tested

WordPerfect, ProWrite, QuickWrite, and Trans-

Write: they all loaded fine. The ability of Proper

Grammar to load and save in any file format is criti

cal, since one of the functions of the program is to

make corrections in your text.

CHECK,PLEASE

Program operation is simple. You select Open

from the file menu and click on a filename. Proper

Grammar will detect the format of the file and

make the necessary translation. Once a document is

loaded, clicking the Check gadget starts the gram

mar checker. Proper Grammar will analyze your

document and display any errors in the upper win

dow. Your options will vary with the type of error.

Proper Grammar will present you with a list of

alternatives for certain kinds of errors - misspelled

words, verb/subject disagreement, or mixed tenses,

for example. Other errors will merely trigger a

warning, wilh examples of proper usage. Only those

command buttons appropriate for the error will be

active. The rest will be ghosted.

If you think your document is so well written that

Proper Grammar won't flag any errors, guess

again. Proper Grammar is both paranoid and per

snickety. Anything remotely resembling a passive

verb will be flagged. I used the sentence "The

screen is divided into two main areas, separated by

a row of command buttons." earlier in this column;

Proper Grammar flagged it as a possible passive

verb construction. When 1 rewrote that sentence as

"A row of command buttons divides the screen into
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two main areas," Proper Grammar had no coin-

plaints. Unfortunately, the two sentences do not

mean the same thing. 1 was describing the screen,

not the command buttons, so the first construction

was proper.

BENDING THE RULES

Fortunately, Proper Grammar allows you to tai

lor the rules it follows to a particular document or

even a particular style of writing. You can turn off

entire classes of rules permanently or for a single

session. I managed to keep Proper Grammar from

complaining about passive verbs by turning off the

Verbal Consistency rule. (By turning off this rule,

though, I ran the risk of missing some errors.) You

may also set thresholds for certain kinds of errors.

If, for example, you often use sentences with more

than three nouns or prepositional phrases in a row,

you'll want to set Proper Grammar's threshold

higher for those conditions.

WHAT YOUR GRAMMAR

NEVER TOLD YOU

So how good is Proper Grammar'! Ifs not per

fect, f decided not to use the examples supplied with

the program. Instead, I dug out my copy of The Ele

ments ofStyle and tested Proper Grammar on 18 of

the "Rules of Usage." Proper Grammar missed 8

sentences containing mistakes. That's far below the

rate claimed by Softwood, but my test was some

what rigged. I included errors of style and errors of

position, where a sentence is technically correct but

its meaning is skewed. An example: "Being in a

melted condition, I was unable to eat the chocolate."

Proper Grammar had no way of knowing that I

meant that the chocolate was melted. All it knew

was that my sentence contained a verb, subject, and

object, and that everything seemed to be in the right

place.

The manual for Proper Grammar contains an

entire chapter devoted to "The Principles Behind the

Program." This chapter should be required reading.

It explains both the principles used to find mistakes

and the limitations of the program. Proper Gram

mar will noi catch every mistake, and it will often

both catch and miss mistakes within the same sen

tence. For example:

Do you have a tendency to loose things? Its not

you're fault. Life is to complex, and many people

has been known to have bad days.

Proper Grammar correctly identified "loose" as a

possible error, and suggested "lose" as a replace

ment. It also caught the omission of an apostrophe

in the word "its" but missed the other mistake in

that sentence - "you're" should have been "your."

The last sentence provoked mixed results as well.

Proper Grammar correctly identified the subject-

verb disagreement (many people has been known...)

but failed to flag "to" - it should have suggested

"too." That last omission is interesting; Proper

Grammar will normally flag "to" as a possible error.

Document Sratisrics

I— Paragraphs—

Total 13

Avg Sent. 7.3B

Noun/Verb Groups

Total

VVordLengm 11.75

Simple 60

Complex 36

Passive 0.16

Simplex Veto Groups

CompieK Veit> Groups 9

Simplex Noun Groups

Complex Noun Groups 95
Total

Avg. SylL 1.56

Ftesch Reading Ease Score

Flesch Reading Ease Grade Level

Flesch-Kincaid Score

Gunning's Fog Index

bl .40 Standard

B.86 7m - 8th Grade

8.08

9.68

'HOENIX. A? 35076
K8Q0>247-S330

!99O5

UT LIMES: PG1 - "he Statistics Window of Proper Grammai

PG2 - "Proper Grammar, on a Workbench screen.

tiagaing a posstve verb'

The Statistics window displays the ratings for this column.

When I tried the sentence "It is to bad," Proper

Grammar caught the mistake.

GRAMMAR AND MORE

Grammar isn't the only thing Proper Grammar

checks. It will also scrutinize your spelling, and it

can provide you with a slew of statistics regarding

your text. You can add words to the dictionary, but

no provision is made for an alternate dictionary. If

you have a need fora specialized dictionary, you'll

have to create a duplicate Proper Grammar drawer

and add the appropriate words. The statistics that

Proper Grammar provides include the familiar

"readability" indexes, as well as information about

noun/verb groups, sentences, and paragraphs. An

ARexx port is provided.

Perhaps the greatest strength of Proper Grammar

is its capacity to teach, and to do so in a gentle man

ner. Most of the error messages are accompanied by

a simple explanation, and an example or two of

usage. If you need more help, you can usually sum-

mon a full explanation of the type of error, the cir

cumstances under which it is likely to occur, and a

number of suggestions. The program is always

friendly, never threatening. It never demands that

you make a substitution. It merely suggests. Mis

takes are presented as possibilities, not as certain

ties.

GRADING GRAMMAR

Proper Grammar is almost a great program. At

times, it is capable of amazing insight. Unfortu

nately, it can also exhibit tunnel vision, missing

mistakes that seem obvious. Consider it a tool, not a

panacea. Although it can be a valuable assistant, it

is no substitute for a good human editor. Softwood

has given us an impressive product with this first

release of Proper Grammar, but it still has rough

edges. It should get even better. ^

$99.95

Softwood

P.O. Box 50178

Phoenix, AZ

85076

1-800-247-8330

$99.95
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UNIX: IS IT FOR

YOU?

Part I: For The User

by Daniel Barrett

Commodore has released sev

eral Amiga computers that run

an industry-standard multitask

ing operating system called UNIX.

What does UNIX have to offer the aver

age Amiga owner, game player, power

user, or programmer? How is UNIX dif

ferent from the Amiga operating system

(which I will, for the purposes of sim

plicity, call AmigaDOS) that we get for

free? Is UNIX better?

This is a series of two articles com

paring and contrasting UNIX and Ami

gaDOS. This month, we discuss these

two operating systems from the point of

view of an ordinary user. Part two will

focus on topics for power users and

programmers. These articles should

serve as a quick introduction to the

world of UNIX.

Components of UNIX

AmigaDOS consists of two parts: a

low-level program called Kickstart, plus

a set of support programs and files

found on the Workbench disk. UNIX

also has this dual structure, but it is

much larger. Its low-level 'kernel' pro

gram could fit on 1 -2 floppy disks, but

the support programs and files can

easily fill up 80 megabytes, so a hard

disk is obviously needed! (Com

modore's UNIX computers come with

UNIX pre-installed on a 100 or 200

meg hard drive.)

So what do you get? Hundreds of

programs: text editors, spelling check

ers, document processing software,

over a dozen compilers and inter

preters, programming tools, programs

for sorting and searching data, on-line

documentation, networking software,

electronic mail, window systems,

games, tape backup programs, three or

four user interfaces (shells), and

day-to-day programs similar to your

Amiga CLI commands. And if that's not

enough, thousands of freely-

distributable UNIX programs are

available.

User Interfaces

On a standard Amiga, we can use

graphical (Workbench) and command

line {CLI) interfaces. UNIX has a com

mand-line interface called the 'shell,'

and many of today's UNIX workstations

offer a window environment such as the

XWindows system. Currently, there is

no standard UNIX graphic user inter

face (GUI), although X is probably the

most popular.

UNIX GUI's tend to be more compli

cated and configurable than the Amiga

Workbench. X allows a user to specify

exactly what happens whenever the

user presses a key or clicks the mouse

anywhere on the screen. For example,

you could easily design your own menu

(both its look and its function) and

cause it to pop up whenever you press

the right mousebutton or the F6 func

tion key. This power comes with a

price, though: Xis a large and com

puter-intensive application, whereas

Workbench is small and relatively

speedy.

Now, let's compare and contrast the

Amiga CLI {or AmigaShel!) and the

UNIX shell. At first glance, they appear

quite similar: they both have wildcards,

script languages, command history,

command-line editing, and so on. How

ever, they have several important differ

ences. The main one concerns the

treatment of wildcard characters. Sup

pose you want to see your Amiga files

whose names begin with 'A', so you

type the CLI command:

list A#?

What happens now? In the Amiga CLI,

wildcards are seen and interpreted by

individual programs. This means that

list itself must have the ability to under

stand the ■#?' characters; the CLI does

not interpret them. In short. Amiga pro

grams understand wildcards only if they

are specifically written to do so.

In UNIX, wildcards are interpreted by

the shell, not the programs. Here is a

UNIX command like the AmigaDOS

command above:

Is A*

The wildcard is interpreted by the shell

before Is executes, becoming (let's say)

Is Aardvark Amiga Anniversary.txt

Finally, te executes as if you had typed

the three arguments yourself. Thanks

to the shell, every UNIX program auto

matically understands wildcards.

Here are some other Unix/Amiga

shell differences:

In the UNIX shell, the user can send

the output of one program as input to

a second program simply by typing a
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vertical bar ['{') between the two pro

grams on the command line. For

example, to view your file names one

page at a time, you might send a

directory listing as the input to the

more program, like this:

Is I more

These 'pipelines' are also possible

in the Amiga Shell/CLI, but the syn

tax is not as convenient.

UNIX programs may be paused,

restarted, pushed into the back

ground, or brought into the fore

ground any time. This is actually a

feature of the operating system and

not the shell, but it is the shell that

gives the user access to this 'job

control' ability.

With the Amiga Shell or CLI, it is not

permissible to type script commands

directly at the command line. Have

you ever tried typing an IF statement

directly at the CLI prompt? You get

an error message:

1> if EXISTS MyFile

IF only valid within command ->

files

However, the UNIX shelf allows

you to type script commands directly

at the command line. In general, the

UNIX shell's script language is more

powerful and general than the CLI's.

(Note that AmigaDOS 2.0 makes

vast improvements to the CLI,

though.)

Suppose you execute a CLI script

that changes its directory using the

cd command. When the script is fin

ished, your original CLI will have

moved to that new directory. This can

surprise you if you didn't know that

the script contained a cd command.

Under UNIX, every shell script exe

cutes in its own private environment.

Therefore, your scripts are free to cd

all over the place and still have no

effect on your original shell when

they terminate.

There are several shell programs in

the Amiga public domain that give the

Amiga user many of the UNIX capabili

ties mentioned above. Some popular

ones include Matt Dillon's csh and

Steve Keren's sksh.

File Protection

Have you ever let a friend use your

Amiga, only to find that he accidentally

modified some of your files? This unfor

tunate experience is possible because

AmigaDOS does not prevent one user

from affecting another user's files. In

fact, AmigaDOS does not have any

concept of file ownership at all - any file

is accessible to any user.

On the other hand, UNIX was

designed as a multi-user environment.

Every file has an owner, and only the

owner can modify it. This protection is

enforced by UNIX, and there is no way

around it - unless there is a bug in the

operating system! Of course, the owner

can choose to share files with other

users on the machine.

How do you identify yourself as the

owner of your files? Simple: when you

first sit down to use the computer, you

type in your name (really, a designated

login name) and a secret password you

have chosen previously. If you type the

password correctly, then UNIX treats

you as that user until you end the com

puting session (log out).

There is one special user on every

UNIX machine called the Superuser, or

'root'. The Superuser may access every

file on the machine without restriction.

Important system files are typically

owned by the Superuser. so they can

not accidentally be deleted by casual

users. Have you ever deleted your only

copy of Deluxe Paintby mistake? UNIX

guards against this error.

Color XWindows

running under

UNIX on an

A3000 with

Commodore's

ULowell 8-bit

graphics card.

As you might imagine, the Supe-

ruser's password is almost always a

closely-guarded secret. If you are the

owner and only user of a UNIX Amiga,

however, it is likely that you will be your

machine's Superuser and have access

to all files. Even so, it is wise for you to

create and use a separate, ordinary

login name. When you are the Supe

ruser, you lose the extra protection

UNIX gives you, and it is once again

possible to delete system files acciden

tally.

Multi-User Environment

A major feature of UNIX, and many

other mainframe operating systems, is

that many users can use the computer

at the same time. Each user requires a

separate terminal which can be

attached to the serial port(s) or network

interface card(s) of a UNIX Amiga.

When a UNIX user logs in, a private

file similar to the Amiga's Startup-

Sequence is executed. This allows

each user to configure his UNIX envi

ronment differently from every other

user's, even on the same machine. For

example, one user's startup file might

print a friendly "Hello" message, while

another's might automatically open four

shell windows.

Having multiple users on the same

machine opens the door for on-line

communication. Electronic mail allows

files and letters to be sent between

users, and the programs write and talk

allow users to carry on interactive con

versations.
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$5.95 ea
1-9 Disks

$4.95* ea
10-24Disks

$3.95* ea

25+ DiSkS

* Anti-Virus Free on all orders with

15 or more disks!

Public Domain Library

We have been the official Public Domain Library of all of the best Amiga magazines. Find out why
these magazines choose us! Each of our disks are jam packed with only the best programs. The first
two letters on each disk indicate the orientation of the disk; DD# intermediate to advanced - often

contains source, WB# general interest - most programs can be run from the workbench, and FD#
games and entertainment. Order our disk based catalog and receive a coupon for a complimentary

volume with your next purchase. We have always used only SONY blank disks!

0D79abcd: Amiga C Tutorial - TM? is the most
comprehensive C language. Amiga orientated sat of
tutorials available. Includes full working examples, source

code and an increrfibte aes o( lessons, included ate full
discussions and examples ol every topic on Amiga
programming. Four disk set, counts as ihree.

New Disks
FD63: Quizzsho'. an interactive multimedia quiz game show

program thattests your knowledge ol Dpaintlll. The questions

can be changed so you mayquiz on whatever lopic you'd like.

FD62: PomPom Gunner. An extremely smooth and well done
World War II gunnersimulation. Requires 1 meg ol chip

memory.

FD61: Games Solitaire; great graphics, plays iwo versions.
Klide; aninteresting piece of eyecandy. Extreme Violence. 2

player kill or bekilled game. YATC; A tetris clone with ArWicai
Intelligence. Genesis;create realistic 3d fractal worlds.

FD60: Games In Nebula, race over a 3d world to destroy
enemyinslallations. Interferon; a great Dr. Mario clone

Enigma; is it a gameor a puzzle?
FD59: Game Potpourri Xenon III is an almost enact clone of

the commercial game ol the same name...a great shootemup.
Crossword will take lists ot words & automatically generate

crossword puzzles lor any Epson compatable printer.

FDS8: GAMES! Includes Stemschlag; a great Tetris clone from

Germany with music. SCombat: simulate battle between up to
40 players S monsters. Impehum Romanum: Battle up to 4

players for control of the Mediterranean in this Risk-esque

game.

FD57: Arcade Games Includes 2 true commercial quality

games. MegaBall is ihe successor to Ball; features 5 full
musical scores, multiple levels and addicting gameplay.

Gravity Attack is a psychadellic trip through several different

worlds-each distinctly different.
WB95: Checkbook Accountant 2.0 This program is definitely

commercialgrade; we've seen many checkbook programs and

this is absolutely thB best. Full budgeting, transaction recording

and report generation.

WB94: Desert Storm This disk contains an interactive
hypermediapresentation about the conflict in the Persian Gull.

Very nicely done with colorful maps/graphics.
WB93: Workbench Extras #2 This disk contains the utilities

that Commodoreshould have shipped with the Amiga;
VirusX4.0, Snap, FixDisk (recovercorrupt/deleled files), Disk

Optimizer (floppy 8 hard), Machlll (screenblanker. hotkey.

mouse accel., macro, clock utility). GOMF (a gurubusterjand

PrintStudio.

Other Great Disks!
FD5: Tactical Games - BullRun - a Civil war battle game, Metro

- you play the role ol a city planner. Build wisely and your
system will be a success, but poor planning will leao to disaster

and financial ruin. Very very habit forming.
FD6: GAMES! ■ This disk is chock full of games including:

Checkers, CIub, Gold - A new slide Ihe pieces puzzle, Jeopard -
An enhanced version of Risk, RushHour - Surprisingly

addicting, and SpaceWar - Best described as a cross between

Combat-Tanks and asteroids.
FD7: PACMAN - This disk contains several pacman type

games including; PacMan87. MazMan and Zonlx.
FD9: Mori,i -. This has great graphic controls, multiple spells,

similar to Lam and Hack. Play time several weeks!

FO10: HackLlte - A dungeon adventure game. Considered a

must-have classic. This is the second release of this game on

the Amiga. Great Amiga graphic interface. Play time several

weeks!

FD11: Las Vegas and Card Games - Las Vegas Craps - The
best Las Vegas Craps simulation every written for any

computer. Contains extensive HELP features. Also Thirty-
One.VideoPoker and more.

FD12A,FD12B: Siar Trek, The Game ■ This is by far the best
Star Trek game ever written for any computer. It features

mouse control, good graphics, digitized sound effects and great
gameplay. Counts as 2 disks. Req. 1 Mb and two drives (or hd).
FD13: Board Games ■ contains multiplayer Monopoly,

Dominoes. Paranoids, and others.

FD14: Dungeon Master Hints and Arcade Games - DM

maps, spells, item location, and hints and more, also on this

disk, Hball - an arfcanoid/breakoul type game, Tnx - a Oix type

clone.
FD17: Educational Games - This disk includes several games
lor the younger members including geography, math, science.

and word games, also includes Wheel of Fortune.
FD20: Tactical Games - MechForce(3.72); A game that

simulates combat between two or more giant, robot-like

machines. Simple words cant begin to give you the feel ol
piloting a 30 ■ 40 foot tall, lire breathing, earth shaking colossus

that obeys your every whim.
FD26:Arcade Games ■ Marble_slide. this is a truly commercial

quality game. Similar to a Lucas game named PipeDreams,

excellent payability and entertainment, Mutants , a smali
version of the arcade game of the same name, also

SuperBreakout a pong.'arkanoids type game.
FD27: Arcade Games - This disk is loaded with some great

games. Includes. Raceorama a great racing car game with ten

different courses. MiniBlast a helicopter gunship type clone,
Shark in the same class as froger. and SBreakoul the original

breakout with more.
FD29: Shoofem up's - WWII ■ you're the pilot of a WWII plane
Hying through enemy territory, you've |ust been spotted, good
luck on you mission. SpKiller - try and penetrate enemy lines

with this game, and Retaliator - another great game.

FD31: Games! - Air Traffic Control - a good ATC simulation

game. Black Jack Lab - a full featured set of card games,

ChessTel - play chess with your friend in distant and remote
places with this game and a modem, labyrnth ■ a well done text

adventure game (like an infocom game), and MouseTrap - a 3d

maze game.

FD32:Flight Simulator - Includes an instrument flight simulator

for a DC 10.
FD33: Arcade Games - Flreddy a mario brothers lype of

game. Gerbils a target practice game, PipeLine a German
interpretation of Pipe Dreams. Tron a light cycles version, and
wetroids a wonderful version ot asteroids with a hilarious twist.
FD34: Games - Includes WellTrix a derivative of the addictive

game of tetris, and new version of BackGammon. Also included

are several new "Schwable type Hacks"
FD35 Omega (v 1.3} ■ A new outstanding dungeon and

outdoors adventure game in a similar vein as hack, rouge, and

moria. This version is considerably laster and better that all

previous versions. Play lime several weeks or months.

FD37a & b:Tac!ical Games - Empire (2.2w) This great game

comes highly recommended With a full-featured graphic front
end.

FD38:Games - Cribbage Master - A great cribbage game and

tutor. Spades ■ a well done card came. ChineseCheckers - A
computer version of this classic, Puzz ■ a slide piece puzzle

game and construction set.

FD39a & b: Star Trek, The New Generation - This is a,

completely different version of Star Trek than that found on

FD12. This one was created by the German author Tobias.
Now with English instructions. Very Excellent!!! Counts as two

disks. Requires 512k memory.
FD42;Games- Includes SpaceWar3 - a remake of this original

Amiga classic, Trippin ■ a fascinating board game of intrigue,
strategy, and player manipulation, Dominion - an engrossing

strategy game of galactic war and conquest. Frog - a frogger
type clone, and Mines - a very good strategy board game.

FD44: Game - Mechfight is an out of this world role-playing

adventure comparable to hack and moria. The setting,
interplanetary colonies and space stations. In your quest to

explore the world, take time out to liberate bad guys of their

most valuable possessions, engage in a mortal combat or two
against robots and alien life forms, pick up a new amiga 9000.

Most of all. don't forget to stay alive...

FD47; Arcade Games - Contains DownHill - a demanding
computer slalom ski game. MicroPac ■ a Workbench mini-

pacman game, CrackOut - a break oul clone. Jet - a superb
aerial doglight game, AmegaRace - an interesting asteroids

type of game, and WindyDay - a unique arcade shoot'em up.
FD49:Chaos Cheats - This disk contains an everything you

wanted to know about cheat set for Chaos Strikes Back,

including lull maps, spells, object locations, super characters

and more
FD50: Submarine Game - Sealance. one and a half years in

the making, this is an outstanding submarine tactical game.
Commercial quality, highly recommended.

FD52: Classics Games - PelersOuest a well done Mario

brothers type of game. Jymbc a two player missile command
clone, and Vslank a tank commander game.

FD53: Great Arcade • On this disk is a wonderful

implementation of the ever popular classic arcade game

Defender. Also contain Air Race a WWII flying ace arcade

game, and Psycoblast new creation idea game.

FD56: Arcade ■ Includes SpaceWar. HueyRaid a well done
helicopter arcade game, and PowerPong a great expanded

pong game.

WB4;Telecommumnication ■ This disk contains several
excellent pd communication programs designed to gel you on

line quickly and easily, Access (1.42) -A very nice ANSI term
program based on Cornm vi,34, but with the addition of

transfer protocols. Comm (1.34) - Last version of one of Ihe
best public domain communications programs ever made on

the Amiga. Handshake (2.12a) Handshake is a Full featured

VT52/100/102^220
WB5 - Fonts #1- Several lonts (35) lor the Amiga, also
included are five PageStream fonts.and ShowFont - a font

display program.

WB6: Video Fonts »2 - ShowFont(4.0) This program allows

you to quickly and painlessly view all 256 characters in a
typical font. Large AmigaDos system fonts (many up to

56pts).
WB7: Clip Art - This disk is loaded with black and white clip

aft. Art includes, trees, watches, tools, US and State maps,

and more.

WB9:lcons ■ Truly a multitude of various types and Kinds.
Also includes IconMiester. IconLab. and others great utilities

to help generate icons.

WB10:Virus Killers - The latest and best VirusX(4.0),

Kv(2.1). and ZeroVirus( 1.3}.
WB11; Business - Clerk(4,0). finally a full featured business

accounting PD program lor the small to medium company.

Includes receivables, payables, end of month and uch more.
WB12: Disk Utilities - This great disk is loaded with
wonderful utilities lor everything including making disk labels,

disk cataloging, cisk optimizing, disk and file recovery archive

and organizing, and ali sorts ol file manipulation. A must have!
WB13: Printer Drivers and Generator - over 70 different

dnvers, and if these don't do It, with PrtDrvGen you can make

your own.

WB14: Video- on this disk are several utilities tor the video

enthusiast. We have included multiple slaies. video titling,

Bars and Tone. Gray Scale, Screen fades and swipes,
Interlace toggles, and SMPTE Calculators .Also on this disk is

a full featured video cataloging program.

WB15: Business - This disk contains a spreadsheet, a
database, a project/time management program and financial

analysis (stocks].
WB16: Business This disk contains an inventory manager,

a loan analysis program, a great calendar/scheduler, a
rolodex program, and pennywise a good "Cash Book"

accounting lor home or office.

WB18: Word/Text Processors ■ This disk contains the best

editors. Includes.TextPlus (v2.2e) a full featured word
processor, Dmefvi .35) a great programmers editor with

strong macro features,TexED(v2.8) an enhanced Emacs type
editor, and a spell checker.
WB20: General Interest - DiskSalv V1.42 a disk recovery

program for all Amiga file systems. FixDisk V1.0 another file
recovery program with features DiskSalv doesn't have,

3DLookt gives a 3D appearance to your WorkBench, Clean

V1.01 a program to de-fragment memory, Tracer ■ trace any

part of an image.

WB22: Fonls #3 ■ Several more great fonts. These, like the
other lont disks work great with Dpaint and WYSIWYG word

processors.

WB23: Graphics and Plotting - Plot (20b) a three
dimensional mathematical function plotter. Can plot any user

defined (unction. BezSuri2 ■ produce awesome pictures ol
objects one could turn on a lathe. Can also map iff image files

onto any surface that it can draw. Now compatible witn most

3D packages, and VScreen - makes a virtual screen

anywhere, great for DTP .

WB25:Educallonal - On this disk are two programs that can
generate maps ol differing types, World Data Base uses the

CIA's data base to generate detailed maps of any entered

user global coordinates. Also Paradox a great demonstration
of Albert Einstein General Theory of Relativity.

WB26: Disk Utilities #2 - MrBackup. KwickBackup - two well
done utilities to help with harddisk and floppy disk backups.

FileMast ■ a binary file editor, Labelpnnter - Disk label printer
with very powerful leatures.
WB27: Nagel - 26 Patrick Naqel pictures of beautiful women.
WB29: Graphics and Sound - This disk has several different

Mandelbrot type progtams for generating stunning graphics.

Includes, MandelMountains ■ a realistic terrain generator.

Fracqen - generated recursive fractals from user input,

Mandelbrot and Tmandei - two fast mandelbrot generators,
also Mostra ■ the best IFF display program to date, will
display ALL IFF's including Dynamic HAM, and Sound - a

great IFF sound player, will play anything. Try this disk'

WB33:C!rcu!t Board Design - several terrific routines for the

electronic enthusiast, Including PCBtool - a circuit board
design tool, LogicLab - circuit logic tester, and Mead (1.26) a

well done new release of this PD CAD program, now comes
with predrawn common circuil components for insertion into

schematics.

WB34: Utilities - Several well done utilities, some will require
moderate knowledge ol a CLI or Shell for setup, Chatter Box -

this one will play any user defined sound after any event (ie.

disk insert, mouse click, disk removal...).. Artm ■ The Amiga
real time monitor, gives you full control of the Amiga OS. very
powerful program, Helper - help program to make learning the

CLI easier, and more!

WB35: 3d Graphics - This disk contains several neat
programs lo use with your 3d rnodeling/raytracing programs

3dFonts - Full vector font set for use with 3d programs.
FontMaker - make 3d fonts from any system font,

Make3DShape ■ create 3d shapes from any image,

DumptolFF ■ create 3d animations preserves pallet, and
WorldSd - a demo program of a front end lor use with

DKBRender.

WB36; Graphics - On this disk are several programs to

create stunning graphical images including, MPath - creates

swirling galaxy images. Roses ■ produce an unlimited number

of variations of images that a symmetrically similar to a rose.

SimGen - display those spectacular images as part of your



WB36 cont. SimGen ■ display those spectacular images as VALIDATION of corrupt disks
part ol your workbench, screen, and RayShade - a very good WB66:lcons #2- Lois ot neat icons. Also, several wonderful
raytracmg program, create your own beautiful 3d graphics. programs that to let you creale your own icons, modify and

Wb37: Educational - Educational games and puzzles that manipulate icons and info structures.
cover math, geograpiy. spelling, and books. Ages 6 -15 WB68:Music Utilities - several good utilities for the Amiga
WB38: Plotting and Graphics - Plotxy is the most powerful music enthusiast Includes. Noisetracker - a great music
full featured plotting package. Used by many colleges and creation program, Sonix2MOD - converts sonix to .mod files
universities. A welcome addition to our library! Highly which then can be used by noisetracker, soundtraker. and
recommended. Plans - a incredibly well done Computer Aided MED. SpeakerSim - a speaker design tool demo.
Drafting program, very full featured. Tesselator ■ a program Wondersound is an additive harmonic instrument design tool
that helps generates fantastic looking, recursive M.C. Ecsher with a separate envelope design window and 16 relative
type pictures. harmonic strength and phase angle controls

WB39: Music - Intuitracker is a German offering of an WB69; Music - This disk has over 90 minutes of classical and
exquisitely well done program that allows you to play music on modern electronic music for you Amiga
your Amiga with CD like controls. Lets you strip out music WB70:Desk Top Pub - Atcp ■ transfer Macintosh screen tonts
from your favorite games or others and include them in your Mac or IBM format .AFM metric files to Amiga screen fonts'
music library. and PPage .metric fifes. With this program open door to the
WB40: Music ■ "CD on a disk", 90 minutes of modern music libraries of Adobe and PostScript type1 Calendar - month
en this well presented collecuon. templates in PS form. Post - a full leatured post script life
WB41: Music - MED an incredibly well done, full featured display and prirt utility.
music editor. Create your own stunning music diroctly on your WB71 :C64 Emulation - The A64 Package is a complete, very
the Amiga, Similar to SoundTracker but better. Very powerful powerful, Commodore 64 emulator.

easy to use program. WB75: Music ■ over 100 instruments files (.inst) and sample
WB43:Business - This disk contains AnalytiCalc ■ probably sound files (.ss) for your music programs.
the most powerful spreadsheet program on the Amiga. A lull WB76: Applications - This disk contains Stichery - a often
featured spreadsheet with many features expected in a requested knitting design program, Lotto - a rather complete
commercial package. Requires 1.2 MB of memory! lottery tracking and prediction utility, SSS - this screen capture
WB46:Clip Art ■ HighRes clip art with the following motifs - program can grab almost any screen including games. Today -
embellishments (borders, dodads ....), people, and a personal calender. Taroi ■ fortune teller, and Grammar -
transportation. grammar checker

WB48: Clip Art - HtghRes clip an with the following motifs ■ WB78: AV - On this disk are two Amiga Vision programs
Holidays, music, medical, and misc. (bubbler, sync) written by Lou Wallace, chief technical editor ol
WB49abc:Animation Sampler - On this three disk sampfer Amiga World. These programs are marvelous examples ol
set (counis as two disks) are some of the best animations mat how too's with AV

have been created over the last three years. Several examples WB79: Home & Business Accounting - Includes Ckbacct -
of "Movie" type animations some with spectacular raytraced the most complete checkbook accounting program going
reality (coolroby, watch, spigot ano egg). Also several LCDCalc ■ this well done calculator has a very large display
european style or "Demo" animation with incredible graphics and operates from the keyboard or mouse. Mileage master -
and outstanding electronic music (aknlight. copersme, doc. monitor your automobile mileage with this mileage fog.
dps20i0, impact, and logodemo). These truly show off ihe Grammar - a grammar checker, and Worldtime - find out what
creative edge ol an Amiga' time it is in up to 50 global cities.

WB80:Graphics Raytracmg programs generate absolutely
stunning realistic looking planes, rockets, buildings..., and

surreal images often consisting of highly polished spheres and

objects. 3-D Master is me most powerful EASY-TO-USE of
it's kind we have seen to date. Th>s is easily better, and more

full featured, than similar commercial programs costing in the

hundreds of dollars.

WB81: Great Applications ■ DataEasy a very easy to use,
database program. Don't let the ease of use fool you, this is a
very fulf featured database program including full printer

control tor address labels and mail merge applications. Also

includes. TypeTut a good typing tutor, RLC a full featured label
printer. Banner, a multi-font banner maker, and Budget a home

accounting in a program. Highly recommended.

WB82rAnimations - Four full length, well done "movie" style
animations. Including, Coyote. Jugglerll. GhostPool, and

Mechanix. Two disk set. counts as one1

WB83: Computer Art - this disk has some o! the best Amiga
generated computer art that we have collected in the past 5

years.

WB85: Graphics - Contains several programs for

manipulating 24 Bit cofor images (ham-e) and a rather nice Iff
Image processing package.

WB86: Amiga Vision ■ Contains the Centurion Press. An
Amiga newspaper by Lou Wallace.

WBBSabc: The Complete Bible - A three disk set. with the
entire Ibx! of the New Testament and Old Testament. Great

search utilities.
WB90: Rippers, Strippers and Beats ■ For Ihe Amiga music

WB50; Animalion - Seven of the best european style enthusiast, this disk contains many programs designed strip
animations or "Demos", including ■ scientific 451. subway (a music from your tavorite games and programs. Music can then
U.S. entrant, also our favorite), sunride, thrstdemo, might, be played with your favorite Pd Music program Also contains
waves, and woow. Drums, a very nice drum machine. This disk can require
WB51: Animation- On this disk are two excellent movie style moderate knowledge of the CLI.

animations including ShipRotation ■ a futuristic space ship DD45: AREXX PROGRAMS - This disk contains several
orbiting a surrealistic world [one of the best), and RV-3 - a useful arexx programs and examples. PopCLId ■ The latest ol
dpainllll anim ol a rather wacked out airplane. a must have utility.
WB53:Graphics- The disk contains C-hght ■ The easiesi to DD47: Pascal ■ This disk contains everything needed to
use raytracmg we have seen to date. This one started out lile program in Pascal. Includes. A68k (1.2) 68000 assembler
as a full featured commercial product similar to SculpOd. Blink linking software and PCO (1.0) a modest Pascal sub-set
Raytracing programs can generate stunning, realistically compiler.

shaded objects. Also, sMovie -a full featured video text tiller DD49: C Compiler ■ contains zc(i.OI) fully KSR. zcc(1.0)
Similar to ProVideo. Broadcast Tiller. Great video scrolling, frant end, A68k(1 2) assembler Blink linker
wipes, special effects, and more
WB54:Printing

with the ch

primer lor the PD1 PnntStudio -a well implemented all-purpose
printer-utility with a very comfortable graphic interface and

many advanced features, Lila - with ease, print ASCII files to a
PostScript printer, and many more.

WB55:Applicallon - XCopylll - a lufl featured disk copier.

make backups of write protected disks. RoadRoute - find the

quickest route from one city to another, highway description

included, Diary - a diary program like "Dougy Howard M D".
Cal ■ a calendar program, Magman - a database tailored to

maintain records on articles and publications.

WB57:Animatlon ■ This disk has several "Demo" style

animations. Including, Blitter. Lolly, Sun5. vertigo, vortex, and
xenmorph.

WB59:Buslness - contains a great, very full featured stock
market technical analysis and tracking program, also an

appointment calendar, and more.

WB61 intermediate Utilities - Includes programs to help to

drasticaly decrease flicker in interlace and hi-res modes
(antiflick), an Atari-sl emulator, an eprom programmer, turn

your amiga into an eight channel digital data analyzer or

ocilloscope. and more.

WB62:Midi Utilities ■ Several useful midi utilities including,

programs to transfer to and from several music programs to
midi, a midi sysex handler, a midi recorder with timebase,

display midi info, file sequence player, and a few scores.
WB63:Disk Utilities #3 - Several highly recommended

programs to aid in removing duplicate files from your hard

drive, performing file backups. Binary editing, fast formatting,

file recovery, disk track recovery, and torced DISK
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DD50: ARexx #2 ■ a must have set of tutorials on ARexx and

several useful eiamples and utilities lor ARexx development.

DD51: Clrcuil Analysis - Aspice (2.3) A lull featured program
for electfc circuit analysis.
DD52: Scientific - Includes Elements - an incredibly welt

done periodic table program with source, Scientific plotting ■
over 600k of Lattice C source routines lhat can be included in

your own programs.

DDH: Compression - This disk is loaded with ALL of the best
file compression programs and aids for the Amiga. Many of ihe

programs can be used by the new user. Includes Arc(2.3),

Lharc(i.O). Lhwarpli .03). Pltax(i.O). PowerPacker(2.3a) a
must have by all, Zip(i.O), Warp(2.04|, and Zoo(2.0). Also
IFFcunch an excellent compression for IFF lites

DD55: ARP - On this disk you will find the complete ArpRel3.0

release including the full user docs, the full Developers guide.

ARP is the official AmigaDOS Resource Project (ARP) release
1.3. ABP makes many improvements to AmigaDOS and
makes your system easier to use from the CLI.

DD57: Advanced Utilities - Msh - like Cross-dos, copies files

to and from MS-DOS, Pal-NTSC ■ convert any pal program to

NTSC and vice versa. Also several utilities that improve your
startup-sequence, plus 25 more programs.

DD62: Basic and Xscheme - Cursor ■ a full featured Amiga
Basic compiler, sbasic and ftext - several wonderful routines to

help in basic programers. and Xscheme - an interpreted object
oriented language.

DD64 Amiga Programmers Manual - The fully

comprehensive Amiga programming manual with source code

examples and easy to understand tutorials!

DDG5 C Tutorials - Several well done tutorials on how to
program the Amiga. Includes tutorials and working examples

on Device drivers, IFF reads and writes. Sound
implementation, Arcade game design and implementation,
Double Buffering, and others. A must have lor Amiga
Programmers.

DD66 Programming ToolBox - Many programs to help in

your development efforts (most for C some for basic) Includes

programs to generate requesters, an incredibe spritemaker

toolbox, to greatly aid compiling, convert DPaint brushes to C

structures, a great library manager, and many more wonderlul
lime savers!

DDG9:ArJvanced Utilities - SerNet and ParNet - Connect two

Amiga's and share resources, MemMonitor ■ Similar to WFrag

but greatly improved, Seleclor ■ put menus on your workbench
screen, and more.

DD71 :C compiler - This disk contains Dice, Matthew Dillon's

full featured, powerful C compiler and environment system.

DD72:VT Emulators - Contains three powerful, full featured vt
emulators, with many advanced features including kermit,

xmodem and tektronix protocols. VaxTerm, VLT, and more.
DD77: Fortran ■ Contains a full featured FORTRAN77

environmental development system. Also contains EzAsm a

strongly macro dependent 68000 assembler.

DD78: Menus & System Enhancements - Several neat

programs to aid in launching programs from special icons
(Next computer style), adding WorkBench menus and more.

Also contains many useful programs to determine operation

nting - This disk contains several routines to help i—
lore of printing. Includes Gothic ■ Finally a Banner .
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Do I Need UNIX?

Is UNIX better than AmigaDOS for

the average user? The answer

depends on your needs and your per

sonality. If you use your Amiga primarily

for playing games, then UNIX has little

or nothing new to offer you. UNIX

games, while fun. do not begin to

approach the level of graphics and fast

action found in a typical Amiga game.

If you use your Amiga for its

strengths in graphics and video, then

there probably isn't much reason to

move to UNIX right now. Similarly, if

you primarily use canned Amiga pro

grams, and you are happy with them,

then you may not need UNIX at the

moment.

!f you are a programmer, however,

you should give UNIX very serious con

sideration. I'll talk more about this next

time.

Suggested Reading

There are dozens of UNIX books on

the market, and its difficult to know

which ones to read. My general rule of

thumb for new users is to buy a book

written fewer than five years ago. A

number of things about UNIX have

changed during that time, and these

differences can be very confusing for

beginners.

Here are some of my favorite UNIX

books: For a very quick introduction, try

Learning The UNIX Operating System

by Grace Todino and John Strang

(O'Reilly & Associates, Inc., 1987). For

a solid tutorial and reference, try A

Practical Guide to the UNIX System by

Mark G. Sobell (Benjamin-Cummings,

1989). Once you have been exposed to

UNIX, check out Life With UNIXby Don

Libes and Sandy Ressler (Prentice-

Hall. 1989). Interesting, well-written and

funny, this book traces the history of

UNIX and offers a lot of good (and

hard-to-get) advice. ■

About the Author

Daniel Barrett is a long-time

Amiga user and UNIX systems

administrator.

His InterNet EMail address is:

barrett@cs.umass.edu

AREXX AND THE

HAPPY HAIKUER

Can computers write?

by Nick Sullivan

You probably know that .info is

produced - edited, laid out,

typeset - on Amiga computers.

Not long ago, the ability to produce a

commercial-quality magazine with con

sumer equipment would have been

astounding, almost unbelievable.

Today, it's routine.

But what if we now revealed that .info

is produced not just on. but by a stock

Amiga 2000... that every word in the

magazine you are holding was

authored by hemingway, a suite of

sophisticated assembler programs writ

ten in 1989 by a 17-year-old genius

from Dusseldorf: would that surprise

you?

Certainly it would. In fact the idea is

preposterous. No computer in the world

is anywhere close to having the sophis

tication needed to generate even an

AmigaWorldautomatically. So far, only

the human mind is capable of creating

sustained text with content that devel

ops logically from beginning to end.

Since computers deal in the manipula

tion of symbols as symbols, without

regard to the meaning the symbols

might convey to a human being, this

weakness is hardly surprising.

Parlor Games

On the other hand, making comput

ers give the appearance of duplicating

human text-authoring skills has been

an intriguing parlor-game among pro

grammers for many years. (Several of

their more public efforts were docu

mented from time to time during the

1980s in A.K. Dewdney's "Computer

Recreations" column in Scientific Amer

ican; that is the source of some of the

information presented here.) Many of

those programmers worked on micro

computers in BASIC, probably attracted

by its convenient string manipulation

and fast testing cycle compared to

compiled languages or assembler. For

this kind of program, the relative slow

ness of an interpreted language like

BASIC is not often a drawback.

AFSexx beats BASIC hollow when it

comes to string manipulation, so it

should be a natural for this kind of pro

gramming. ARexx's wide variety of

built-in string functions, along with other

features like compound variables, give

it more than enough power for just

about any text application. The meth

ods for automated authoring discussed

in this article are mostly pretty easy to

implement: the challenge is to apply

them effectively, a task that demands

creativity and sensitivity to language

more than raw programming skill. A

sense of humor doesn't hurt, either.

Racter & Creativity

Besides the fun you can have with

programs of this type, they do serve at

least a shadow of a serious purpose in

forcing us to examine anew our views

about human creativity. Here is a little

poem by the well-known program Rac

ter. the poem appears in Racter's book

The Policeman !s Beard is Half Con

structed:

Night sky and fields of black

A Qat cracked surface and a building

She reflects an image in a glass

She does not see. she does not watch

And here, for a sort of comparison, is a

stanza from Dwarf of Disintegration, by

the American poet Oscar Williams:

It is the dwarf, the yellow dwarf, with the

minted cheeks

With the roots of the fingers, with the

wafer-thin cry.

In a maze of walls, lost in the nurseries

of definition -

Shadows dance on shins of trumpets in a

waning sky.

Few people, I think, would have diffi

culty distinguishing the work of the

human from the silicon poet in this pair

of examples, and the difference

becomes clearer by the line. Wide as

the gulf still may be, though, it does

reach a narrower point than usual in

poems that, like the one by Oscar

Williams, are unrhymed and depend on

unconventional word associations like

"shins of trumpets in a waning sky".

What is it exactly that distinguishes the

poetry of the human author from the
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mere mechanical production of the

computer?

Racter is the most sophisticated

computerized writer I know of. Besides

short poems like the one above, The

Policeman's Beard is Half Constructed

contains epigrams, limericks, a short

dramatic scene in Elizabethan style,

and a variety of prose ranging from a

sentence or two to several pages in

length. Racter has an impressive grasp

of grammar and uses a large vocabu

lary and a wide variety of sentence

forms. Perhaps its strongest feature is

its ability to extend a chain of associa

tions through the text that it generates,

sometimes giving the illusion of

semantic abilities it doesn't really pos

sess. Here is one of the better exam

ples; a moderately eccentric human

writer might have done something very

similar:

Bill sings to Sarah, Sarah sings 10 Bill.

Perhaps they will do oilier dangerous

things together. They may eat lamb or

stroke each other. They may chant of

their difficulties and their happiness.

They have love but they also have type

writers. That is interesting.

Unfortunately, beyond what can be

inferred from examining its output, not

much information is available on how

Racter works. One gets the impression

of a program that has developed over a

number of years more by accretion

than by careful design. Since the

human brain and human minds appear

to develop in much that way, perhaps

there is something to be said for it.

Travesties by Shaney

A completely different approach to

generating text is the basis for a much

simpler program by the name of Mark

V. Shaney. The program begins by

analyzing a document produced by a

human author. The analysis consists of

building a table of every word-pair in

the source document, and for each

entry recording the following word for

each occasion the pair was used, and

the frequency with which that word was

chosen. For instance, suppose the doc

ument contains the sentence:

And then I turned, and then I ran,
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and then it caught me and ate me.

The first pair of words, "and then,"

occurs three times in this sentence

(and, well assume, nowhere else in the

document). Twice it is followed by "I,"

and once by "it." Accordingly, the entry

in the table for the word pair "and then"

contains two words, "I" and "it," with

counts of two and one respectively. It

so happens that none of the words

involved in this entry is followed by

punctuation, but if punctuation is pre

sent it is considered to be part of the

word itself: the "me" in "caught me" and

the "me." in "ate me." count as two dif

ferent words.

When the table has been set up with

similar entries for every word-pair in the

document, the task of text synthesis

can begin. The first two words in the

output are the seed for the whole. Any

word pair in the table could be used: a

reasonable choice would be to use the

pair that begins the source document,

"And then." The next step is to look up

the list of words that can follow "And

then" in the table, and to select among

them randomly using probabilities

based on the stored frequencies. For

example, there would be a two-thirds

probability that the next word would be

"I," and a one-third probability that it

would be "it." The output document now

has three words. A new word-pair is

constructed consisting of the second

and third words, and the process is

repeated. It may or may not be self-

limiting, depending on whether the last

two words in the source document had

been used earlier on.

A sample page from

a haiku-generating

program

implemented in

HyperBook. The

ARexx script uses

rules based on the

number of syllables

along with

templates that

define several

possible structures

that a line of text

can take.

Considering the very mechanical

method, Shane/s output is surprisingly

lucid-sounding, and quite often gram

matically correct. Here is part of an

example that was quoted by A.K.

Dewdney in Scientific American. The

source document given to the program

was an elementary chemistry text:

Why do we count things in groups of

five. When people learned how to count

many things, they matched them against

their fingers. First they counted out

enough things to match the fingers of

both hands. Then they put these things

aside in one quart. A giant-size bottle that

will hold four quarts is a three-digit num

ber. A digit gets its value from the top of

a sidewalk are straight, and straight lines

mark off the tennis court and baseball

diamond.

Well, some of it does sound pretty

odd. More troubling is the idea that

Shaney is probably an evolutionary

dead-end for computer writing. It seems

doubtful that the method can be

extended or enhanced in any signifi

cant way to improve the quality of the

output, though perhaps it could some

how be combined with other, more iin-

guistically-oriented, techniques.

An ARexx text-writer

We have room to discuss only one

more technique, or rather to demon

strate the principle in a very brief pro

gram. If you have ever seen the type of

children's book that has a drawing of an

animal on each page, and in which the
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U "Self-Expression"

Romance uses a

simple text

generating

algorithm similar to

that used by the

short ARexx script

listed in the article.

By getting the data

from lists of words

in the hyperbook.

the list of stork

phrases can be

modified without

changing the

ARexx script.

IT

atone in the quiet cfiapet wfiere they fmrf first met, with the

sprightly piping of the View's flageolet wafting in jrm outside, the

terrifierf Viofettn thought once mere of Doctor Xm, the feottf baniito

who frni teen so gentfe in her anns, JU w*s tww, according to

Cwwtess Oenevieve, rfantint} nwity the hot "Rio nights with the suftnj

Sophia,

T»en come tfte swnrf of her own name being eafterf, anrf she dropped

the brimming wine glass heetffessfy on the rug, lie was here) "I've

thought of you every minute I've been awatj, you sweet tittle morsel of

gtrt-ffesh!" he sflirf q«iet% sweeping her into his arms, nnrf as ne

went rfown on his fenees mi implored her to forgive him, she

wordfessfy let her body mett against his own,

pages are divided into three sections

that can be independently flipped allow

ing the animal pictures to be arbitrarily

recombined; you already know the prin

ciple:

/* Write text using a -*

template */

call random(1,1000,tiroe{' s' ))

/* seed RNG */

phrl.l = "Fair lady"

phrl. 2 = "My dear Miss -*

Overstreet"

phrl. 3 = "Good gravy, ->

Clarissa"

phr2.1 = "purred"

phr2.2 = "boozily intoned"

phr2.3 = "spluttered, in -*

a voice that shook with ->

indignation"

phr3.1 = "the cat is"

phr3.2 = "the house is"

phr3.3 = "my shoes are"

phr4.1 ■ "on fire again"

phr4 .2 = "a perfect match ~*

for your lovely eyes"

phr4 . 3 = "a complete ~>

laughing stock, thanks to you"

pl=random(l, 3) ; -*

p2=xandom(l, 3) ; p3=random(l, 3) ;->

p4=random(l, 3)

say '"'phrl.pl'," he' ->

phr2.p2', "'phr3.p3 phr4.p4'!"'

To see the results, enter the above

program into a text editor and save it in

your current directory or in REXX:' as

'writer.rexx.' Try running it a few times

by typing 'rx writer' and see what you

get. You can easily extend the pro

gram's vocabulary by adding new

phrases in the 'phr...' compound

variables and changing the random

number limits in the next to the last line.

The advantages of this method,

besides its extreme simplicity, are that it

can produce a very high proportion of

tolerably readable, even amusing,

results, and that it gives free rein to

your literary creativity. The disadvan

tage is that it's quite inflexible: however

hilarious the phrase combinations may

sometimes be, you'll never get more

out of a program like this than you put

into it. Still, if you make the phrase lists

large enough, and exercise some origi

nality in designing the template (which

is expressed here in the single SAY

instruction), you can achieve some

interesting results. The romance

excerpt and the haikus that accompany

this article illustrate some of the variety

available with this technique.

Programs to try

There are several interesting text

manipulation programs available for the

Amiga. In the early days of the Amiga,

a version of Racter was available com

mercially from Mindscape - you may

still be able to locate a copy. In the

Public Domain, we suggest you check

out ValSpeak and Jive (both on Fish

Disk #46). which translate standard

English text files into slang: Spew (Fish

#69). which generates pseudorandom

"National Enquirer" headlines from a

phrase database: and Steve Fai-

wiszewski's Amiga port of Travesty

(available in Portal's Amiga Zone

libraries), which reassembles text into

gibberish based on letter sequence

recombinations. ■

Memory Alignment

and BPTRS

Maybe those dreaded

BPTRs aren't so bad

after all

by Jim Butterfield

This article deals with machine-

level programming, but con

tains some useful tidbits of

information for non-programmers as

well. We start with math operations and

memory addressing on the 68000-

series microprocessor, move on io the

Amiga's memory organization, and end

up at a defense of the much-detested

BCPL structures that are Sound within

the Amiga.

Powers of 2 & BPTRs

In last month's article, "Don't Multiply

- Never Divide," I talked about a micro

processor division/multiplication short

cut - using a shift instruction instead of

the slower multiplication and division

instructions.

Amiga programs do a lot of multiply

ing and dividing by four. That's because

the AmigaDOS system uses two spe

cial pointers called 'B-Pointers' and 'B-

Strings' (often abbreviated BPTR and

BSTR). Both of these pointers contain

not an address, but an address divided

by four. Figure 1 shows how it works.

A quick word about B-strings, in case

you meet them: the pointer (times four)

points at the string itself, which is orga

nized differently from the well-known *C

string.1 With a B-string. the first byte

gives the length of the string; it's fol

lowed by the string itself. In contrast, a

C-string starts with the string itself, and

is terminated by a binary zero byte.

Thus, a B-string is limited to 255 char

acters in length, but may contain any

character. A C-string may be of any

length, but may not contain a binary

zero character.

Your program must multiply the value

of such a pointer by four so that the

appropriate address can be accessed.

Alternatively, if you need to supply a B-

style pointer to a program, you must

make sure that the address you are

using divides evenly by four - and then

divide it by four to make the BPTR.
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You'll run across these B pointers

when you're working with DOS. You'll

need to read B pointers when you track

inner details of structures such as CU,

FiieLock. or FileHandle. Conversely,

you'll need to create B pointers when

you send DOS packets.

Multiplying and dividing by four is a

snap in any language, of course. Just

shift twice, left or right. In assembler.

LSL.L or LSR.L will do the trick; in C.

use the « and » operators.

68000

The 68000 CPU references memory

in a word-oriented manner; a word is 16

bits. No matter whether the instruction

asks for a byte {8 bits), a word (16 bits),

or a longword (32 bits), the 68000

reaches for 16 bits at a time.

Figure 2 shows how the 68000 taps

memory. If the program asks for a sin

gle byte of data, say at address 1235,

the processor trims the address down

an even number; that would be 1234 in

this case. The whole word is accessed

BPTR
hex 1234

Multiply by four

Pointer
hex 48D0

ADDRESS: 48D0

DATA

Figure 1: Many memory pointers used by Amiga's DOS are B-Pointers; they

must be multipled by four to oblain the "real" address. That means that the

address must be an exact multiple of Tour. Programmers sometimes have to do

extra work lo ensure their addresses work oul thai way.

- that would be the two bytes at 1234

and 1235. Only the requested byte is

used.

In the case of a word access, the

68000 shows its power by performing a

single memory access in order to grab

both bytes. But there's a limitation: the

address supplied must be even (say,

1234). If the program asked for an odd

address, say, 1235, the two bytes

involved - 1235 and 1236 - would cross

a memory boundary. Two memory

MAVERICK for the AMIGA
Five Years Of Experience On A Single Disk

When we started making Commodore backup products, we started making history

Our Maverick lot the Commodore has become Ihe single most successful archival

utility syslem ever created lor the C64 C128 computers We pioneered innovations

lhal made Maverick Ihe ONLY logical choice lor the serious user

History is repeating itseil

Our new Maverick lor the Amiga is a ground breaking product1 It is unlike anything

youve ever seen for the Amiga before. You use it without fumbling for pull-down

menus or searching through overlapping windows The Maverick Amiga screen is a

clean modern control panel designed to allow yoi. to intuitively operate Ihe syslem

as il it were a physical piece ol hi-tech equipment
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* Hypercopy High speed, eitortless error free data duplication

* Parameters Our own cuslom routines backed by 5 years of experience
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ADDRESS

Get a byte:

Take both bytes and

discard the

unwanted one.

1234

1234 1235 1234 1235

Get a word (or longword):

Take both bytes. If a longword, go

to the next word and take bothe

bytes there. The address must be

even, or the 68000 will trigger an

"exception".

Figure 2: On 16-bit machines, memory comes in two-byte chunks called

"words". If the 68000 only wants a single byte, it must still reference both bytes;

the unwanted part is not used. For word or longword (four byte) actions, the

68000 benefits by taking the two bytes at a lime. But the address supplied

must be even. If it happens to be odd (say, 1235), the two-byte pair would

"cross a word boundary" and the 68000 would complain in an unpleasant way.

accesses would be needed, plus some

juggling to get the two bytes correctly

positioned. The 68000 can't handle

that. If asked to do a word or longword

action with an odd address, it will trig

ger exception number 3, and you'll end

up with a GURU message. This won't

happen on a 68020 or later CPU; we'll

discuss that in a minute. Most assem

blers and compilers place code at even

boundary addresses automatically.

Assembly language programmers may

need to make occasional use of com

mand CNOP; CNOP 0,2 a\\gr\s follow

ing code so that it will begin at an even

address. And they must be very careful

in playing with the stack (register A7),

since a stack containing an odd

address triggers a system failure.

68020+

The 68020 and its successors have

two memory features not found on the

68000. They are capable of handling

32-bit memory - that's 4 bytes per

memory access. And they will handle

unaligned addresses, so that you can

access a word with an odd address, or

a longword whose address does not

divide exactly by four.

Figure 3 shows how one of these

processors will access 32-bit memory.

A good speed advantage may be

obtained with 32-bit memory by access

ing a longword in a single memory shot.

To do this, the longword address must

divide exactly by four.

If an address is not memory-aligned -

a word access whose address is odd,

or a longword access whose address

does not divide evenly by four - these

processors will still do the job. They

perform a double-dip into memory (two

fetches) and put the various bytes

together correctly. But in so doing, they

lose some of their speed advantage.

The chips are quite versatile; they also

cope cheerfully with 16-bit memory if

that's what they find.

For speed on the faster CPUs fitted

with 32-bit memory, you might commit

some coding techniques to memory.

{No pun intended.) Compilers do their

best to help align data in the best way

possible. Users of the SAS/C (formerly

Lattice C) compiler should study

options -/and -ma, and avoid -w.

Assembly language programmers

should use CNOP 0,4 where appropri

ate and try to perform stack operations

with four-byte data exclusively.

Back to BCPL

To some extent, the above argu

ments tend to redeem the hated B-style

pointers. If there's an advantage to hav

ing addresses that divide evenly by

four, and if B-pointers insist on the use

of just this kind of address, then they

are pointing us in the right direction.

(No pun intended.)

Yes, it's a small annoyance to have

to remember to do a couple of left-shift

operations before you use a B-style

pointer. And C programmers grouch

about such pointers because they lose

their identity when multiplied by four,

and need to be 'cast'. For my part, I

grump greatly about needing to copy a

string so that its address will be cor

rectly aligned to allow it to be made into

a B-String.

But really, they aren't too bad. And

perhaps they help shed a little light on

the changing memory-alignment situa

tion within the Amiga. ■

ADDRESS

Get a byte (or word): \
Take four bytes and )
discard the unwanted

1234 1235 1236 1237 1238 1234

1235

d /

Get a longword:

If the address divides evenly by

4, the data will be taken in one

shot by the 68020/30/40. If the

address does not align, the pro

cessor will take two "dips" and

still get the data.

Figure 3: The 68020, 30 and 40 can handle "32-bit memory", giving extra

speed. If less than 4 bytes are needed, the processor will extract what it needs.

There's a difference from the 68000: if the address is not on a proper boundary

(say, an odd address for a longword access), no exception will be triggered.

Instead, the processor will go to the next memory location and get what it

needs. However, in taking two "dips" into memory, it will lose efficiency.
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AMIGADOS

SCRIPTS, PART 3

Simple tricks for

high-power scripts

by Chris Zamara

The first two articles of this

series covered the basics of

writing AmigaDOS scripts,

along with a few tricks. There are still

more script techniques that can make

normally-tedious operations a cinch,

and this article explains one of the most

powerful.

Using List

Since AmigaDOS version 1.3, the

List command has incorporated a few

capabilities designed specifically for

helping with scripts. The LFORMAT

keyword lets you specify the format of

every file name displayed in Lists out

put, including any additional text you

would like to include. How is this use

ful? Consider the following command:

list #? lforraat="Type %s"

The basic List command - without the

LFORMAT keyword - would just list all

the files in your current directory in a

standard format. Assuming a current

directory containing the files

'ReadMe.txt,' 'Docs.tw,' and 'Dia

gram.pic' the LFORMAT argument

used above causes the following output

instead:

Type ReadMe.txt

Type Docs.tw

Type Diagram.pic

As you can see, the text in the LFOR

MAT argument was printed for each file

listed, with the '%s' part of the string

replaced by the file's name. If the

resulting directory listing looks suspi

ciously like a simple DOS script, you're

getting the idea. By redirecting the out

put of ListXo a file, you can create a

script which, when executed, will per

form any command on all files in a

directory, or only on files whose names

match a given pattern. In the examples

above, we can create a script that will

Type all files in the given directory.

Since this may not be very useful (typ

ing the contents of a picture file isn't

very helpful), we can use Lists pattern-

matching abilities to only type files end

ing in '.txt,' which are presumably text

files. The entire operation to type out all

files in the current directory ending in

'.txt' might be:

list >ram:temp #?.txt

lformat="Type %s"

execute ram:temp

The first of the above commands uses

/./s/with LFORMAT to output the Type

instructions, and redirects the output to

a temporary file called ■ram:temp.1 The

second command executes the 'temp'

file as a DOS script, causing the Type

commands to take effect. In the exam

ple given above, only a single file -

'ReadMe.txt' - would be typed out.

Depending on the contents of your cur-

Easy as 1.2.3

It's easy to get more information on products

written about and advertised in .info. Most

advertisements and new product listings

have a special coded reader service number

to help you get brocures, flyers and other

literature about the products you like

in .info.

Fill out the reader service card

you'll find at the back of this

issue of .info.

Circle the numbers coded for

those products you want more

information about.

Just drop it in the mail. Most

companies send information

right away.
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SPAT
.key com/a,pat/a,opt1,opt2,opt3,opt4

failat 21

list >t:q<$$> <pat> lformat="<com> *"%s%s*" <optl> <opt2>

<opt3> <opt4>"

IF NOT FAIL

execute t:q<$$>

ELSE

echo "<pat> not found"

ENDIF

failat 10

;do wildcards for single arg command

Commodore's SPAT script from the S: directory of Workbench 1.3

rent directory, any number of files could

be operated on.

The operation performed, of course,

is not limited to Type or any other single

command. Any time you wish to use a

command on a number of files, and the

command doesn't support pattern

matching for processing multiple files,

you can use the List technique. Other

examples might be displaying a num

ber of pictures, playing several sound

files, or showing one animation after

another. All of these can be accom

plished by putting the appropriate pro

gram name in the LFORMAT argument

of the List command.

The LFORMAT argument

In the above examples, we used

'Type %s' as the LFORMAT argument

to the List command. The text in this

string is printed out on a separate line

for each file listed, but the "%s" part is

special. In the output, "%s" is substi

tuted with the name of the file. If you

use two %s codes, the first is replaced

with the path name of each file, and the

second with the file name itself. This

lets you use the entire path name of

each file in the output. For example, the

command

list ram: lformat="%s"

Might produce the following list of files

{actually, directory names in this case):

env

clipboards

t

Using the command with two %s

codes:

list ram: lformat="%s%s"

Produces the complete names of the

files:

Ram Disk:env

Ram Diskxlipboards

Ram Disk:!

You can also separate the two %s

codes and specify the file's directory

path and name separately. A third %s

can be used to use the file's name in

the command again, and a second pair

of %s codes (four codes altogether)

gives two sets of path/names. In other

words,

list ram: lformat="%s%s %s"

produces:

Ram Disk:env env

Ram Diskxlipboards clipboards

Ram Disk:! t

While the command using four '%s'

codes:

list ram: lformat="%s%s -*

*"%s%s*""

produces:

Ram Disk:env "Ram Disk:env"

Ram Diskxlipboards "Ram ■»

Diskxlipboards"

Ram Disk:t "Ram Disk:t"

Note the use of the delimiter charac

ters in the last example to put the

quotes around the second path name.

This may be required for path names

that contain a space, such as "Ram

Disk." and is a good idea to use for

general scripts that need to work with

any file names.

Also remember that you can use any

of the other List keywords along with

LFORMAT, for example FILES to list

files only, or DIRS to list directories

only.

SPAT and DPAT

While the above technique can be

extremely useful, it is usually not nec

essary to do it yourself, thanks to two

scripts provided in the 'S:' directory of

the Workbench 1.3 release disk. These

scripts, SPAT and DPAT, use the

LFORMAT technique to allow you to

run any command on all listed files.

SPAT works with commands taking a

single filename argument, and is used

as follows:

spat <command> <pattern> ->

<command options>

SPAT is just a simple DOS script, but

since it has the script protection bit set,

you can use it just like a regular pro

gram: it's not necessary to use "execute

spat,' although that will work as well.

Let's take that animation example:

you wish to use the program 'PlayAnim'

to show all animation files {names end

ing in '.anim') in your 'graphics' direc

tory on the disk volume 'dhO:.1 This

could be done using SPAT as follows:

spat PlayAnim ->

dhO:graphics/#?.anim

You can see how SPAT uses /./sfwith

LFORMAT to do its trick: just type

s:spat to see the script. The temporary

file is named 'q{$$},' which AmigaDOS

translates as lq1,' 'q2,' etc. depending

on the CLI number that launched the

script. This makes SPAT compatible

with multitasking CLI windows.

The DPAT script is similar, but uses

three '%s codes and a user-specified

directory name to provide the command

with two complete path names. Con

sider the following use of DPAT:

dpat Rename dhO:graphic/#?.anim

dhO : animations -*

This has the effect of moving all '.anim'

files in the 'graphics' directory on dhO:
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to the 'animations' directory (if one

exists!). It works by creating a list of

appropriate Rename commands - one

for each matching file - that have this

format:

Rename dhO:graphics/FILE ->

dhO:animations/FILE

This particular exampie is a useful one,

but in AmigaDOS Version 2. the

Rename command has improved pat

tern-matching abilities so that it can

handle the task by itself without requir

ing help from DPAT. This is true of most

of the new shell commands, but the

SPAT, DPAT and LFORMAT techniques

are still useful for non-shell programs

that don't support file pattern matching.

If you type the DPAT script to see

how it works, note the Echo command

early in the script, using the

'FIRST=256' argument. This has the

effect of displaying the last character

only of the argument to Echo, which in

this case is the directory name supplied

by the user. The output of Echo is redi

rected to a temporary environment

variable, which is then checked by sev

eral IF statements in the script. This

shows how clever use of Echo and its

options, along with environment

variables, can be used to add a simple

form of string-handling to AmigaDOS

scripts.

LFORMAT & V2.0

Almost everything about AmigaDOS

has been significantly reworked for Ver

sion 2, and the List command is no

exception. Instead of just using %s in

the LFORMAT argument to include the

name of a file and directory path, a

whole range of information about the

file can be included using other special

codes. Here is a list:

%a file attributes

{protection bits)

%b size of file in blocks {or

"Dir" for directories)

%c file comment

%d file date-stamp

Me key (starting block

position on storage device)

%1 file length in bytes {"Dir"

for directories)

%n file name

%p file path (directory/)

%s name or path/name string

(see text)

%tfile time-stamp

You can also precede any of these

codes with a number to indicate the

minimum number of characters used by

the output string. For example, using

the code '%16n' would always use 16

characters for the filename, showing

the name right-justified in the 16-

character field. To left-justify instead,

you can use a minus-sign, as in: '%-

16n\

These additional formatting codes

make List a useful file-listing formatter

for a number of purposes, including

making customized printouts of the

contents of your disks. ■

DPAT
.key com/a,pat/a,dir/a,optl,opt2,opt3,opt4

failat 21

echo >ENV:qw<S$> "<dir>" first=256

IF $qw<$$> EQ ":"

list >t:q<$$> <pat> lformat="<com> *"%s%s*"-»

*"<dir>%s*" <optl> <opt2> <opt3> <opt4>"

skip doit

END IF

IF $qw<$$> EQ "/"

list >t:q<$$> <pat> lformat="<com> *"%s%s*"->

*"<dir>%s*" <optl> <opt2> <opt3> <opt4>"

skip doit

ENDIF

IF EXISTS <dir>

list >t:q<$$> <pat> Iformat="<com> *"%s%s*"-»

*"<dir>/%s*" <optl> <opt2> <opt3> <0PT4>"

ELSE

list >t:q<$$> <pat> lformat="<com> *"%s%s*"-»

*"<dir>*" <optl> <opt2> <opt3> <0PT4>"

ENDIF

lab doit

IF NOT FAIL

execute t:q<$$>

ELSE

echo "<pat> not found"

ENDIF

failat 10

;do wildcards for double arg command

Commodore's DPAT script from the S: directory of

Workbench 1.3

■
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FOR ORDERS AND

USA & CANADA CALL

Order Hours: Mon-Tburs, 9om-7pni/Fri, 9am-5|im/ClOSED Sat/OPEN Sun, 9:30-6(ET)

AMIGA 500 EXPANSION KIT
SUPRARAM 5O0 512K RAM EXPANSION wtlh CLOCK,

CALENDAR and MASTER 3A-1 EXTERNAL DRIVE

outsideusa fTlSMAQO.ATQf
&CANADACALL I* loJOY-Z-U/Yt

MONTGOMERY GRANT: MAD. DRDER DEPT.OR

WRITE TO;

ESTABLISHED

HI 967
FAX #7186923372/TELEX 422132 MBRANT

RETAIL OUTLET PENN STATION, MAIN CONCOURSE

(Beneath Madison Sq. Garden) NYC, 10001

Store Krs: MON-THURS, 8:30-7 / FR1,8:30-5 / SAT-CLOSED / OPBM SUN, 9:30-7

A-1950

MULTLSCAN

MONITOR 1MBEXPANDABLETO9MB BUIIT-IN3.5"
DISK DRIVE SYSTEM SOFTWARE
MOUSE

AMIGA 2000HD....S1499 AMIGA 2500/50....$2749

AMIGA 2500/100.- $3229

S1199

VIDEO TOASTER
CALL FOR OUR LOW, LOWPRICE

PERSONALTBC

NEWTEK VIDEO TOASTER BOX ALL Pfll I

IN ONE VIDEO PRODUCTION SYSTEM unu-

$729
MANY OTHER TIME BASE CORRECTORS

(TBC) AVAILABLE

TOASTER TUTORIAL VIDEO CASSETTE

$19.95

^

500 S4G9
AMIGA 500P. „ ~...CALL

AMIGA PERIPHERALS
A-2088DXTBRIDGEBOARD $449

A-228SDATBRHDGEBOARD $599

A-2630/4 ACCELERATOR

KrT (25MHz. 68030, 4MB. 68882) $1499

A-1680 MODEM W/CABLE $69

1084 RGB

COLOR

MONITOR

ALLMODELS AVAILABLE

Starting as low as

A-MAX EMULATOR II $129

AMIGA 3000 32 Bit Memory. AVAILABLE

AMIGAVIS1OH SOFTWARE $89

AMIGA 1.3 ROM (6850] $49

AMIGA 1MBFATTER AGNUS CHIP{B372A) .$99

APPLIED ENGINEERING

1.5! MB HI-DENSITY DRIVE...... (199

AToncePC/ATEMULATOR.. $249

A-2000ADAPTOR INSTOCK

BASEBOARD 2MB Daughter

Board Available

Memory Expansion for A-500 (usesA-501 Exp. Slot)

OK S99 1MR..._...$135 3MB.._ S229

512K Si 19 2MB $175 4MB S259

BOMAC TOWER A-2000 $239

BROADCAST TITLERII (216

— BODEGA BAY
By CALIFORNIA ACCESS

EXPANSION COfJSOLE

Turn your A-500 Into a

A-2000 Compatible NOWAVAILABLE

CALL

CHINON INTERNAL DRIVE for A-2000 S79

COLOR SPLITTER S105

DAKOTA SKETCHMASTER 12x12 $369

DAKOTA SKETCHMASTER 12x18 $569

DIGITAL CREATIONS DCTV (369

DIGIVIEW GOLD V.4.0 $114

EXCELLENCE 2.0 $105

EXPANSION SYSTEMS

Heavy Duty Power Supply for A-500 .$79

FLICKER RXER (229

FLICKER FIXER PAL (269

FLICKER FIXER GENLOCK OPTION $39

FUCKERFIXERDEB2000 $89

FRAMEGRABBER $419

FRAMEGRABBER 25S $499

GENLOCKS
MINIGEN $184

SUPERGEN (599

SUPERGEN2000S (1339

VIDTECHSCANLOCK $759

VIDTECHVIDEOMASTER (1049

AMIGA 500 & AMIGA 2000
COMPATIBLE HARD DRIVE PKGS.
WnMATCHTHESESCSICONTROLLERS&HARD
DRIVES TO HT THE RIGHTPACKAGE FOR YOU!

A-500 SCSI CONTROLLERS

DATAFLYER500 $125

RAPID ACCESS TURBO A-500 $229

TRUMPCARD500 $159

TRUMPCARD500PRO $229

XETEC FASTTRACK A-500 (219

A-1000 SCSI CONTROLLERS
XETEC FASTTRACK A-1000 S299

A-2000 SCSI CONTROLLERS
ADSCSI2080 $159

CAMALIBUBOARD2000 $109
» DATAFLYER 2000 $85

|GVP SERIES IIHCA-2000 $149
*GVP SERIES II HC6/0 A-2000 $195
RAPID ACCESSTURBOA-2000 $229

GVP RAM 6/2 A-2000

(2MB EXP. to 6MB) S175

NEWSERIESII

A-200022MHz/1MBexp,to13MB/6QB82...CALLFOR
A-2000 33MHz/4MBexp, to 16MB/6BB82..LOW PRICE

CALL FOR LOW, LOW PRICES
SCSI HARD DRIVE PACKAGES AVAILABLE

GOLDEN IMAGE
HANDSCANNER

W/MIGRAPH TOUCH-UP $239
OPTO-MECH MOUSE (35
OPTICAL MOUSE $49

GVP 3050 Kit {50 MHz}

w/68030, 4MB exp. 10 32MB, 68662 $2159

QVP 3050 KITw/QUANTUM 40MB. ADD $300

QVP 3050 KIT w/QUANWM 80MB. ADDSSOO

QVP 3050 KITW/MAXTOR210MB. ADDS950

GVP A-500 HDB+O/520, $554

A-500 HD 8+0/105Q $604

HAME $295

HAME/PLUS (379

ICD

TRUMPCARD2000PRO $135

HARD DRIVES

SEAGATE ST-157N-1 (49MB) $215
SEAGATE ST-1096N (80M3, 3.5') $325

QUANTUM 52MB (LOW PROFILE) $235

QUANTUM 105MB (LOW PROFILE] $379
QUANTUM 170M3 $619

QUANTUM 210MB $699

NEW

(89ICDADIDE

ICONOVIA20!

20M8 INTERNAL DRIVE lor A-500 $479

ICD ADSPEEO Excellerator (R3MHz.) $205

ICDFUCKERFREEVtDEO $279

NEW PRIMA 521 $429

WEWPRIMA105! (599

PRINTERS
PANASONIC

KXP-1180 $159.95
KXP-1123 SJ34.95
KXP-11241 $299.95
KXP-1624 $369.95
KXP-1654 3589.95

STAR

NX-1001 $149.95

NX-1020R $189.95
,. . -—NX-2420 $279.00

IMAGINE S1B9NX-2420R $299.00

INSIDER II Internal Memory for A-1000

OK Expandable to 1.5MB

512K $219 1MB (249 15MB- (279

COMMODORE

CD-TV

VIDEOPACKAGE
■ PANASONIC PV-I41D VIDEO CAMERA COMPLETE wt6tnra
LENS - COPYSTANDw LIGHTS • DIGIVIEW GOLO 4.0

W.FIXED LENS (309 w VARIABLELENS...S339

Supra —
BO0XP HARD DRIVE KITS

512K, 20MB $349 512K, BOMB $559

512K.52MB $475 512K, 105MB...., $655

2MB.20MB $459 2MB, 80MB $639

2MB.52MB $499 2MB. 105MB (715

2MB.52MB 2MB.105MB

(1MBx4).,. $555 (1MBX4) $725

2MB THRU 8MB VERSIONS AVAILABLE

CITIZEN

GSX-140 $275.95
GSX-145
WideCaraba $385.95
200GX S159.95
Color Option Kits CALL

CANONLATTICE C5.1 $1B9

UvS MMO $279 NBBLEJET 8J300 ..$499 BUBBLEJETBJ33Q..$679
MABTER3A.13S'Dl|iKDRIVE._.ZZ!."~™479 HEWLETTPACKARD
MEGA-MIDGET ECONOMY (25MHz) $489 DESKJET 500 $499
MEGA-MIDGET ECONOMY (33MHz) $559 LASERJETIIPwToner $899

MEGA-MIDGETRACER (25 MHz.} K99 LJSERJEi IHPwffijnw $1099
MEGA-MIDGETRACER(33MHZ.) (679 COMMODORE MPS1270INK-JET $139
MEGA-MIDGET RACER (50MHz) $849

PAGESTREAM2.1 $164

PANASONIC1410CAMERA. $179

PROFESSIONALPAGE2.0 $215

PROV1DEOGOLD $129

PRO VIDEO POST $139

PROWRITE3.1 (69

SCALA $257

SCULPT ANIMATE4D $28

SHARP JX100 COLOR SCANNER

vrfSOFTWARE&CABLES $645

TUR8OSILVER3.0 (5

WORDPERFECT (AMIGA) $1£

XETEC CD ROM CDX-65QE EXTERNAL $649

SUPRA RAM BOORX .^g ,f8g
S12K EXPANDABLE TO 8MB-PASS THRU BUS

SUPRA2400 SUPRA2400PLUS
EXTERNAL MODEM W/MNP5, V.42, bls,Si65
W/CA8LE $99 SUPRA2400ZI
SUPRA2400ZI PLUS $159
INTERNALMODEM.S114 SUPRA9600
SUPRA240OMNP....$145 PLUS. $549

SUPRA3.511 EXTERNAL DRIVE. _....$9B

SUPRA RAM 2000
OK; 5105 4MB $235 8MB $369
2MR,. $169 6MB $299

SUPRA RAM 500 512K
Expansion for A-500 !47

CUSTOMER SERVICE HOURS: MON-THURS 9nm-Spm/FRI 9am-4pm/SUN 10am-4pm

NO SURCHARGE FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS

.._...____ NEC MULTISYNC HID (569
[SNECMULHSYNCIIIDS $609

1 •"■•* SONY 1304 MULTISYNC $649

SEIKO1440 $5C

SEIKO1445 $57E
SEIKO1450 (62J

FOR QUANTITY ORDERS. RUSH, 2nd DAY& NEXT DAYAIR SERVICEAVAILABLE.

CUSTOMER TOLL FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Certified check, Bank Check Money Orders Approved P.O.s Visa. Mastercard, Amo*.Optima, Dinors
Club.,Carlo-Blanche, COD's & Wire Transfers accepted. Please call bciorc submitting P.O.s. Non-

ccriified checks must wait 2-4 weeks (or clearance. Prices and availability subject to change wilhoul
notice. Not responsible tor typographic errors. Return of defective merchandise must nave prior
reiurnauihoriiBlipn number or returns will nol bo accepted. Shipping & Handling additional. Second
Day & Next Day Air available al extra cost. Canadian oiderapleasc call for shipping rales. APO FPO

□rdersare shipped first class priority air. Oversized shipments may be levied a surcharge. All orders

can be shipped air express, Call lor details. We check for credit card theft. OCA 0800233. Amiga is a
icgistercd trademark of Commodore Amiga; inc.
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To receive free information from participating advertisers in this issue:

Circle the reader service numbers on the card below assigned to advertisers which interest you.

Fill in your name and address where indicated and mail. Please attach the proper postage to the card.

Fill out this card carefully. You may check more than one answer

to the questions at right. PLEASE PRINT.

Mr. Ms.

Name

Company

Title

Address

City/State/Zip

C )
Phone

101 106 111 116 121

102 107 112 117 122

103 103 113 118 123

104 109 114 119 124

105 110 115 120 125

Fax

151 156 161 166 171

152 157 162 167 172

153 158 163 168 173

154 159 164 169 174

155 160 165 170 175

201 206 211 216 221

202 207 212 217 222

203 208 213 218 223

204 209 214 219 224

205 210 215 220 225

A Which type of Amiga do you own?

1 ~t Amiga 500 4 "I Amiga 2500

2 □ Amiga 1000 5 □ Amiga 3000

3 ~\ Amiga 2000 6 lI None

B. Which of the following software

products are you likely to purchase

within the next year?

7 ~l Desktop Publishing

3 D Wordprocessmg

9 D Video

10 D Graphics/Animation

11 n Sound/Music

12 "1 Productivity

13 □ UNIX

14 n Entertainment

15 "I Educational

C. Which of the following hardware products are

you likely to purchase within the next year?

16 □ Mass Storage 19 1 Video Hardware

17 "1 Accelerators 20 n Monitors

18 ~l Printers 21 □ Other

D. What applications are your

primary interests?

22 O Desktop Publishing

23 1 Wordprocessing

24 D Video

25 1 Graphics/Animation

26 n Sound/Music

27 □ Productivity

28 □ On-line Services

29 "I UNIX

30 3 Entertainment

31 □ Educational

E. How did you receive this

copy of inlo?

32 □ Subscription

33 "1 Newsstand

34 □ Borrowed

35 ~i Library, etc.

251 256 261 266 271

252 257 262 267 272

253 25B 263 268 273

254 259 264 269 274

255 260 265 270 275

301 306 311 316 321

302 307 312 317 322

303 308 313 318 323

304 309 314 319 324

305 310 315 320 325

351 356 361 366 371

352 357 362 367 372

353 358 363 368 373

354 359 364 369 374

355 360 365 370 375

126 131 136 141 146

127 132 137 142 147

128 133 138 143 148

129 134 139 144 149

130 135 140 145 150

176 181 186 191 196

177 182 187 192 197

178 183 188 193 198

179 184 189 194 199

180 185 190 195 200

226 231 236 241 246

227 232 237 242 247

228 233 238 243 248

229 234 239 244 249

230 235 240 245 250

276 281 286 291 296

277 282 287 292 £97

278 283 28B 293 298

279 284 289 294 299

280 285 290 295 300

326 331 336 341 346

327 332 337 342 347

328 333 338 343 348

329 334 339 344 349

330 335 340 345 350

376 381 386 391 396

377 382 387 392 397

378 383 388 393 396

379 364 389 394 399

380 385 390 395 400
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With every VIDEO TOASTER you get the
0 most powerful graphics products

ever created for the Amiga■■■

O Lightwave 3D

Modeling, Rendering,

and Animation Create true
network quality 3D graphics

in 1536 x 960 resolution with 16.8

million colors. AmigaWorld says it

"absolutely blows away everything."

O Overlay Genlock and

Overlay Amiga

graphics on any live video source.

Use the luminance key to overlay

live video like the weathermap

effect.

OToasterPabit 24-btt Hi-res

This feature-packed

tool is the only PC-based paint system

with 24-bit YIQ-encoded broadcast

quality video.

OIWo 24-btt Frame Buffers
The ONLY video output for the Amiga

that is legally broadcastable at the

network level.

©Toaster Character

Generator 24-bH

35 nanosecond resolution
Twice the resolution of software-

only Amiga CG's and over 4000 times

die color.

OToaster Real-lime 24-bit

Frame Grabber Freeze video
instantly from your color video

camera, camcorder, laserdisc,

or cable TV.

and something truly phenomenal

your own TV studio.

©Toaster Digital Video Effects
For the first time you can process live

video on your desktop just like the

networks do. The Toaster lets you

warp, spin, zoom, trail, and squeeze

any of four live video sources in real

time and in 24-bit color.

O Four-Input Production

Perform unique fade and

pattern transitions between any of

seven sources, Many of which are

impossible even on high-end gear.

O ChromaFX Color Processor
Get complete control of the bright

ness, contrast and color of your

video. Give your video an old film

sepia tone or high-contrast look.

X
o
Oh

W

Q
U
PQ

Call now for the Video Toaster Demo Tape

& See for yourself I
See the incredible results possible

with the Video Toaster. Starring

NewTek's own Kiki Stockhammer,

and featuring animation by 3D artist

and LightWave programmer Allen

Hastings. Like the Toaster itself, this

videotape will knock your socks off.

$4.95 includes shipping and han

dling. Visa, MC, ArnEx or COD orders

accepted. Call (800) 843-8934 or

(913) 354-1146.

$4.95 includes shipping

and handling

1-800 843-8934

The Video Toaster

carc'mu^ s°ftware
are available at an

Amiga dealer near you.

N=wT=k
INCORPORATED

Video Toaster,

30.

Modeler.

ToaiMrPiint,

ToasierCG. and

ChromaFX are El

registBrod trade-

marM (X NewTek.

inc Amiga n a regis-

■ ■.■■'■■.! ■,'-;i'■■..!"» ot

Commodore-Amljja,

Inc. Any videotape

mpul In Ihs ToillB-

musi to time Daw

corrected. Toesler

compatible lime bu<

correctors start at

$995 retail. The

V«oo Toaiter

■1 ■:. ;i . an Amiga

2000 computer vrnin

hura uriv* and it

Wait Itve megs

otRAM

£ NswTaK. Inc. 1991
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